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IKDEX I 
Date: 6/28/2010 
Time: 12:34 PM 
Page 1 of4 
dicial ~trict Court - Nez Perce Coun 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0001218 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Robert James McCormack vs. Whitehead Amberson _Caldwell PLLC, etal. 
User: DEANNA 
Robert James McCormack vs. Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell PLLC, Christopher E Caldwell 
Date Code User Judge 
6/8/2009 NCOC TERESA New Case Filed-Other Claims Carl B. Kerrick 
TERESA Filing: A - Civil Complaint for more than $1,000.00 Carl B. Kerrick 
Paid by: Idaho Department of Corrections 
Receipt number: 0336597 Dated: 6/8/2009 
Amount: $88.00 (Check) For: McCormack, 
Robert James (plaintiff) 
COMP TERESA Complaint Filed Carl B. Kerrick 
FSUM TERESA Summons Filed Carl B. Kerrick 
8/27/2009 SMRT JENNY Summons Returned - served 8/13/09 Carl B. Kerrick 
8/28/2009 MOTN JENNY Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCP Rule 12(b)(6) Carl B. Kerrick 
MEMO JENNY Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Carl B. Kerrick 
Pursuant to IRCP Rule 12(b)(6) 
AFFD JENNY Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell in Support of Carl B. Kerrick 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCP 
Rule 12(b)(6) 
AFFD JENNY Affidavit of Ronda K. Nichols in Support of Carl B. Kerrick 
Defendant's Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCP 
Rule 12(b)(6) 
ATTR JENNY Defendant: Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell Carl B. Kerrick 
PLLC Attorney Retained Richard G Whitehead 
ATTR JENNY Defendant: Caldwell, Christopher E Attorney Carl B. Kerrick 
Retained Richard G Whitehead 
9/4/2009 NTHR JENNY Notice Of Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
HRSC JENNY Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss Carl B. Kerrick 
10/06/2009 09:00 AM) 
10/5/2009 AFFD JENNY Affidavit of Robert J. McCormack in Support of Carl B. Kerrick 
Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Pursuant to IRCP Rule 12(b)(6) 
10/6/2009 ADVS JENNY Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on Carl B. Kerrick 
10/06/2009 09:00 AM: Case Taken Under 
Advisement 
DCHH JENNY District Court Hearing Held Carl B. Kerrick 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
10{7/2009 MINE JENNY Minute Entry Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing type: Motion to Dismiss 
Hearing date: 10/6/2009 
Time: 9:07 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: JENNY 
Tape Number: CTRM #1 
PLAINTIFF IS PRO SE 
RICHARD WHITEHEAD FOR DEFENDANT 
11/6/2009 DEOP JENNY Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendants' Carl B. Kerrick 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS Motion to Dismiss 
Date: 6/28/2010 
Time: 12:34 PM 
Page2of4 
Seco dicial District Court - Nez Perce Coun 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0001218 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Robert James McCormack vs. Whitehead Amberson _Caldwell PLLC, etal. 
User: DEANNA 
Robert James McCormack vs. Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell PLLC, Christopher E Caldwell 
Date Code User Judge 
11/6/2009 DSAT ,IENNY Dismissal During/after Trial Or Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
CDIS JENNY Civil Disposition entered for: Caldwell, Carl B. Kerrick 
Christopher E, Defendant; Whitehead Amberson 
& Caldwell PLLC, Defendant; McCormack, Robert 
James, Plaintiff. Filing date: 11/6/2009 
STAT JENNY Case Status Changed: Closed Carl B. Kerrick 
11/19/2009 MOTN JENNY Motion to Reconsider Carl B. Kerrick 
MOTN JENNY Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Carl B. Kerrick 
Counsel 
11/23/2009 ORDR JENNY Order Denying Motion for Appointment of Carl B. Kerrick 
Counsel 
11/25/2009 MEMO JENI\JY Memorandum in Opposition to Plaintiffs Motion to Carl B. Kerrick 
Reconsider 
12/4/2009 AFFD JENNY Supplemental Affidavit of Motion to Reconsider - Carl B. Kerrick 
plf 
12/9/2009 MOTN ,IENNY Motion to Strike Supplemental Affidavit of Motion Carl B. Kerrick 
to Reconsider 
12/11/2009 ORDR JENNY Order Setting Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
HRSC JENNY Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 01/19/2010 09:00 Carl B. Kerrick 
AM) Motion to Reconsider 
1/15/2010 ORDR JENNY Amended Order Setting Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
CONT JENNY Hearing result for Hearing held on 01/19/2010 Carl B. Kerrick 
09:00 AM: Continued Motion to Reconsider 
HRSC JENNY Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 02/02/2010 09:00 Carl B. Kerrick 
AM) Motion to Reconsider 
2/2/2010 HRVC JENNY Hearing result for Hearing held on 02/02/2010 Carl B. Kerrick 
09:00 AM: Hearing Vacated Motion to 
Reconsider 
MISC JENNY **Court called for Mr. McCormack twice and the Carl B. Kerrick 
phone was never answered ... hearing vacated and 
matter under advisement for written decision** 
ADVS JENNY Case Taken Under Advisement Carl B. Kerrick 
2/3/2010 MOTN JEI\INY Motion to Reconsider, Further Information, Carl B. Kerrick 
Request for Oral Argument 
2/9/2010 MOTN JENNY Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider, Carl B. Kerrick 
Further Information, Request for Oral Argument 
3/1/2010 DEOP JENNY Memorandum Opinion and Order on Plaintiffs Carl B. Kerrick 
Motion to Reconsider 
STAT JENNY Case Status Changed: closed Carl B. Kerrick 
3/11/2010 APSC DEANNA Appealed To The Supreme Court Carl B. Kerrick 
MOTN DEANNA Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Carl B. Kerrick 
Counsel 
MOTN DEANNA Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Carl B. Kerrick 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS Partial Payment of Court Fees 
NTAP DEANNA Notice Of Appeal Carl B. Kerrick 
Date: 6/28/2010 
Time: 12:34 PM 
Page 3 of4 
Secon dicial District Court - Nez Perce Coun 
ROA Report 
User: DEANI\JA 
Case: CV-2009-0001218 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Robert James McCormack vs. Whitehead Amberson _Caldwell PLLC, etal. 















































REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
Defendant's Objection to Plaintiffs Motion and 
Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Partial 
Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) 
Judge 
Carl B. Kerrick 
Filing: 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other Carl B. Kerrick 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: 
Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell Receipt 
number: 0005954 Dated: 3/18/2010 Amount: 
$58.00 (Check) For: Caldwell, Christopher E 
( defendant) and Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell 
PLLC (defendant) 
Notice Of Hearing Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing Scheduled (Hearing 04/13/2010 09:00 Carl B. Kerrick 
AM) Objection 
Supreme Court Receipt Clerk's Record due date Carl B. Kerrick 
Suspended 
Case Status Changed: Closed pending clerk Carl B. Kerrick 
action 
Affidavit of Thomas Amberson in Support to Carl B. Kerrick 
Attorney Fees 
Request for Additional Record Carl B. Kerrick 
Affidavit of Robert McCormack Carl B. Kerrick 
Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of Carl B. Kerrick 
Counsel 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 6613 Dated Carl B. Kerrick 
3/30/2010 for 100.00) 
Condition of Bond Estimate for costs of Additional Carl B. Kerrick 
Record requested. 
Answer to Strike Affidavit of Thomas Amberson in Carl B. Kerrick 
Support of Attorney Fees 
Affidavit of Lori Moody--def Carl B. Kerrick 
Supreme Court Receipt - Request for Additional Carl B. Kerrick 
Record filed at the SC 
District Court Hearing Held Carl B. Kerrick 
Court Reporter: Nancy Towler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 100 pages 
Hearing result for Hearing held on 04/13/201 O Carl B. Kerrick 




Time: 12:34 PM 
Page 4 of4 
Seco dicial District Court - Nez Perce Coun 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2009-0001218 Current Judge: Carl B. Kerrick 
Robert James McCormack vs. Whitehead Amberson -Caldwell PLLC, eta/. 
User: DEANNA 
Robert James McCormack vs. Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell PLLC, Christopher E Caldwell 
Date Code User Judge 
4/13/2010 MINE JENNY Minute Entry Carl B. Kerrick 
Hearing type: Objection-Defs Motion to Proceed 
Partial Pmt 
Hearing date: 4/13/201 O 
Time: 9:28 am 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Nancy Towler 
Minutes Clerk: JENNY 
Tape Number: CTRM #1 
ROBERT MCCORMACK - PRO SE 
THOMASAMBERSONFORDEFENDANT 
4/29/2010 MOTN JENNY Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Carl B. Kerrick 
Partial Payment of Court Fees (Prisoner) 
AFFD JENNY Affidavit of Robert James McCormack Carl B. Kerrick 
5/26/2010 DEOP JENNY Memorandum Opinion and Order Denying Carl B. Kerrick 
Plaintiffs Motion for Partial Payment of Court 
Fees and Motion for Appointment of Counsel 
6/21/2010 SCRT DEANNA Supreme Court Receipt Clerk's Record due date Carl B. Kerrick 
suspended 
ORDR DEANNA Order Conditionally Dismissing Appeal received Carl B. Kerrick 
from the SC 
REGISTER OF ACTIONS 
ROBERT J. McCDRMACK 
IOCC # 32935 
SICI - ND - A29 
P.O. Box 8509 
Boise, Idaho - 83707 
Plaintiff 
IN THE DISTRICT CXXJRT OF THE SECOND 
FlLED 
f/1! J/1' I M 10 a3 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE O)lJNTY OF NEZ PERCE 










LAW FIRM OF - WHITEHEAD, AMBERSCN, 
& CALIWELL, P.L.L.C., and 




eaC'*cO 9 01218 
CIVIL a:.MPLAINT 
The Plaintiff complains and alleges as follows: 
A. 
PARITES 
1. The Plaintiff is mw and l).as teen a resident of the State of Idaho 
for a r:eriod of more than six ( 6) weeks prior to the commencement of this 
action. 
2. Defendants are and have teen a resident of the State and are 
citizens of Idaho whose address is: GffiIS'IDPHER E. C'ALa'JELL ATT, 1221 F. ST. 
LE'WIS'l'CN, IDAHO - 83501, and is employed as ail attorney working with -
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSCN & CALI:MELL, P.L.L.C. - Attorneys At Law, at 2230 
3rd Avenue North, Lewiston, Idaho - (208) 743-5299. 
At the time the claims alleged in this complaint arose these Defendants 
were under a fiduciary duty to the Plaintiff. 
standard of duty implied by law. 
CIVIL CXMPLAIN - 1 . 
A fiduciary duty is the highest 
B . 
.JURISDICITCJII 
Jurisdiction is asserted pursuant to: Idaho Cbde § 6-801; § 6-802; 
§ 6-803; § 6-804; § 6-805; § 6-806; § 6-807. 
The statute of limitations is the law that the p:rriod of time wihtin 
which a civil law suit must l::e filed. The time l::egins to run when the injury 
occurs at the time of the injury's discover. The statute of limitation p:rriod 
for personal injuries in Idaho State, where the claim arose, is two (2) years. 
The date of the plaintiff's injury and the discovery of the plaintiff's 
injury is March 14, 2008 (3-14-08). (See Exhibit - A) 
Both the plaintiff and the defendants are resident citizens of the 
State of Idaho. 
C. 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTICN 
Plaintiff alleges that the following acts have teen done that has 
rendered unfair loss to the plaintiff: 
On May 14, 2001, plaintiff received his first Temporary Total Disability 
(TID) check - from Claim 02836-1208 - of the Insured: All Valley Concrete 
Co. (D.O.I. File No. : 1001060) (See Exhibit A); 
On August 20, 2001, plaintiff retained defendant with an Attorney/Client 
Contract - Workers Compensation - Contract. Because, plaintiff contested 
the corrq:ensation offered to the plaintiff by EVEREST NATIONAL INSURANCE 
a:MPANY in Claim No. 02836-1208. 
In the Attorney /Client Contract, plaintiff agreed to pay to the 
Defendant, Mr. Caldwell, a total of "30 percent of any and rroneys that 
was recovered, including disputed medical l::enefits, subrogation recovery, 
and any award of attorney fees and cests, from the proceedings." 
CIVIL a::MPLAINT - 2. 
On August 21, 2001, Defendant RaIDA K. NIOIOLS, a paralegal to Defendant, 
CHRIS'IDPHER CAIDWELL, wrote a letter to: Crawford & Company, A'IN. LESLEE 
L. HAYLEIT, at 146 South Cole Road, Boise, ID 83709, stating " ... any and 
all TID, PPI, Travel etc. benefits must come through this office for tracking 
purposes." (See Exhibit - B) 
On December 15, 2008, EVEREST NATIOl\l'AL INSURANCE a:MPANY wrote a letter 
stating "Sending disability payments to a party other than the claimant is 
unusual. •. " ( See Exhibit -C) ., 
The Plaintiff has no issue-problem with the $8,826.40 granted to defendant 
Christopher Caldwell by the Industrial Commission of the State of Idaho, 
for Mr. Caldwell's costs and his 30% attorney fees. 
The First Cause of Action is based upon the Following: 
The checks sent to the offices of WHITEHEAD, AMBERSOO & CALI:WELL, PLLC, 
from 9/5/2001 - to - 2/14/2002 (See Exhibit - A) were deposited into the 
U.S. BANK - FOR DEPOSIT ONLY. The Plaintiff, Robert J. McCormack, did 
not receive the money these checks represent. The plaintiff - DECLARES: 
Mr. Robert J. McCormack did not sign the above listed checks - worth= 
$11,012.87 (See Exhibit~ D1.-thr-D6.) & (Exhibit - A). 
SEXmD CAUSE OF ACITCN 
Plaintiff alleges that the following act have been done that has rendered 
unfair damage to the Plaintiff: 
The mishandled checks and the missing $11,012.87, mentioned in the First 
Cause of Action above, that,has caused the plaintiff not to receive the 
missing $11,012.87. 
It is clear to the plaintiff that the money is missing due to a violation 
of Idaho Rules Of Professional Conduct (IROPC)- Rule 8.4(c) which states: 
CIVIL CCMPLAINT - 3. 
3 
"It is professional misconduct for a lawyer to: engage in conduct involving 
dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation". Because, the said checks 
where cashed by the Law Office of the Defendant(s), yet, the money the checks 
represent was not received by the Plaintiff. Plaintiff alleges that 
Defendants, perhaps through defendant's staff or paralegal, engaged in conduct 
involving dishonesty, cormnitting fraud, by signing Plaintiff's signature, 
using deceit by signing plaintiff's name-making it appear plaintiff had signed 
the check ( the Plaintiff in fact did not sign) , misrepresentation of 
plaintiff's signature. 
The money is missing due to a violation of 11 IROPC11 - Rule 1.4(a)(3) 
which states: 11A lawyer shall keep the client reasonably infonned about 
the status of the matter". Because, had the arove mentioned missing checks 
had been cormnunicated on a monthly bases, the money the checks represent 
would not have come up missing. The Defendants did not keep the plaintiff 
reasonably informed arout the status of the matter, which was arout disability 
money, and medical expenses also. 
The money is missing due to a violation of IROPC - Rule 1 .S(c) which 
states: "upon receiving funds or other property in which a client or third 
person has an interest, a lawyer shall promptly notify the client or third 
person. Except as stated in this Rule or otherwise permitted by law or by 
agreement with the client, a lawyer shall promptly deliver to the client 
or third person any funds or other property that the client or third person 
is entitled to receive and, upon request by the client or third, shall 
promptly render a full accounting regarding such property." Because, the 
money is missing due to the Defendant's Office receiving the checks 
representing the missing money, the funds, in which the plaintiff has an 
interest. The Defendant(s) did not promptly notify the plaintiff-client what 
CIVIL CU1PLAINT - 4 . 
was being done with the money the checks represented. Plaintiff did not 
agree to forfeit the money the checks represent. And, the Defendant(s) did 
not promptly deliver to the plaintiff any funds - represented by the checks 
listed in the First Cause of Action - to the plaintiff of those funds that 
the plaintiff is entitled to receive. Plaintiff request said funds be 
rendered to plaintiff in a full accounting regarding such property. 
The money the checks represent was sent to the Defendants'Iaw Office 
due to a violation of IROPC - Rule 4.1(a) which states: "In the course of 
representing a client a lawyer shall not knowingly make a false statement 
of material fact or law to a third person." Because, the defendant, through 
his paralegal, RCffl)A K. NICHOLS (See Exhibit - B), knowingly made a false 
statement of material fact to a third person stating "I will then disburse 
those benefits to Mr. McCormack." (See Exhibit-B) 
The checks representing the missing money were sent to defendants' office 
due to a violation of IROPC - Rule 8.4(c) which state: "It is professional 
misconduct for a lawyer to engage in conduct involving dishonesty, frauc;l, 
deceit or misrepresentation." Because, through the Defendants' paralegal, 
the checks were sent to the defendants' office. "Sending disability payments 
to a party other than the claimant is unusual, ..• " (See Exhibit - C) The 
checks were sent to the defendants' office because of the dishonesty of the 
plaintiff's likelihood of - he "would soon be incarcerated." (See Exhibit-C) 
This was dishonest because: The first check started going to the Defendants' 
Offices on September 5, 2001. However, plaintiff had not been charged with 
criminal Code until much later on April 13, 2002. Then, the said checks, 
representing the missing $11,012.87, were fraudulently signed plaintiff's 
name-practicing deceit and misrepresentation. The Defendants were receiving 
plaintiff's checks seven (7) months before plaintiff's arrest (See Exhibit-E). 
CIVIL <XMPLAINT - 5. 
5 
Please see Plaintiff's signature - hand writing on (Exhibits F1. & F2.) 
Compare plaintiff's signature from (Exhibits F1. & F2.) to the signatures 
on (Exhibits D1 • -thru- D1 2) • The signatures on (Exhibit D1 . -thru- D1 2) 
vary in difference. Plaintiff did not receive the rroney the checks on 
(Exhibit D1. -thru- D12) represent. That is the missing rroney in this Cause 
of Action. "[I]t is fDSsible that your name, was forged on some of the checks 
sent in care of your attorney[.]" (See Exhibit-G). Mr. Caldwell's Workers' 
Compensation Paralegal - RCNDA K. NICHOIS - could be suspected of mishandling 
these checks, causing the rroney to be missing. It is fDSsible the missing 
money is in the Defendants' Bank Account - without knowledge of it not being 
disbursed to the Plaintiff, or, perhaps, the money is missing completely. 
Please examine the signature on (Exhibit-H) and compare it to the signatures 
found on (Exhibits-D2-thru-D12). 
The aoove actions and inaction, in this Cause of Action, has caused 
the Plaintiff the hardships that follow: 
On September 5,2001: Because the Defendants lost, or took, 100% of 
plaintiff's Tem:i_::orary Total Disability (TTD) payment, Plaintiff could not 
pay the electric bill which was in the plaintiff's friend's name. Plaintiff 
was residing with this friend. Plaintiff's friend was expecting payment 
of this bill. 
On September 19, 2001: Because the Defendants took, or lost, 100% of 
the plaintiff's (TTD) payment, plaintiff could not pay for the water bill 
that plaintiff used often, while he was residing at his friend's house. 
Plaintiff's friend was expecting plaintiff to pay for water, to ease the 
burden of the water expense. 
On October 3, 2001: The Defendants kept 100% of plaintiff's (TTD) 
payment. This caused plaintiff to be unable to pay for insurance on his car. 
CIVIL <XMPLAINT - 6 • 
This caused plaintiff to be forced to find other means of transportation. 
On October 24, 2001: The Defendants kept 100% of Plaintiff's (TID) 
payment. This caused Plaintiff to be unable to purchase food for himself, 
and his friend in the household, which would sometime include plaintiff's 
friend's brothers staying in the home. 
On November 7, 2001: 'rhe Defendants kept 100% of the plaintiff's (TID) 
payment. At this point, plaintiff was asked to leave plaintiff's friend's 
household for not paying his way - which his friend was relying UfX)n for 
financial help from the plaintiff. Defendant(s) had caused plaintiff to become 
a burden upon his friend - plaintiff was without funds. 
On December 5. 2001: Caused by the lack of funds, the plaintiff was 
forced to stay where ever he could. The plaintiff was even forced to live 
in his car, causing great distress, confusion and depression. Many times 
the plaintiff had to wear his clothes until he could find a place to wash 
the clothes and have a shower to use. (These are winter months.) 
On December 19, 2001: Caused by the 100% lack of (Tm) payment funds, 
the plaintiff was forced to barrow from who ever plaintiff could barrow from. 
(Plaintiff still owes people that he has been unable to pay back - to this 
vary day.) 
On January 2, 2002: Caused by the total lack of rroney, because Defendant 
kept 100% of the (TID) payments - above, and beyond the 30% of attorney fees, 
and expenses ~ ( listed in the First Cause of Action) , plaintiff was unable 
to look for work; or even work, because of his on going injuries. This caused 
great anxiety, distress and depression. Plaintiff was unable to buy anything 
for his daughter or grandchildren for Christmas, o:t their birthdays. 
On January 16, 2002: Caused by the 100% of the (Tm) payment being 
taken, plaintiff had no money - or any type of financial help. Plaintiff 
CIVIL CU1PLAINT - 7 
7 
fell dee:per into a depressed state ofm.i_nd. Plaintiff felt the whole world 
was against him and he felt useless - for anything plaintiff had considered 
doing. 
On January 30, 2002: Caused by the Defendants keeping 1 00% of plaintiff's 
(TID) payment, this caused trying to keep all plaintiff's appointments 
impossible. At this vary same time, plaintiff continued to suffer from his 
injures - which caused him to retain the Defendant(s) in the first place. 
All of this was very discouraging, emotionally painful. With no money for 
buying gas, it was also very hard to find rides to make appointment. 
On February 13, 2002: Caused by the Defendants taking 100% of the (TI'D) 
payment, it caused the plaintiff great additional havoc, and distrust from 
the plaintiff's family members. Plaintiff's family members began to see him 
as - not trying to fulfill his obligations of getting the plaintiff back 
to employment and/or starting Disability Funds. Plaintiff did earnestly try. 
But, however, he was unable to achieve these goals. Plaintiff's family members 
started to 1::elieve he was trying to free load and, trying to get over on 
them. This too was very distressful upon the Plaintiff. 
NarE: Defendant(s) were only entitled to 30% of the settlement plus 
expenses. However, the defendats received 30%, all expenses - plus 100% 
of the (1TD) money - of the checks listed arove.(See Ex:hibit-D2 -thr- D12) 
THIRD CAUSE OF ACITCN 
Plaintiff alleges that the following acts have teen done that has 
rendered unfair damage to the Plaintiff: 
The mishandling of the plaintiff's Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor 
& Consultant, DEBRA J. UHLENKOIT, M.Ed, CRC. 
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The Mishandling of DEBRA J. UHLENKOIT constitutes a form of negligence 
which has caused harm to the Plaintiff. 
Defenctant·r CHRIS'IDPHER CALDWELL, violated Idaho Rules of Professional 
Conduct (IROPC) - Rule 1 .1, which states: 11A lawyer shall provide competent 
representation to a client. Competent representation requires the legal 
knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for 
representation." Because, MR. CALDWELL did not provide competent representa-
tion to the plaintiff, in that, his skill of thoroughness failed in the 
preparation. "It appears she simply was not given adequate time to perform 
a credible analysis. "(See EXHIBIT I.2) & (Also EXHIBIT - I. 1 & I.3) This 
is one example of the Defendant's negligence to prepare a reasonably and 
very necessary presentation for the Plaintiff's representation. 
Defendant Mr. Caldwell also violated (IROPC)-Rule 1 .3, which states: 
"A lawyer shall act with reasonable diligence and in representing a client." 
Because, Defendant, Mr. Caldwell, did not act with reasonable diligence -
( See EXHIBITS - I . 2 & I. 3) • Mr. Caldwell's negligence to the expert's help 
- of an expert witness - Counselor & Consultant - DEBRA J. UHLENKOIT, M.Ed, 
CRC, prevented reasonable diligence and the reasonable representation of 
the plaintiff's Disability Claim. 
The plaintiff was suffering from "serious injuries" (See Exhibit -J). 
These serious injuries still to - todays' very date "requires additional 
reasonable and necessary medical care as a result of his April 9, 2001 
industrial accident"(See Exhibit -K). 
***ADDITIONAL INFORMATION*** 
On April 9, 2001, the Plaintiff was struck by a concrete bucket that 
weighed about 2000 lbs - while the plaintiff was working for - All Valley 
Concrete - Owner, Ibug Weld. 
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At the time of being struck and injured, shock prevented the plaintiff 
from feeling the seriousness of the injury. The plaintiff was still numb 
form bending over constantly also, doing his job. Plaintiff's job consisted 
of screening - (pulling concrete to the right height with a 2"x4"x8' l:oard-
- with other co-workers on the other end of the l:oard). When struck with 
the bucket, the plaintiff was knocked forward, while he also was trying to 
stay clear of the finished work. Then, the plaintiff stumbled toward one 
side although he was struck from the back. 
later, toward the end of the week, the plaintiff started suffering 
serious :pains in his lower spine, and between his shoulder blades - when 
he lifted above his head. Then, the plaintiff was advised by co-worker, Virgil 
Holt, to seek medical examination on April 13, 2001. At this point, the 
plaintiff went and had a M.R.I., which showed a u~LLLLa~=u Disc at the L.3-4; 
& L.4-5, with seepage of lxx:ly water. Then, the 1-' ..... , .......... ,_J ..... filed for warkma.ns' 
was entitled. 
compensation check. 
compensation - out of his pay checks, which !-'JJ ................. .... 
About May 14, 2001, Plaintiff received his 
Plaintiff continued to receive his compensation check until August 22, 2001. 
About August 22, 2001, the plaintiff called the Insurance Compm.y. The 
Insurance Compm.y said - they .,,-;_ , discontinued the plaintiff I s Workman's 
Compensation checks. At this point, the plaintiff looking for an 
attorney at law, who could help the plaintiff with the plaintiff/claimant's 
compensation claim. Plaintiff came to Defendant(s) Offices, and to Defendant 
Mr. CAI..I:mELL's Office. Plaintiff discussed his compensation claim with 
Mr. Caldwell, explaining the situation to Mr. Caldwell. The plaintiff and 
Mr. Caldwell signed a contract about a couple of days 
After the contract was signed, the Plaintiff had no knowledge that the 
of WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALLWELL, P.L.L.C., the Defendant(s), had 
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100% of the remaining (Tm) checks started up again, and then, had all of 
these said checks sent to the Offices of - WHITEHEAD, AMBERSrn & CALDWELL, 
the - Defendant(s). 
Later, the plaintiff stopped into the Law Offices of Whitehead, 
Amberson & Caldwell, the Defendant(s) - once in awhile, to see what has 
developed with plaintiff's claim, and to let Mr. Caldwell know plaintiff 
was still going to his physical therapy. Mr. Caldwell stated that he had 
not heard anything. 
At this point, plaintiff continued to make the increasingly rrore 
difficult appointments. (These appointments were made more difficult to make 
because - the Defendant(s) were keeping 100% of plaintiff's remaining (Tm) 
checks - as outlined in First & Second Causes of Actions listed atove.) 
Plaintiff had mentioned to Mr. Caldwell that the plaintiff was l::eginning 
to become in need of some financial help. Plaintiff infonned Mr. Caldwell 
that the plaintiff was hanging in there. 
At this point, the plaintiff was financially broke living and 
there, not being able to 'WOrk because of the plaintiff's injury. This caused 
the plaintiff to l::ecome more distressed and resulting depressed. 
All of the. IX>ctors the plaintiff consulted with agreed that the 
Plaintiff had herniated discs. And they agreed the plaintiff was (and 
is) suffering some. type of pa.in. The plaintiff's primary doctors supplied 
him with some me.dication for plaintiff's injuries. 
The plaintiff was notified, by a friend who allowed him to stay in 
the friend's home.--once in awhile- and to use the friend's phone, as a message 
phone, stated that the plaintiff's attorney called. Saying - Mr. Caldwell 
wanted to talk to the plaintiff. At that f)Oint, the plaintiff found a 
to Mr. Caldwell's office. While at Mr. Caldwell's office, Caldwell stated 
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that the Insurance Company made an offer to settle the claim. Plaintiff 
declined the offer. Because, the offer was not worth the pain and. suffering 
plaintiff had been suffering. Ana, Insurance Company declined to l:)cl.Y for 
the Medical Care - to repair the damage to plaintiff's back. 
As of that date, the plaintiff still suffered from the injures he has 
been damaged by. And if the plaintiff missed app:iintments for medical 
treatment, the app:iintments were re-scheduled. The Plaintiff continued his 
physical therapy - which was painful for him, when he was bent around in 
directions. This pain compelled the plaintiff to take pain 
medication. 
AJ::out 30 minutes before the plaintiff's app:iintments, plaintiff stopped 
by Mr. Caldwell's law office, to check if anything had developed on case. 
It seemed to the plaintiff nothing was being done for him. All the plaintiff 
wanted was to have his back fixed, so he could continue back to his original 
profession. ( Plaintiff was offered an eight ( 8) year long job on a Highway 
near Couer D' Alene, Idaho.) 
Plaintiff states that Mr. Ca.ld:w'E!ll neglected to represent him in a 
professional manner. Mr. Caldwell neglected to use "DEBRA J. UHLENKOIT", 
an ov,"""'"·+- witness in these matters to argue on behalf of the plaintiff. Nor, 
did Mr. Caldwell use DEBRA J. UHLENKillT as an expert witness for Medical 
Treatment, or benefits that the plaintiff should l::e entitled to. 
The plaintiff is still injured and. suffering from those injuries 
day - up to date. 
The evidence shows that the plaintiff was hoping for money to help 
him and Medical Treatment, so he could recover from the medical injuries. 
Plaintiff relieves that Mr. Caldwell allowed the Insurance Company to walk 
away without the plaintiff receiving the proper Medical Care or financial 
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compensation. The Plaintiff is 
above. 
from the injuries mentioned 
On July 24, 2002, a check for 's Permanent Partial Disability 
(PPD) payment, of $4,083.75, which Mr. Caldwell received 25%,arrived at his 
office. Plaintiff signed that at his office. At that point in time, the money 
from that check was a great help to plaintiff's situation he was in. 
On February 18, 2002, a transportation cost check, from the Insurance 
Company, was issued to the for the amount of $94. 67. Mr. Caldwell 
gave this check to the plaintiff. 
On February 28, 2002, one more transportation cost check, from the 
Insurance Company ( See Exhibit-A), was issued to the plaintiff for the amount 
of $100. 00 • Mr. Caldwell also gave check to the plaintiff. 
These two ( 2) checks were so the plaintiff could pay for 
transportation to Spokane, WA. However, the checks were not adequate enough 
to pay for both the Bus Ticket and Motel Room. 
These are the checks that the Staff at the Offices of Whitehead, 
Amberson & Caldwell, PLW, seen me signing in their office •. (Defendants have 
claimed plaintiff signed the "mishandled checks." Plaintiff did not sign 
the checks that represent the missing money that has been outlined within 
the above Causes of Actions. ) , 
On April 13, 2002, Plaintiff was arrested for felony D.U.I. • At this 
time, plaintiff was frequently sleeping in car for lack of money. 
Plaintiff was arrested after he woke-up from the cold. The plaintiff still 
had beer on his breath from before he went to sleep. After waking-up, the 
plaintiff started driving to find a to clean up. This is when he was 
arrested for D.U.I •. Sleeping and living in plaintiff's car was caused by 
a lack of m:mey. 
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On July 7, 2002, the plaintiff was sent to prison - to go though a 
Therapy Cornn.unity Center, for non-violent crimes, because the plaintiff was 
comi:elled to live and sleep in his car. 
Although plaintiff was now in prison, the plaintiff felt more safe 
there. The prison was helping the plaintiff survive the lack of money he 
was suffering from. The prison was providing a place to sleep and food to 
eat. However, the plaintiff still continued to suffer from the injuries to 
his back. The prison provided very minimal medication for the plaintiff's 
pain and suffering. The plaintiff complaints of the pain and suffering were 
basically minimized by ignoring his requests for medical help. 
The plaintiff then contacted Mr. Caldwell to inquire if there was 
anything Mr. Caldwell could help the plaintiff with. Mr. Caldwell stated 
- He could not help. And, there was an Industrial Corrmission hearing coming 
soon. Mr. Caldwell also asked - when was the plaintiff being released. 
Plaintiff informed Mr. Caldwell that plaintiff would be released in July 
-or- August, of 2004. 
In August, of 2004, the plaintiff was released from prison. At this 
point in time, Mr. Caldwell changed the date of the Industrial Commission 
hearing. 
In August, of 2004, the plaintiff was released on parole. The plaintiff 
was sent to stay in a motel, in Lewiston, Id. The plaintiff went to different 
churches in Lewiston seeking help - for a place to stay. The plaintiff also 
went to, Caldwell's office, to obtain information about plaintiff's workman's 
comi:ensation case. Mr. Caldwell told the plaintiff - He would contact the 
plaintiff. And, find a phone where Mr. Caldwell could contact the plaintiff. 
Then, the plaintiff signed-up for College Courses. Plaintiff had Pell 
Grants to :pay for his H.-Vac. Courses at this point in time. Vocational!Reha-· 
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-bilitaion paid for plaintiff's new tools. Plaintiff went to his primary 
Doctor to for medication- for the plaintiff's ongoing p.a.in and su£fering 
-including anti-inflamatory medication. 
Plaintiff began receiving Food Stamps - to help him. A pastor of a 
church also helped the plaintiff with two months rent - on a studio apartment. 
The plaintiff also received help with a phone that can be used - from 
an Agency that helps people in need - if they have the funds. 
The plaintiff was trying to make good with what he had while going 
to school. But, the plaintiff finally started falling behind on his bills. 
Meantime, the plaintiff and Mr. Caldwell had an Industrial Corrmission-Workman's 
Compensation coming-up in front of Referee - Doug Donahue •. 
Ab::)ut one month earlier, Mr. Caldwell stated to the plaintiff - The 
Insurance Company had made an offer of $60,000.00. Mr. Caldwell said The 
plaintiff should take the offer. The plaintiff then asked, if the Insurance 
Company would pay for the plaintiff's Medical Expenses - to plaintiff's 
back rep.a.ired. Mr. Caldwell stated - No. The Insurance Company vJOuld not 
pay Medical !4'.Vlr-.or-.c:,::,c, for that. 
At that time, plaintiff informed Mr. Caldwell, plaintiff vJOuld decline 
the offer. Then, Mr. Caldwell seemed very up set. Plaintiff then asked 
did the Insurance Canpany make him an offer - to through plaintiff's 
case? At this point, Mr. Caldwell became very up set and asked the plaintiff 
if the plaintiff wanted to fire him. The plaintiff replied No. At this 
point in time, plaintiff was trying to learn - why did Mr. Caldwell feel 
that plaintiff should take this offer. And, why Mr. Caldwell figured - the 
plaintiff should not call his co-worker witnesses. 
Now, at this point in time, the plaintiff was getting behind in paying 
on his bills. Every he went told him - They had no funds to help the 
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disabled plaintiff. With no funds available to the plaintiff, and his trying 
to go to school, while receiving no help from Workman's Compensation payments, 
the plaintiff was compelled to sell some of his pain medication - to pay 
for his phone and electric bills. 
The plaintiff not being able to work - and still suffering from his 
back injuries - the plaintiff started becoming more - and more stressed. 
At this point in time, the plaintiff was introduced to a Confidential Informant 
- who reported the plaintiff for trading money for nine (9) methadone pain 
pills. Then, the plaintiff was arrested for delivery of a controlled substance. 
The plaintiff then received a seven (7) year sentence with 2½ years mandatory 
term in prison - for trading nine (9) pills for a small amount of money. 
The plaintiff is still incarcerated for trading nine (9) pills - because 
of the distressful situation the Lefendant ( s) caused by keeping 1 00% of the 
$11,012.87, of the missing money - outline within the First and Second Cause 
of Actions - listed above. 
The plaintiff is still suffering from the pain of his back injuries, 
the distress that causes the plaintiff additional pain and suffering - and 
the resulting incarceration - caused by the Lefendants loosing the plaintiff's 
missing $11,012.87. 
Currently in prison, the plaintiff is having problems with the prison's 
Medical Services - and the Lepartment of Corrections, caused by the negligent 
acts and inactions of the Lefendants - in this present case. 
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PREVIOOS LAWSUIT 
1. Plaintiff began a lawsuit in Idaho State Court dealing with much 
of the same facts, without the clarification outlined within this present 
lawsuit. 
a. Parties to the previous lawsuit: 
Plaintiff: 
Defendant: 
ROBERT J. McCDRMACK 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL 
b. Name and location of court and case number: 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECDND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
CASE NO. CV - 2008 - 00736 
c. Disposition of lawsuit: 
The civil case - CV-2008-00736 was dismissed WITHOUT PREJUDICE 
on the 13th day of April 2009, for lack of Sumrrons being properly served. 
d. Issues raised: 
The Plaintiff was un-satisfied with his worker's compensation 
coverage for his medical, so he hired the Defendant, an . attorney, to pursue 
Plaintiff filed a Complaint Against Attorney for Malpractice. In the 
Complaint, the Plaintiff alleged the Defendant negligently perfonned his 
duties as attorney for the Plaintiff. 
e. The date of filing the previous lawsuit: January 28, 2008 
The date of disposition of the previous lawsuit: April 13, 2009 
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E. 
RmJE8T FOR RELIEF 
FIRST CAUSE OF ACTICN 
Plaintiff request for following relief for First Cause of Action: 
For the proximate cause - that caused the Plaintiff financial injuries, 
the negligent acts that were contributory to the injury - without which such 
injury would not have resulted, caused the misplaced - missing $11,012.87 
- listed and explained within the First Cause of Action must be paid to the 
Plaintiff. 
Due to the I)efendants being under a Fiduciary 
Duty to the Plaintiff, the highest standard of 
7duty, and the resulting damage due to the 
negligence to keep the missing funds in order 
- then not disbursing the $11,012.87 benefits 
to Mr. McCorrrack - punitive damage of ($11,012.87 X 3) 
be paid to the Plaintiff. 
A Total Amount 





SEXU'ID CAUSE OF ACI'IOO 
Plaintiff request for following relief for Second Cause of Action: 
For the proximate cause - that caused the Plaintiff financial injuries, 
the violations of the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct (IROPC) standard 
of duty, the negligent acts that lead to misplacing or misusing the Plaintiff's 
missing $11,012.87 that was contributory to the injury to Plaintiff - without 
which such injury would not have resulted, and the cause listed and explained 
within the Second Cause of Action, the Plaintiff must be paid. 
Due to the Defendants being under a fiduciary Duty, 
and under the Idaho Rules of Professional Conduct, 
and the Defendants violation of their duty, and these 
Rules - and the resulting damage to the Plaintiff 
caused by these violations and negligence, keeping 
Plaintiff's $11,012.87 - then not disbursing the 
missing funds to Mr. McConnack - punitive damage of 
($11,012.87 X 3) should be paid to the Plaintiff. 
A Total Amount 




'!HIRD CAUSE OF ACI'ICN 
Plaintiff request for following relief for the Third Cause of Action: 
For the proximate cause - that caused the Plaintiff's medical financial 
damage, medical damage, and additional proximate damages - caused by the 
Defendants' actions and inaction, outlined within the Third Cause of Action, 
where the Defendants were under a fiduciary duty and the resulting damage 
- including the proxirrate cause of Plaintiff now being incarcerated, outlined 
and explained in the Third Cause of Action, caused by the lack of using DEBRA 
J. UHLENKOIT - Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor & Consultant - as an expert 
witness - and the other damage of pain and suffering, explained in the Third 
Cause of Action, Plaintiff should be paid. 
&-:1,Mf!"c ~DO, DOD. DO 
Plaintiff - Robert~Cormack /J,,, 
Pro Se 
AFFII)lWIT OF FACTS IN SUPPORT OF DOCLARATICN UNDER PENALTY OF PER.JURY 
STATE OF IDAHO) 
)SS 
COUNTY OF ADA ) 
I, ROBERT J. McCORMACK, being first duly sworn on oath, dep:::,ses and 
says: I declare under penalty of perjury that I am.the plaintiff in the above 
action, that I have read the above complaint and that the inforrration contained 
in the complaint is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
Executed at State of Idaho Correctional Institution.;).o day of /1?!?</ , 2009 
d.Lr&cc~ 
Robert J. McCormack - Pro Se 
~ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN AND AFFIRMED TO before me this~ day of ~,200~ 
(SEAL) 
~~~~ Notary Public for Idaho 
Commission Expires: k-\~ -\ ~ 




I Payments lssu0d lor Claim 02836-1208 
'I> Claimant: Rober! J, McCormack 
/"j Insured: All Valley Concrete 
~ DOI File No: 1001060 
>-< r Check No. I Payee !Issue Date 
(') lndemnit Pa 1ments em orar and Permanent Disabilit 
I Benefit Type I Period !Amount I Address 
0 ·,,84599j38 Roqer:J'J:'fvfoQormaq~:{ , .,, '", , · , >' 
~ 8456722? ~obe11 J. M~C,9rq1;wkt. '., -::,:· 1 ••• ::. • , .jt£t'd 8497469~ Robert JM~C9r,1yia_ck, ,,, ,, 1 • , 
cf :t~~ ~~l~ ~b~!~Ji,~~8!1%:9~· ·· ~jf ;j}?)/:f' 
~~!~~i iiil~!:~li,111l~itif !}:!j:t[;f i l 
.,. .85,6337.(!7 ~obortJ, Mc<:;6rt11ack,c(p:QhnstoP,hElr;Caldvvell, ~U 
~:ttl~i~ !!~~~~f itl!llilill~ .•.... if~ .. 
:!,.'..i.u!::i..-[#86167962 Robert J. McCormack c/o Christopher Caldwell, Atty at Law 
:;tu:/:- "' ~~·:i:~~g ~~~:~;&~tg . :~:t§iiB~l!-t~~~:ks~:~~t::ri1it:t1r 
Tern ora Disabilit Sub-Total: 
_;,.'r,' ~.~-1 ~~3.99.7 8q~~rl t .. ~P.Scf:'TJ,l9h':ete;QnrisfoRh~'(.c;~!s-:vell/Aft 
1-.1/C/I/J•rJ ·ra,"r,,,1:,\l.1~~6g~7 YY. · i:Jr:LLG,,·ti::._ 
:HJ.t,,,1~u: . ··h01~J~tQ~1? WA: .... , .. : .. cj&~EQ:Xfi,{ 
. -· 395861_436 Marpillmi Meza · i~fi:'oii'bejialtofRobeitMcCormi 
Permanent Disability Sub-Total: 
Indemnity Payment Sub-Total: 
Md. IP e ,ca ayments 
84920517 Sports PT Clinic 7/12/2001 Med Treatment 5/4/01 - 5/24/01 I: 282,00 328 Warner Dr., Lewiston, ID 83501 84922326 Ne Mee Poo Health 7/17/2001 Med Treatment 5/15/01 • 5/19/01 63,89 P,0. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 835.40 84926709 Lewis Clark Radiology 7/26/2001 Med Trnatment · 6/05/01 • 6/05/01 207.00 531 Fourth Ave., Lewiston, ID 83501 
64926718 Ne Mee Poo Healtl1 7/26/2001 Med Treatment 4/13/01 - 4/30/0'1 $ 229.22 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
84926736 St. Joseph Reg. Med. Ctr. 7/26/2001 Med Treatment 6/06/01 · 6/0$/01 $ 825.00 P.O. Box 816, Lewiston, ID 83501 
85307139 l_ewiston Orhlopaedic Assoc, 8/20/2001 Med Treatment 6/21/0i • 6/21/01 $ 306.99 320 Warner Dr., Lewiston, ID 83501 
85307148 St. Joseipil Reg, Med, Ctr. 8/20/2001 Med Treatment 7/22/01 · 7/2~>J01 $ 790.00 P.O. Box 816, Lewiston, ID 83501 
85312989 Lewis Clark Radiology 8/24/2001 Med Treatment 7/22/01 • 7/22101 $ 209.00 531 Fourth Ave., Lewiston, ID 8350'\ 
85045888 Jean K. Thomas, MD 11/6/2001 Med Treatment 9/18/01 • 9/18/01 $ 225.16 338 6th Street, Lewiston, ID 83501 
85851666 Lewiston prhtopaedic Assoc, 11/12/2001 Me.d Treatment 7/30/01 • 7/31/0·1 $ 113.43 320 Warner Dr,, Lewis.ton, ID 83501 
86'149377 Ne Mee ·Poo Health 12/17/2001 Med Treatment 7/31/01 • 8/20/01 $ 115,81 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
86149395 Ne Mee Poq Health 12/17/2001 Med Treatment 8/30/01 -8/30/01 $ 51,13 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
#86152599 Robert J, McCormack c/o Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell 12/19/2001 Transportation 12/03/01 • 12/04/01 $ 94,67 P.O, Box 607, Lewiston, ID 83501 
-
Checl{ No. Payee Issue Date Benefit Type Period Amount Address 
86152689 Sports PT Clinic 12/19/2001 Physiotherapy 11/20/01 - 11/20/01 $ 72.00 328 Warner Dr., Lewiston, ID 83501 
86152968 CorVel Corporation· Mt. Vernon 12/19/2001 Nursing Care 11/05/01 - 11?27/01 $ 478.00 1932 E. College Way, #B, Ml. Vernon, WA 98273 
86160474 Ne Mee Poo Heallh 1/8/2002 Med Treatment 9/26/01 - 9/26/01 $ 51.13 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
I 
86167665 ONE Pius/Spokane 1/17/2002 Med Treatment 12/4/01 -12/()4/01 $ 550.00 8606 N Wall St., #200, Spokane, WA 99218 
86406687 Sports PT Clin'1c 1/31/2002 Med Treatment 12/28/01 • 12128/01 $ 72.00 328 Warner Dr., Lewiston, ID 8350·1 
86410233 Sports PT Clinic 2/4/2002 Med Treatment 12/6/01 - 12/~/01 $ 72.00 328 Warner Dr., Lewiston, ID 83501 
86410314 Sports PT Clinic 2/4/2002 Med Treatment 12/13/01 - 12/20/01 $ 144.00 328 Warner Dr., Lewiston, ID 83501 
86411322 CorVel Corporation - Mt. Vernon 2/5/2002 Mad Treatment 12/4/01 - 12/20/01 $ 209.00 1932 E. College Way, #B, Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 
86418387 CorVel Corporation - Mt. Vernon 2/13/2002 Med Treatment 1 /02/02 • 1 /02/02 $ 226.30 1932 E. College Way, #8, Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 
86418441 Nimlipuu Health 2/13/2002 Med Treatment 10/11/01 -10:5/01 $ 130.68 P.O. Drawer 3_67, Lapwai, ID 83540 
#86420115 Robert J McCormick c/o Christopher Caldwell 2/18/2002 Tran~~- 12/3/01 - 12/ 4/01 $ >"-94.67 P.O. Box 607, Lewiston, ID 8350 I - ......... , __ 
212s1of:?fg_~LQs,--~ #86427009 Robert J McCormick c/o Christopher Caldwell 2/28/2002 _lransportat1on • $->100.00 P.O. Box 607, Lewiston, ID 83501 
--86429178 Ne Mee Pao Health 3/6/2002 Med Treatment 1f/13/01 • 11113/01 $ 60.43 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
86645277 ONE Plus/Spokane 4/4/2002 Med Treatment 3/6/02. - 3/6/02 $ 247.50 8606 N Wall St., #200, Spokane, WA 99218 
86645286 Twin Rivers Neurosurgical Associate .4/4/2002 Med Treatment 1 /14/02 - 2/1 ~/02 $ 258.56 324 5th Street, Lewiston, ID 83501 
86645295 Ne Mee Poo Health 4/4/2002 Med Treatment 12/11/01 • 12/11/01 $ 67.00 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
86645304 CorVel Corporation - Mt. Varnon 4/4/2002 Nursing Care 2/4/02 - 2/28/,02 $ 233.60 1932 E. College Way, #B, Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 
86645313 Sports PT Clinic 4/4/2002 Physiotherapy 11 /12/01 • 2/i 5/02 $ 546.00 328 Warner Dr., Lewiston, ID 83501 
86648994 William Borzarth, MD 4/12/2002 Med Treatment 2/7/02 • 2/7/0~ ~ $ 1,027.51 801 5th Aval, #112, Spokane, WA 99204 
86897619 CorVel Corporation - Mt. Vernon 5/14/2002 Nursing Cara 4/1/02 - 4/29(02 $ 182.50 1932 E. College Way, #B, Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 
86904666 Nlmiipuu Health 5/30/2002 Med Treatment 2/27/02 - 2/27/02 $ 52.81 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
86914665 CorVel Corporation - Mt. Vernon 6/24/2002 Nursing Cara 5/3/02 • 5/30/02 $ 175.20 1932 E. College Way, #B, Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 
86918436 ONE Plus/Spokane 7/11/2002 Med Treatment 4/10/02 • 4/1 Q/02 $ 660.00 8606 N Wall St., #200, Spokane, WA 99218 
87201603 CorVel Corporation - Mt. Vernon 7/19/2002 Nursing Care 6/6/02 • 6/26/,02 $ 153.30 1932 E. College Way, #B, Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 
87203988 Na Mee Poo Health 7/24/2002 Med Treatment 5/24/o 1 - 6/8/o 1 $ 169.92 P.O. Drawer 367, Lapwai, ID 83540 
87204897 CorVel Corporation - Mt. Vernon 7/25/2002 Nursing Care 3/1 /02 - 3/27 /02 $ 211.70 1932 E. College Way, #B, Mt. Vernon, WA 98273 
Medical Paym_ent Sub-Total: $ 9,759.11 
Total Paid: $48,509.65 
· · .·. copies cifn1g11'ii9h:t~Il'i\fi&cJ'~;:;}<:ivid~:Cl>:'i:r::'· ' 
#copies of checks have been requested but not 
12/B9/2808 10:48 
.. 
208343<. MICHELE STEEL 
P,.icbard Whitehesd 
admiJ:mi i,,Jd:,I.,, ,WzcJi.ingtan, and MonuJJw. 
Certified }I.,;>,.,,,' Coir:,pensmion Sprial.irt 
Thom;., B..•,n,bert:\Jll · 
m:/mitkJ.b,Idaho and (hgon 
Cluis'.opm Caldwell 
adniirred in Idaho and\VashiJigi,:n August 21, 2001 
Sent via facsimile * Original to follow via U..S. i\111il 
Crawford & Company 
ATN- LESLEE L. HAYLETT 
146 South Cole Road 
Boise ID 83 709 
Facsimile: (208) 375-4514 
Dear Ms. Haylett: 




· All Valley Concrete 
04/09/01 
Claim No. 171-64501 
This letter follows our telephone conversation of today's date, wherein, I advised 
1hat in addition to all correspondence, any and l!ll JTDJJ:LTr.;i.vel§.!sl~n~ 
must come tbrou_gli this office for tracking.J)U!J22 .. ~~f"C will then disburse tnose 
--bcnelifrfo1\1r. McCormick. Please forwarothose benefits to Mr. McCormick in 
c/o Christopher Ca1dwe11, PO Box 607, Lewiston, Idaho 83501. 
Thank you for your time and attention to this matter. Please feel free to contact 
our office should you ha-ve any further questions or concerns: 
Sincerely, 
Whitehead, Amberson & Cald\vcll, P.L.L.C., 
RondaX. Nichols 
\Vo:rkers' Compensation -~,-F-.µ• to 
Christopher Caldwell, Attorney at Law 
RN:rkn 
cc: Robert Mcc:;:ormick via U.S. Mail only 
~ : : . ' ~- . •'' 
·-. :. ·. ,.L,': .'. :- : : . :·· .. ,.; ,.·. . 
.... .-.-.~ .. :.. :·.: ;.-:, ... ·:.· ~· ·:;:.t.::,·r . 
.. . .:·: :, : : ; ... ·~.::,r.. : _.; ':'.' -~ ,f. ·~· .:;.:· .. 
~ •" ·. : : : i, . : . . • • • • :. : : • • • :- ' • : -·,. ' • 
CIVIL COMPLAINT 
.-E)(H IBIT -B 
22.30 3rd Avenue Nonb • Lcwisrcm, Id.ho 83501 
Mail - Post Office Box 607 • Lewision, Idaho 83501 
Tdephonc; (:1.0S) 74:!-5299 • Fa.csil:rrile: (208) 743-743;2 
,• ~ :,: . '• .... 
PAGE B2/El2 
Offices in Cix:ur d'Afe,ie 
andLC"iston 
Everest National Insurance Company 
1111 Broadway, Suite 2050 




December 15, 2008 
Amy Lambrecht 
Consumer Affairs Officer 
Idaho Department of Insurance 
700 West State Street, 3rd Floor 






Dear Ms. Lambrecht: 





f_ C \\J 
( 
Ibis is in response to the complaint filed by the above-captioned claimant, Robert J. 
McCormack. 
Response to Question 1: 
:Mr. McCormack is not a named insured on the applicable Workers' Compensation 
policy. Mr. McCormack was provided with statutory Workers' Compensation benefits in 
accordance with the terms of the policy and Title 72 of the Idaho Code. 
Response to Question 2: 
A spreadsheet was prepared and is attached hereto (Attachment 1) which lists all 
payments made on Mr. McCormack's claim. The spreadsheet is based on the computerized 
payment record for this claim and includes the requested criteria: Payee, Benefit Type, Payment 
Period, Amount and Address to which the check was sent. 
Response to Question 3: 
a) Some Disability benefit payments were issued to Mr. McCormack but sent in care of 
his attorney, at the attorney'~~ Sending disability payments to a pa_!!y other than th~. 
-·-····~_,-
claimant is unusual, but is done on an exception basis and upon written request by the claimant ~--- ------.:..---~-or, as in this case, an authorized representative of the claimant (See Attachment 2). It was 
believed by the Claims Examiner that the request was made because Mr. McCormack or 
would soon be incarcerated. 
·----7;y-llisability and Medical benefit payments were terminated as of May 30, 2002 in 
accordance with the medical record and an order issued by the Industrial Commission 
CIVIL COMPLAINT 
EX\-\ \"BIT - C 
Indemnity Paymen.ts Issued to 
Claimant c/o third party 












I D A H O D E P A R T M E N T O F C O R R E C T I O N 
0 F F I C I A L T I M E C A L C U L A T I O N R E P O R T 
COMMITMENT NAME: MCCORMACK, ROBERT J 
LAST DATE CALCULATED: 06/02/2008 SEX: M 
IDOC NUMBER: 32935 





COUNTS (IDENTICAL TERMS) 
DATE OF CRIME 
MINIMUM SENTENCE 
MAXIMUM SENTENCE 
DATE OF SENTENCE 
SENTENCE EFFECTIVE DATE 
CC/CS TO SENTENCE 













04 13 2002 
1- 0- 0 














2- 6- 0 







CC= Concurrent, CS= Consecutive, CL= Consecutive to All 
REMARKS: 
GENERAL 5-6-08 PR AUDIT CK 
SENTENCE 2 07-14-03RS.DC./10-21-03 PR Al}DIT CK/12.12.06 PR 
REVOKED+0l.09.07CD.CK,REV.SVA<1DAY 
SENTENCE 3 10.30.06CD.RS/05-05-08 CREDIT ORDER +06-02-08CM. 
STATUS PERIODS: 






538 PAROLE REVOKED 
42 Present at Facility 
783 RELEASE DATE 
425 Present at Facility 




C.L. "BUTCH" OTTER 
Governor 
February 2, 2009 
Ro ben J. McCormack·· 
PO Box 8509 ND A29 
SICI 
Boise ID 83707 
State of Idaho 
DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE 
700 West State Street, 3rd Floor 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0043 
Phone (208)334-4250 
FAX# (208)334-4398 
RE: Department File Number: 1001060 
Insurance Company: Everest National Insurance Company 
Claim Number: 2836-1208 
Dear Mr. McCormack: 
WILLIAM W. DEAL 
Director 
Enclosed is correspondence received from Everest National Insurance Company in response to your 
complaint regarding your workers compensation claim. 
Everest National Insurance Company has provided an explanation of how they handled your workers 
compensation claim. The insurer has provided a summary of all payments made for your claim and 
copies of most of the checks issued to you and to you in care of your attorney. It was not possible to 
obtain copies of all of the checks issued to you because the checks were issued over five years ago in 
2001 and 2002. 
We have reviewed the insurer's handling of this claim and found no violations of Idaho Insurance Code. 
Although we understand it is possible that your_name was forged on SOf!)e _of the checks sent in_f~ 
your attorney, we are unable to pursue investigating any potential signature forgeries because the statute 
offfmftations was five years. ---- ------ ··- ___ , .. ---·--------···· 
As stated in my 12/01/08 letter to you, the Idaho Depanment of Insurance does not have the jurisdiction 
to investigate your attorney's handling of this matter. If you wish to pursue your attorney's handling of 
this matter, we suggest you contact the Idaho State Bar at: 
PO Box 895 
Boise, ID 83701 
We appreciate your patience in this matter. It took longer than anticipated to obtain copies of the 
cancelled checks. IfI can be offunher assistance to you, please contact me by 02/23/09. Ifl do not hear 
from you by that date, I will close the file. 
Sincerely, 
d1ctJJ- - L.c·uu.Ju'r]Lcb± 
AmyL~recht 
Consurhef Affairs Officer 




mimitJed inldnho, ~ wrd U;TW)lt[l 
O!rtified ~ Compensatim Sµridist 
ThomasB. Amberson Offices in Coeur d'Alene 
and Lewiston admiJJa1 in ldnhoand °"'nJn J Christopher Caldwell · 
admiJJa1 in Jdnhn and ~ 
\J~<~ 
December 16, 2002 
Update Request 
Patient Records\Accou nts 
Ni Mee Foo Health 
PO Drawer 367 
Lapwai ID 83540 
Re: 




Robert J. McCormack -
As you know this firm has been retained to represent Robert J. McCoqnack for injuries 
he sustained as the result of a industrial injury. You should also be advised that this case is 
covered under tlte Idaho Workers' Comvensation Law,· therefore, Claimant is entitled to the 
first copy of such records at no cost to Claimant or the requesting party. · .... 
At this time I would like to request that you ·provide to me complere copies of the 
following information as of January I, 2002 to present: ·-
1. The complete medical file to include chart notes (if any), x-ray 
interpretations, bone scans, neurological workups, CAT and MRJ 
in~erpretations, psychological treatment, surgery notes and- all 
correspondence relating to the care you have provided prior to, and 
subsequent to our client's fojuries. · 
2. A listing by date of any prescriptions prescribed (if any). 
An itemized statement setting forth all charges, payments and 
balances on the account to date. 
. . 
enclosing a copy of a medical authorization for your information and file. 
hank you in advance for your assistance in this matter. 
WIDTEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, PL.LC., 
~~ 
Ronda K. Nichols 
Workers ' Compensation Paralegal 
Enclosure: Medical Release 
2230 N. 3rd Avenue . Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
f-0ail - P. 0. Box 607 . Lewiston, Idaho 83501-0607 
(?n in 741 -'i ?QQ. FA){ (?()R'\ 741-7419: 
RECEIVED 
DEC 1 7 2002 
Reception/Mai!room 
4\ 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK. ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 01-011245 
v. ) 
) 
ALL VALLEY CONCRETE, ) FINDINGS OF FACT, 
) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
Employer, ) AND RECOMMENDATION 
and ) 
) 
EVEREST NATIONAL· ) . . ' ,, 
Fl LED JNSURANCE COMP ANY, ) 
) 
JUL 2 7 2006 Surety, ) 
Defendants. l INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
INTRODUCTION 
The Idaho Industrial Commission assigned this matter to Referee Douglas A Donohue. 
He conducted a hearing in Lewiston, Idaho, on January 19, 2006. Christopher Caldwell 
represented Claimant. Glemna M. Christensen· represented Defendants; The parties took post-
hearing depositions and submitted b,riefs. The case came under advisement on June 12, 2006, 
. . 
and is now ready for decision. 
ISSUES 
After due notice and by subsequent agreement of the parties, the issues are as follows: 
Whether and to what extent Claimant is entitled to the following benefits: 
1. temporary disability (TfD); 
2. permanent partial impairment (PPI); 
3. disability in excess of impairment; 
4. · medical care; and 
S. retraining. 
FINDINGS OF FACl', COI';CLt;TSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION -1 _ 
; ' ' . 
E){HLB~T- i .~ .. 
CIVIL COMP:CATNT ________ ,,,. --------------- - . 




PPI rated at 6% of the whole person attributable to the industrial accident. 
36. ' Permanent Disability. Permanent disability is defined and evaluated according 
to statute. Idaho Code §§ 72:-423, 42~ 425, 430(1). Some factors are expressly defined 
by statute and other unexpressed factors may be considered. Idaho Code § 72-430(1). Here, 
Claimant retained a vocational expert a~ hot; to gene~disahility analysis. 
Essentially, Ms. Uhlenkott assumed an equal 20% of jobs exist. for each exertional level, 
and determined Claimant was unable to perform three and one-half exertional levels. Her 
analysis is not supported·by the evidence. It appears she simply was not·given adequate tim~ 
to perform a credible analysis. y:=--- . 
37. Further, the record shows Claimant made meager attempts to cooperate with 
physical therapy and with vocational counselors at a time when it could have done him the most 
good. When Ms. Uhlenk()tt cited Claimant's protracted absence· from the labor market as 
a factor in her disability analysis, she ignored the fact that he declined to cooperate in attempts 
to retwn him to the labor market. Additionally, Claimant retains the network for employment 
upon which he h~s relied for his entire adult life - TERO. 
38. Claimant showed he suffers some permanent disability in excess of impairment. 
He has medical restrictions and Dr. Colburn has disapproved some jobs and expressed 
reservations about others. However, considering all factors, including Claimant's age, education, 
local labor market, medical and othernon-medical factors, Claimant failed to show he suffers 
significant permanent disability related to the accident. Permanent disability was not established 
above 15% inclusive of PPL 
39. Retraining. Claim.ant's recent interest and attempt at re-establishing bis life 
are commendable. However, Claimant failed to show the HV AC program is a realistic retraining 
---------------------
for him. He failed to cooperate with ICRD when other retraining programs were suggested. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION - 9 
___ B(...,._CIJl,--¥--V~~ ......... \ }1~----·----·· 
, ... , ... ,, ... ,-',;-, .. 
©e6ra .Z V lilenfr 9tt, :M_. P,c[, C<.RC 
'Vocatwttaf (}(§lia6ifitation Counsefor tt(, Consultant 
500 Sycamore Building 
Clarkston, Washington 99403 
(888)758 - 3517 
(509)758 - 3517 (fax) 
September 7, 2006 
Robert McCormack 
Offender#32935 Housing Unit 15-A 01-A 
Idaho State Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 14 
Boise ID 83701 
Dear Robert: 
(email) voc-rehab@clearwire.net 
I am sorry to hear about your legal troubles. I hope that upon your release, you can find satisfying work. 
As far as my evaluation, I was shocked to hear that the referee felt I did not have sufficient time to formulate..--
an opinion. He never asked me if I felt I had enough time to formulate an opinion or perform a sufficient 
analysis. Instead, he reached this conclusion on his own without ever asking me if this \tVa~Jn_ta~ the case. 
I believe the facts well support my opinions and conclusions, which are essentially, that you lost the ability to 
perform at least 70% of your pre-injury labor market6 that is, the (obs that you could do before your back 
injury. I would not have taken your case for opinion, if f felt I did not have enough time to formulate a proper 
analysis and opinion. 
As far as recommendations, I suggest you contact either the Nezperce Tribe or the State of Idaho Division 
of Vocational Rehabilitation upon your release from prison, and apply for retraining. The State of Idaho 
Division of Vocational Rehabilitation has offices all over the state, including in Boise. They even have offices 
that work exclusively with parolees and probationers. I am attaching some information about the OVR 
offices and programs. 
I do not think that HVAC is appropriate, based upon your restrictions, but some lighter duty work would be 
appropriate. You may want to explore your options with DVR or the Nezperce Tribe as they can administer 
some interest and aptitude tests to help you determine the best jobs for you within your physical and mental 
abilities and interests. 
I wish you all the best of luck, Robert, upon your release. I hope you are able to find the strength to 




CC Christopher Caldwell, Attorney at Law 
EXHlBlT- J:. 3 
CIVIL COMPLAINT 
1~/08/2608 17:Bl MICHl:i:LE STEEL PAGE 02/03 
Rich;ml \11ut,:head 
cdmiff,,d in.Jcltw,, Wos/,ingl'zy,, cuuJ, Montana 
Catifiru l'ior\m' Compo,.,atu,,, Spxi,:J,i..<t 
Office, in Cvtur d'Alrne 
and Lewist-0n 
· Thc,ma.;B.Ambco,on 
admi!td in Idn},nllNlO/rsqn·~' ·. > ·· 
O:ui.,-:opher C.udwg] 
(Jdmifft:d ir. ldoho w,c) W/ls/Jinglrn 
Via Facsimile: Bard Copy to Follow Via U.S. Mail 
Leslee L. Haylett 
Cra,vford Company 
146 South Cole Road 





Dear Ms. Haylett: 
August 20, 2001 
171-64501 
Robert McCormick 
All Valley Concrete 
4/9/01 
This letter is to advise you that this furn has been retained to represent Mr. McComuck with 
regard to the above-referenced injury. Please forward all correspondence and communication 
tomy 
We. would request that payment be made of total temporary .... ...,~,.,,u,7 benefits based upon his 
ongoing treatment As you know, it is difficult for claimants to survive while paperw-ork 
issues are dealt with. It is clear that Mr. McComrick suffers serious injuries. 
- • --,~·--·-- '•"'< ·- __ ., 
Additi~nally, we would request approval of the referral to a neurologist by Dr. Hansen. It 
appears that me referral is being denied because of either 1) disagreement with Dr. Hansen 
about whether the condition is related, or 2) failure to request of Dr. Hansen an opinion about 
whether the condition is related. If the :firS1 scenario is the basis, it is a conclusion that has 
been reached with no medical basis, and is, therefore, invalid. If the second scenario is the 
basis, then it is Cro.wford & Co.' s job to request the opinion. Q 
~~ 
As you might imagine, the treatment requested by M:r. McConnick is important. Please -OJ)p . i§: C 
us w1derstand the precise basis for the denial by providing us the detailed ex:planationf> ~ Q ~ 




2230 3rd. Ave. N. +P.O.Box:607 
Lewiston, Idaho ., 83501 
Telephone: (208) 7 4.3-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
& 
JAN. 3.2006 11=201-1'1 
Lewiston Orthopaedic Associates 
ATTN: Dr. Dietrich 
320 Warner Drive 




Dear Dr. Dietrich; 
Clui.$W11her~diveff 




As you know, I have been retained by Mr. McCormack to represent his interest 
with regard to an industrial accident of April s. 2001. I am enclosing for your 
review an independent medical examination perfonned by Or. Colburn on May 
30, 2002. You will note that at that time, surgery was being considered to treat 
Mr. McCormack's industrial injury, however, Dr, Colburn had several concerns 
including alcoholism. Since that time, it is my understanding that Mr. 
McCormack has addressed issues surrounding alcohol abuse and no longer 
drinks. We are asking for your opinions with regard to the following, each to a 
reasonable degree of medical probability on a more likely than not basts: 
1. What Injury do you believe Mr. McCormack sustained as a result ofL 1 
his April 9, 2001 r industrial injury? l)1'1s c:. 1-.r.-:: "-~- ft ~L ~ ie.o-r \/ IS-
i 
2. Does Mr. McConnack require additional reasonable and necessary 
medicaJ care as _a result of his April 9, 2001, industrial accident? y r..s 
3. If your answer to Question No. 2 is yes, please advise of What 
medical care is reasonable and necessary to treat Injuries susta.lned by Mr. 
Mceonnack as a result of the April 9, 2-001. indu.strlaf accident. ,t., "'-~-~Lt<. 
YV\. "'1 ~ s - P- ,,.,:+- ~ ..... ,-4- s _ .... Y""1 I ....i- -r~r-w .. ' 
4. Please address any other commf:,nts or concerns you have {\l""'T 
regarding this matter, 
On behalf of Mr. McCormack and myself, I woulci like to thank you for your 
anticipated cooperation in answering these questions. 
I HEAD, AMBERSO & CALDWELL, P,L_L._C~., -~ 
op l well 
A eyatLaw 
Encrosure: Dr. Colburn IMS 
~IDlttlAiw111,1Nonllr • L:wli,oii, ld.tlrolillQJ 
MIR• Pint 0111111 loll dlff , WM'ffllll, ltltba 11.IOl 
'l'Wqpho.ae: 20,,a,agp ,, .PM:lilttl1t:, ,,,,,,a;w 
Ollictll fll 'C!ollUF 4'.ileDe 1114 LMLon. 
! E'XH\B\T-K 
. ·------ ···------CIVI!:_COMPLAINT ________ . .. ... . .... ___ ·········-- ----· ---··--· ·-· ···-------·------1mo~7-_ l 
···,\t-. . \.. 
AUfH,OR1---A Tl ON FOR RELEASE OF ~iEDlCAl RECORDS 
To: Medical Records Librarian 
I HEREBY AUTHORIZE AND REQUEST any physician, hospital, laboratory, 
health care provider or assoc_iation to discfose to the law firm of Wnitehead, Amberson 
& Caldwell, P.L.L.C., P.O. Box 607, 2230 Third Avenue North, Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
I 
a.cornplet~ written copy of all· my medical records, induding, but not limited to; reports, 
correspondence, memoranda, billings,=~-xamination and test results and x-rays, and any 
and all records pertaining to my medical care, including hospitalization, history, 
condition, treatment, diagnosis and prognosis for any care provided by said provider at 
any time. 
This Authorization for Release of Medical Records shall entitle said law firm to 
obtain information oraHy from said medical provider. · 
You are also authorized to allow these attorneys to inspect and take a copy of 
your clinical or hosprtal records of me, and to inspect and borrow x-rays or photographs 
in your possession for examination, · 
I understand that my express consent is required for the· release of information . . . 
relating to sexually transmitted disease, mental illness or diagnosed in connection with 
any sexually transmrtted disease, or drug/alcohol abuse, andbr mental illness, and you 
are specifically authorized. fo r_elease to said law firm all information or medical records 
relating to such diagnosis, testing or treatment, in written form.-- _ · 
Photocopies of this authorization will be considered as valid as the original. 
-
This Authorization shall remain in full force and effect until revoked by the 
undersigned in writing. 





Residina at Q_<;_.aJ:r~, ~ 
Commis~sion pi res: 5-/</-0S ~ . . £ 41. 
-. -- ~ . .-
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB #2851 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWE 
2230 3rd. Ave. N. 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND TTJDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JAMES MCCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CHRJSTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 
















CASE NO. CV2009-1 218 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO IRCP 
RULE 12(b)(6) 
COMES NOW, the Defendants and hereby moves this Court for an Order 
dismissing the above-entitled claims of Plaintiff pursuant to IRCP Rule 12(b)(6). 
Plaintiffs Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
This Motion is based upon the following: 
A. Affidavit of Ronda Nichols; 
B. Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell 
C. Memorandum in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss pursuant to 
IRCP Rule 12(b)(6). 
ORIGINAL 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) -
1 t\- t? 
ORAL ARGUMENT IS REQUESTED 
DATED THIS .,,Lb day of August, 2009. 
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB 2851 
Attorney for Defendants 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUAJ.~T TO IRCP RULE 12(b )(6) - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and fc.'rrect copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage 
pre-paid, by the undersigned this .Jl...S+ _ day of August, 2009, to: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Conectional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
And 
DeWayne Shedd 
South Idaho Conectional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) - 3 50 
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB #2851 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, P. 
2230 3rd. Ave. N. 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JAMES MCCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & 
CALDWELL, PLLC, 
Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 














CASE NO. CV2009-1218 
AFFIDA VII OF CHRISTOPHER 
CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION 
TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO 
IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 
YOUR AFFIANT, having first been duly sworn, states as follows: 
1. That Affiant is and all times relevant to this Affiant an attorney at law duly 
licensed to practice law by the State of Idaho, am over the age of eighteen, of sound mind 
and have personal knowledge of the following: 
2. That on August 20, 2001, your Affiant was retained as an attorney at law 
to represent said Plaintiff Robert James McCormack with regard to an industrial accident 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 1 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) s l 
ORlG\NAL 
with resultant personal injury arising on or about April 9, 2001. 
3. Plaintiff retained your Affiant pursuant to a ,vritten attorney-client 
contract solely for attorney representation for said industrial accident and for no other 
representation. 
4. A true and correct copy of said written attorney-client contract is attached 
hereto and made a part of his Affidavit by Reference as Exhibit '1." 
5. On page 2 of Exhibit 1, your Affiant added "no fees from uncontested 
benefits" prior to review of the contract and signature on the contract by Plaintiff. It is 
your Affiant' s habit and practice to add this to written contracts in workers compensation 
matters when clients are receiving ongoing workers compensation benefits. Your Affiant 
wrote this on Exhibit '1' because at the time that your Affiant was retained by Plaintiff, 
Plaintiff advised your Affiant that he was receiving ongoing workers compensation 
payments from the surety. 
6. That your Affiant diligently represented Plaintiff in front of the Idaho 
Industrial Commission with regard to his claims for benefits associated with the April 9, 
2001, industrial accident. Your Affiant timely filed a complaint on Plaintiffs behalf, 
timely conducted discovery, timely retained expert witnesses including Vocational 
Counselor Deb Uhlenkott, neurosurgeon Bret Dirks and orthopaedist Robert Colburn, and 
ultimately tried the case to a referee from the Idaho Industrial Commission. Said hearing 
occurred on January 19, 2006. At the hearing and in post-hearing deposition pursuant to 
the applicable rules of the Judicial Rules of Practice and Procedure, your Affiant and 
attorney Michael Kessingerdiligently examined various witnesses on behalf of Plaintiff, 
including Plaintiff, Vocational Consultant Deb Uhlenkott, neurosurgeon Bret Dirks, and 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 2 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 
orthopaedist Robert Colburn. On July 27, 2006, the Idaho Industrial Commission 
adopted by Order the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation 
authored by the Referee who presided over the matter. Attached hereto and made a part 
of this Affidavit by Reference as Exhibit '2' is a true and correct copy of the Order and 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation. 
7. That your Affiant caused to be delivered to Plaintiff a letter dated August 
2, 2006, via US Mail, postage pre-paid, with the decision of the Idaho Industrial 
Commission (attached hereto as Exhibit '2') enclosed therein. A true and correct copy of 
said letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 3, and made a part of this Affidavit by Reference. 
8. On August 15, 2006, your Affiant discussed with Plaintiff on the 
telephone the results of the hearing and, in particular, the written decision and findings of 
the Industrial Commission. At that time, Plaintiff was incarcerated. Plaintiff advised that 
he had received and reviewed the written decision of the Idaho Industrial Commission 
and felt that the something was wrong with the decision. At that time, he requested the 
addresses of expert witnesses Deborah Uhlencott and Robert Colburn, MD. At that time, 
your Affiant advised that a Motion to Reconsider would be filed on Plaintiffs behalf. 
9. On August 15, 2006, your Affiant timely filed on Plaintiffs behalf a 
Motion to Reconsider the Industrial Commission's decision dated July 27, 2006. On 
September 26, 2006, the Industrial Commission affirmed its original decision and denied 
the Motion to Reconsider. Attached hereto and made a part of this Affidavit by 
Reference as Exhibit '4' is a true and correct copy of the Order Denying Reconsideration. 
10. On October 2, 2006, your Affiant filed with the Industrial Commission a 
Motion seeking approval of a charging lien for attorney fees and costs. On December I, 
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2006, your Affiant was awarded 30% of the award to Plaintiff as payment of attorney 
fees, along with $2,924.95 in litigation costs. Attached hereto and made a part of this 
Affidavit by Reference as Exhibit '5' is a true and correct copy of the Order Approving 
Attorney Lien. 
11. On September 29, 2006, your Affiant filed a Motion to Withdraw as 
Plaintiffs attorney with the Industrial Commission. On December 7, 2006, the Industrial 
Commission granted the Motion allowing your Affiant to withdraw as Plaintiffs 
attorney. A true and correct copy the Order Allowing 'Withdrawal of Attorney of Record 
along with the Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell is attached hereto and made a part of 
this Affidavit by Reference as Exhibit '6.' 
12. On February 5, 2007, the Industrial Commission issued an Order on 
Pending Motions. Within said Order, the Industrial Commission found that your Affiant 
was allowed to withdraw as Plaintiff's attorney on December 11, 2006, and that Plaintiff 
was representing himself as of December 20, 2006 in the underlying workers 
compensation claim arising from Plaintiffs April 9, 2001, industrial accident. The Order 
further found that Claimant had personally requested information from the Idaho 
Industrial Commission regarding an appeal on December 26, 2006. A true and correct 
copy the Order on Pending Motions is attached hereto and made a part of this Affidavit 
by Reference as Exhibit '7.' 
11. That on December 8, 2006, the Idaho Industrial Commission delivered to 
your Affiant via U.S. Mail, postage pre-paid, a copy of a letter authored by Plaintiff and 
filed with the Idaho Industrial Commission on December 6, 2006. A true and correct 
copy of this filing is attached hereto and made a part of this Affidavit by reference as 
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Exhibit '8.' 
12. That attached hereto and made a part of this Affidavit by reference as 
Exhibit '9' is a true and correct printout of the unemployment compensation benefit 
payment history for Plaintiff detailing Plaintiffs receipt of unemployment compensation 
from March 2, 2002, through August 31, 2002. 
13. That attached hereto and made a part of the Affidavit by reference as 
Exhibit' 10' is a true and correct copy of the Affidavit of Robert McCormack in Support 
of Motion for Malpractice dated and notarized February 8, 2008. 
14. That your Affiant had no attorney-client relationship with Plaintiff after 
December 11, 2006. 
15. That your affiant has practiced law within the City of Lewiston, County of 
Nez Perce, State of Idaho since 1996, has handled hundreds of Idaho workers 
compensation cases, is familiar with the standard of care owed to clients by duly licensed 
attorneys in Idaho during the periods of 1996 until the present time. You Affiant is 
familiar with the facts of Plaintiffs workers compensation case arising from his industrial 
injury of April 9, 2001, having participated in the case and having reviewed the legal file. 
Defendants did not violate the standard of care owed to Plaintiff during the course of 
representation of Plaintiff with regard to his April 9, 2001, industrial accident. At all 
times in the handling of Plaintiffs workers compensation claim, Defendants were in 
compliance with the applicable standard of care owed to Plaintiff. 
16. During the course ofrepresentation of Plaintiff, your Affiant scheduled an 
Independent Medical Examination with Dr. Colburn for May 2, 2002. However, Dr. 
Colburn cancelled that Examination and re-scheduled it for May 30, 2002, because 
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Plaintiff arrived to the examination so intoxicated that Dr. Colburn was unable to 
complete the exam. 
17. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 'Z... 7+1,....day of August, 2009. 
State of Idaho 
ires: q -'Z 2- De,1 
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I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage 
pre-paid, by the undersigned this •l!iS\- day of August, 2009, to: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
And 
DeWayne Shedd 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
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I'. 
On this -Zu day of A~~ r- ,.tc.o(,: the Client(s), RoSe( J. N\c{avtv'l~k, does hereby 
retain and appoint the Law Firm of Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell P.L.L.C. to represent said 
Client(s) against employer and surety, arising out of an industrial accident or occupational disease 
which occurred on or about <f.,. 7- C) I , on the following conditions: ----'-------
RESPONSIBil,ITIES 
1. Attorney(s) will devote their full professional abilities to Client's case and Client agrees to 
cooperate fully with Attorney. 
AMOUNT QF FEES BASED ON GROSS RECOVERY 
2. Client agrees to pay attorney fees for services as follows: 
(A) 25 percent of any and all monies whatsoever recovered, inducting disputed medical benefits 
and subrogation recovery, from said claim by settlement prior to commencement of hearing of said 
claim by the Idaho Industrial Commission. · 
(B) 30 percent of any and all monies whatsoever recovered, including disputed medical 
benefits, subrogation recovery, and any award of attorney fees and costs, from said claim by 
settlement or otherwise, after commencement of hearing of said claim by the Idaho Industrial 
Commission. 
(C) 40 percent of any and all monies whatsoever recovered, including disputed medical benefits. 
subrogation recovery, and any award of attorney fees and costs, if any appeal of said claim is filed. 
(D) In the event of a structured settlement, attorney's fees shall be computed based upon the present 
value of the entire settlement and shall be paid in full at the time of settlement, or at Attorney's 
sole discretion, fees shall be paid from any payment of the structured settlement at the applicable 
rate set forth in paragraph 2 above. 
In the event there should be no recovery, Client sh~ll not owe Attorney a fee for services 
rendered. 
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CLIENT RESPONSIBLE FOR COSTS 
3. Regardless of outcome, Client agrees to pay all out-of-pocket expenses incurred in the 
preparation of the case, including but not limited to: 
Cost for Medical Records 
Investigation 
Lay and Expert Witness Fees 
. Photocopying of Documents 
Travel Expenses 
Depositions 
Long Distance Phone Calls 
Postage 
Client understands that Attorney may advance costs incurred in the pursuit of this matter as he 
believes necessary. Client understands that, upon request, Attorney shall submit to Client in the 
first calendar week of each month an itemized listing of costs advanced to date. Client agrees to pay · 
interest at the rate of 1 percent per month (12 % per annum) on outstanding balances of any costs 
advanced by Attorney on Client's behalf and not paid by Client during the month of the advance. 
Client authorizes Attorney to deduct such out-of-pocket expenses and the agreed upon Attorney's 
Fees from any amounts recovered. 
Client authorizes Attorney to deduct from Client's share of the proceeds any charges which may 
remain outstanding for any doctor~ hospital, expert or maintenance of the Client as a result of this 
injury. 
FURTHER TERi'1S 
-. ,}J 6 kj h t:-'.\ \..\.V\Lc,/\f¼f1W k~r'\~~1-J -
NO GUARANTEES 
4. Client.agrees that Attorney has made no promise nor guarantees regarding the outcome of 
1-------1----_,,r........,ti·.,. ...._n1''...,_(I claim Client understands that Attorney. sbaU have the right to cancel this..con,4.1,tz::..:i.ac....it..-,;a ...... t u..aDu.;Y,---l---
tirne, and in such event Client shall not be obligated to pay any out-of-pocket costs incurred by 
Attorney in preparing the case. 
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Client 
DISCHARGE OF ATIORNEY 
5. In the event of the discharge of the Attorney by the Client before completion of this matter, 
the Client agrees to pay Attorney, at Attorney's option, either: 
(a) for the time Attorney has spent on behalf of Client at the rate of$ 125.oo· per hour for 
Attorneys and $110.00 per hour for Associate Attorneys or 
(b) the amount stated in Paragraph 2 above, if recovery on the claim is otherwise obtained by the 
Client or his/her agent. 
Upon such discharge, Client agrees to pay Attorney all out-of pocket expenses incurred by Attorney, 
including interest to date at the rate of 1 percent per month or 12 percent annually, and fees before . 
Client's file or other information in possession of Attorney shall be made available to Client or their 
agent. Client hereby grants to the Law Firm of WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, 
P.L.L.C. an Attorney lien on Client's cause of action to secure these obligations. 
I have read this contract and agree to its terms and conditions. There are no other agreements 
between Client(s) and Attorney except those expressly set forth in this contract. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hands the date in this contract first above 
written. 
AJ/rli&1 
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Claimant, 
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ltmUSTR!Al COMMlSSlON 
Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-717, Referee Douglas A. Donohue submitted the record 
in the above-entitled matter, together with his proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law 
to the members of the Industrial Comrrrission for their review. Each of the undersigned 
Commissioners has reviewed the record and the recommendations of the Referee. The 
Commission concurs with these recommendations. Therefore, the Commission approves, 
confirms, and adopts the Referee's proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law as its own. 
Based upon the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 
1. Claimant suffered a compensable accident and injury. He is entitled to PPI rated 
at 6% of the whole person as a result. Defendants are entitled to credit for PPI amounts paid. 
2. Claimant failed to show he is entitled to either TTD or medical benefits after 
I 
May 30, 2002. 
3. Claimant showed he is entitled to permanent disability rated at 1 5%, inclusive 
of PPL 
ORDER-1 
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4. Claimant failed to show he is entitled to an award of retraining benefits. 
5. Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-718, this decision is final and conclusive as to all 
issues adjudicated. 





R. D. Maynard, ~issJ.cfiler 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on J7--sf,,-day of~~ , 2006, a true and correct 
copy of the foregoing ORDER was served by regu~ ed States Mail upon each of the 
following: 
Christopher Caldwell 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Glenna M. Christensen 
P.O. Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701 
--~;--- -------- ---- -------- ---lJ/fl<L""i{-~ ... 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 01-011245 
V. ) 
) 
ALL VALLEY CONCRETE, ) FINDINGS OF FACT, 
) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
Employer, ) AND RECOMMENDATION 
and ) 
) 
EVEREST NATIONAL ) 
INSURANCE COMP ANY, ) Ff LED 
) 
JUL 2 7 2006 Surety, ) 
Defendants. ) INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
INTRODUCTION 
The Idaho Industrial Commission assigned this matter to Referee Douglas A. Donohue. 
He conducted a hearing in Lewiston, Idaho, on January 19, 2006. Christopher Caldwell 
represented Claimant. Glenna M. Christensen represented Defendants. The parties took post-
hearing depositions and submitted briefs. The case came under advisement on June 12, 2006, 
and is now ready for decision. 
ISSUES 
After due notice and by subsequent agreement of the parties, the issues are as follows: 
Whether and to what extent Claimant is entitled to the following benefits: 
1. temporary disability (TTD); 
2. permanent partial impairment (PPI); 
_ ······-- ·-·- ..... 3._ ·--·· .... disabilityin_excess_ofimpairment; ..... -·- ... 
4. medical care; and 
5. retraining. 
FINDIN~lrftBCI)N'~fkwll){_fflj~~~ffltM-~Sl 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 
CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTiES 
Claimant contends he suffered injury to his lumbar spine when he was struck by a 
large bucket of concrete on April 9, 2001. He is not yet stable and requires surgery - artificial 
disc replacement at two levels, L3-4 and L4-5, or, in the alternative, lumbar fusion. He remains 
temporarily totally disabled until he becomes medically stable. If found stable, he suffers 
6% permanent impairment and permanent disability which reaches 70%. He is entitled to 
benefits for medical care after April 10, 2002, the date of the independent medical evaluation 
upon which Surety discontinued benefits. Claimant is entitled to .future medical benefits 
including a two-level artificial disc replacement whenever that procedure is approved by 
the FDA. Claimant is entitled to benefits for retraining and is studying to work in the heating 
and air conditioning industry. 
Defendants contend Claimant was declared stable following IMEs by Dr. Sears on 
December 4, 2001 and April 10, 2002, and by Dr. Colburn on May 30, 2002. Dr. Colburn 
performed an Il\1E at Claimant's request. Medical benefits and TTDs were appropriately 
discontinued upon the opinions of these doctors. Claimant's request for a two-level artificial 
disc replacement cannot reasonably be considered because the procedure is not available 
in the United States. Defendants do not dispute the 6% PPI rating stated by Dr. Colburn. 
Claimant's permanent disability is substantially less than 70%. Finally, while Claimant 
might benefit from an appropriate retraining program, he has failed to identify one which 
would yield a job within the restrictions described by Dr. Colburn. 
EVIDENCE CONSIDERED 
The record in the instant case consists of the following: 
1. Oral testimony at hearing by Claimant, and vocational rehabilitation 
consultant Deb Uhlenkott; 
2. Claimant's exhibits 1-35 and Defendants' exhibits and 
3. Post-hearing depositions of orthopaedist Robert C. Colbum, M.D., and 
neurosurgeon Bret A. Dirks, M.D. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
L Claimant is an enrolled member of the Colville tribe of the Nez Perce nation. For 
most of bis adult life he has worked various jobs obtained through the Tribal Employment 
Rights Office (TERO). On April 9, 2001, he was employed by Employer working a construction 
project and pouring concrete. He was bent over screeding freshly poured concrete when a 
bucket of concrete, weighing perhaps 2000 pounds, struck him in the flank and knocked 
him over. (Screeding is performed by dragging a board across the surface of the wet concrete 
to make sure its level.) Claimant was not immediately aware of any injury and continued 
working. He noticed gradually increasing pain throughout the day. 
2. Claimant first sought medical attention on April 13, 2001. He visited the 
Nimiipoo Health Clinic. By preference, he more often saw Roberta Carr, PA-C, but was 
treated by whomever among the various physicians was available at the time. (Sometimes the 
record obliterates the physicians' signatures or they are otherwise illegible.) Claimant was 
diagnosed with left flank pain. He next visited on April 23, 2001 and was similarly diagnosed. 
Clai..."'llfu'lt' s pain source migrated inexplicably. 
being struck in the back, near the spine, rather than on either flank. 
4. On April 30, 2001, he visited Ninriipoo Health and was diagnosed with 
right flank pam. Physical therapy was prescribed and after several missed appointments 
and rescheduling attempts, Claimant actually attended 4 physical therapy sessions. 
5. On May 24, 2001, Claimant visited Nimiipoo Health complaining of thoracic 
spine pain. On May 25, 2001, he again appeared requesting a "work excuse for insurance" 
purposes. He again reverted to his claim of right flank pain, but included a new complaint 
of headaches. 
6. On June 5, 2001, Claimant underwent T-spine x-rays which showed small 
disc protrusions at T7-8 and T8-9 "of no clinical significance." On June 11, 2001, Claimant 
underwent a CT scan of his brain which showed no abnormalities. 
7. On June 21, 2001, orthopaedist Regan Hansen, M.D., examined Claimant 
and ordered lumbar x-rays which showed some degenerative spurring at L5 but were 
otherwise nonnai. 
8. On June 25, 2001, a cryptic Nimiipoo Health note records, "LW[null 
symbol JBS." This note is not explained in the record or by resort to Stedman 's Medical 
Dictionary, 28th ed. 
9. On July 22, 2001, a lumbar 11RI showed a medium sized herniated disc at 
L4-5, a moderate sized bulging disc on the left at L3-4, and showed the lumbar spine as 
otherwise normal. 
10. On July 30, 2001, Dr. Hansen interpreted the MRl as showing bulging discs 
"with no obvious neurologic impingement. It does appear to be degenerative with lofis of water." 
He continued, "There is no surgical treatment. I would refer him back to his primary care 
physician, as well as a referral to a neurologist for evaluation of his headaches." 
11. The following day, on July 31, 2001, Nimiipoo Health recorded Claimant's first 
complaint of low back pain since the date of the accident. The physician speculated Claimant's 
headaches may be related to the medication he was receiving for his back complaints. 
12. On September 10, 2001, Dr. Hansen released Claimant to light duty and imposed 
temporary restrictions for the next two months. 
13. On September 25, 2001, neurologist Jean Thomas, M.D., evaluated Claimant's 
complaints of headache and low back pain, and expressed concern about the interaction of 
Claimant's medications with his alcohol intake. 
14. Between November 2001 and March 2002, Claimant attended 12 physical 
therapy sessions. 
15. On February 7, 2002, neurologist William Bozarth, M.D., conducted an 
electromyogram and nerve conduction velocity study (EMG/NCV) on Claimant. It showed 
mild slowing associated with the S 1 nerve root. 
16. On January 14.and February 18, 2002, neurologist William Hill, M.D:, examined 
Claimant. He recommended a restriction of no lifting over 35 pounds and expressed a 
willingness to consider surgical discectomy if symptoms worsened. At this point, Claimant 
was complaining of constant low back pain, headaches, and numbness in the first three toes of 
his left foot. 
17. ICRD consultant Lynette Schlader began working with Claimant on February 21, 
2002. As Employer was no longer in business, she considered potential retraining including 
heavy equipment operator, fisheries worker, and auto mechanic programs. Claimant completed 
flagger training in August 2002. On November 4, 2002, Ms. Schlader recorded, "He states 
that he is unable to work on his retraining with VR (Nez Perce Vocational Rehabilitation) 
or finding a job because of his pain level." On December 12, 2002, she closed her file noting, 
"Based on medical reports, the claimant is stable and capable of working. Services of ICRD 
have been offered but the claimant believes he is not employable at this time." Similarly, 
VR closed its file in 2002 asserting Claimant failed to cooperate with attempts to retrain 
Claimant or return him to work. During most of this time, March through August, Claimant 
was receiving unemployment benefits. 
18. On December 4, 2001, and April 10, 2002, Stephen Sears, M.D., evaluated 
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Claimant at Surety's request. On both occasions, he found Claimant medically stable without 
permanent impairment. He did provide temporary restrictions to last 2 months after each visit. 
He stated, "[S]urgery is certainly not indicated." 
19. On May 30, 2002, orthopaedist Robert C. Colburn, M.D., evaluated Claimant 
at Claimant's request. He found Claimant medically stable with a 6% PPI related to the 
industrial accident. He restricted Claimant to lifting 35 pounds occasionally with motion 
restrictions. He opined that despite Claimant's prior history of back pain, no apportionment 
was appropriate. Later, in November, he declined to approve a job site evaluation (JSE) to 
allow Claimant to return to work as a concrete finisher. He expressed reservation about a 
JSE for a flagger job because of the standing involved, although his prior restrictions limited 
sitting to two hours but did not mention any restriction or limitation for standing. 
20. Claimant's prior medical history of low back pain consists of entries m or 
before 1987 in which Claimant described episodic back pain with activity of one year or several 
years' duration and a lumbar x-ray showing "very minimal" rotoscoliosis at IA. 
21. In July and November 2002, Nimiipoo Health noted new accidents. Claimant 
struck bis knee and back in one, and broke a rib in the other. 
22. On May 15, 2003, neurologist Bret Dirks, M.D., began treating Claimant. On 
examination he noted Claimant described diminished sensation in bis whole left leg in 
a nondermatomal pattern and in bis right le& in an L5 nerve distribution. 
23. On May 23, 2003, a repeat lumbar MRI showed a new disc protrusion at L5-S1 
and unchanged disc bulges at L3-4 and IA-5. 
24. On November 12, 2004, Gary Haas, D.O., a pam clinic doctor, examined 
Claimant and reported no objective diagnostic findings but recommended steroid injections 
and a possible discogram. Ultimately, Claimant refused to complete the discogram, claiming 
( 
it was too painful. 
25. On December 14, 2004, Dr. Dirks noted, "He certainly seems to be interested in 
pursuing surgery at this point, as he has failed all nonsurgical therapies." 
26. On April 21, 2005, Dr. Dirks noted, "Unfortunately he probably is not a candidate 
for an artificial disc replacement at this time." Dr. Dirks was considering surgical fusion to be 
an option. By May 30, 2005, he expressed a willingness to consider a two-level artificial 
disc replacement "when it becomes available." 
27. On May 16, 2005, a lumbar CT scan showed disc bulges at L3-4, L4-5, and 
L5-S 1, all without stenosis or compressive lesions. 
28. On September 8, 2005, orthopaedist Gregory Dietrich, M.D., concurred that 
consideration of an artificial disc replacement was reasonable. However, on November 23, 
2005, Dr. Dietrich opined Claimant "may at some point require surgery, but hopefully not." 
29. On January 6, 2006, Claimant was evaluated by vocational consultant 
Deb Uhlenkott. She opined Claimant 70% disabled, but also opined Claimant's HV AC 
retraining program was inconsistent with his medical restrictions. 
30. In depositions, Dr. Dirks opined Claimant's potential for pain relief following 
surgery was about 50%. Dr. Colburn opined it much less than 50%. 
Discussion and Further Findings 
31. Medical Stability and Temporary Disability. IME physicians chosen by 
each party independently opined Claimant was medically stable at the time of their evaluations. 
While it appears clear that Dr. Sears' temporary restrictions were merely a suggestion for 
gradual return to full work activity, they do tend to undercut the concept of medical stability. 
Dr. Colburn's date of May 30, 2002 is the appropriate date upon which Claimant should be 
deemed medically stable. Drs. Dirks and Dietrich did not appear in this matter until more than 
a year afterward. The MRis and Claimant's pre-accident history show Claimant has long had a 
progressive degenerative condition which continues as shown by the new L5-S 1 disc bulge. 
However, there is not a persuasive opinion or- other evidence to suggest that Claimant's 
degenerative condition was exacerbated or accelerated as a result of the accident. At most, 
Claimant's degenerative condition predisposed him to suffer the herniated L4-5 disc, which 
disc herniation was caused by the accident. The MRis do not show the L4-5 herniation has 
worsened over time. 
32. Claimant is entitled to:ITD benefits through May 30, 2002, but not thereafter. 
33. Medical Care. Claimant is entitled ·10 medical care through May 30, 2002. 
Subsequent medical care and proposed future medical care has not been shmvn to be a 
reasonable response to any injury resulting from the accident. Moreover, Claimant is asking 
the Commission · to approve a procedure that may not yet be legally performed in the United 
States. Such medical care is unreasonable. 
34. Moreover, Dr. Dirks' and Dietrich's opinions about surgery are tepid at best, 
and based primarily upon Claimant's subjective reports of his current pain and his reported 
history of pain. 'The opinions of Drs. Hansen, Sears, and Colburn are nearer in time to the 
accident and to relevant medical care. Claimant testified that Dr. Dirks or Dietrich assured him 
he would be pain free after disc replacement surgery. Clearly Claimant misunderstood. The 
Commission is unaware of any competent medical professional being willing to offer an 
unequivocal guarantee. Moreover, Dr. Colburn persuasively opined that complicating factors 
Claimant's smoking, prior alcohol abuse, and psychological factors - diminish the chance of a 
successful surgery of any kind. 
35. Permanent Impairment. Dr. Colburn' s 6% PPI rating is accepted by 
both parties and is not contradicted in its amount by any physician. Claimant is entitled to 
1() 
PPI rated at 6% of the whole person attributable to the industrial accident. 
36. Permanent Disability. Permanent disability is defmed and evaluated according 
to statute. Idaho Code §§ 72-423, 424, 425, 430(1). Some factors are expressly defined 
by statute and other unexpressed factors may be considered. Idaho Code § 72-430(1). Here, 
Claimant retained a vocational expert at the 11 th hour to generate a disability analysis. 
Essentially, Ms. Uhlenkott assumed an equal 20% of jobs exist. for each exertional level, 
and determined Claimant was unable to perform three and one-half exertional levels. Her 
analysis is not supported by the evidence. It appears she simply was not given adequate time 
to perform a credible analysis. 
37. Further, the record shows Claimant made meager attempts to cooperate with 
physical therapy and with vocational counselors at a time when it could have done him the most 
good. When Ms. Uhlenkott cited Claimant's protracted absence from the labor market as 
a factor in her disability analysis, she ignored the fact that he declined to cooperate in attempts 
to return him to the labor market. Additionally, Claimant retains the network for employment 
upon which he has relied for his entire adult life TERO. 
38. Claimant showed he suffers some permanent disability in excess of impairment. 
He has medical restrictions and Dr. Colburn has disapproved some jobs and expressed 
reservations about others. However, considering all factors, including Claimant's age, education, 
local labor market, medical and other non-medical factors, Claimant failed to show he suffers 
significant permanent disability related to the accident. Permanent disability was not established 
above 15% inclusive of PPI. 
39. Retraining. Claimant's recent interest and attempt at re-establishing his life 
are commendable. However, Claimant failed to show the HV AC program is a realistic retraining 
for him. He failed to cooperate with ICRD when other retraining programs were suggested. 
71 
No realistic retraining program has been identified as one Claimant is willing to undertake. 
Claimant failed to show he is entitled to retraining benefits. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Claimant suffered a compensable accident and injury. He is entitled to PPI rated 
at 6% of the whole person as a result. Defendants are entitled to credit for PPI amounts paid. 
2. Claimant failed to show he is entitled to either TTD or medical benefits after 
May 30, 2002. 
3. Claimant showed he is entitled to permanent disability rated at 15%, inclusive 
of PPI. 
4. Claimant failed to show he is entitled to an award ofretraining benefits. 
RECOMMENDATION 
The Referee recommends that the Commission adopt the foregoing findings of fact and 
conclusions of law and iss}e an appropriate final order. 
DATED this / ?,,~ ,;:,y ofJuly, 2006. 
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I hereby certify that on the ~ day of July, 2006, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION 
was served by regular United States Mail upon each of the following: , 
Christopher Caldwell 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
db 
Glenna M. Christensen 
P.O.Box 829 
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. ~'" . Christopher Caldwell -illldaboud Wa6mg<oa 
Thomas B, Amberson 
~ill lido adOrq:;,,, Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, P.L1.C. 
C~ ATTORNEYS AT LAW~ __) 
August2,2006 
Robert McCormack 
· clo South Idaho Correction Institute 
P.O. Box 8509 
Boise, ID 83707 
. · Dear Robert: 
Michael Kessinger 
"'1auRdia/tlaho 
We have received your decision on your workers compensation case. As 
I advised you in January 2006 and at other times in my representation of 
you, I had serious concerns about your ability to be successful in this 
case. However, you wished to proceed forward without discussing 
settlement. Unfortunately, my concerns have been realized. Referee 
Donohue refused to award to you any additional medical care after May 
30, 2002, refused to award to you any TTD benefits after May 30, 2002, 
and refused to award to you any retraining benefits. He did award to you 
a 15% disability inclusive of the 6% impairment that was awarded by Dr. 
Colburn. While we submitted your testimony, and the testimony of a 
vocational expert·and a medical expert, the Referee did not find that 
evidence credible, as you will see in the decision. The Referee also 
believed that you did not make good attempts at finding work when you 
. could nor that you cooperated with vocational rehabilitation workers to find 
work. · 
rn order to have any success at an appeal, you must be able to show that 
there was an error in the application of the law to the facts of the case. 
Generally, the Supreme Court of Idaho will not review factual 
determinations made by the Industrial Commission. In order to prevail on 
· appeal, I believe the Industrial Commission's determinations of fact \,o/OUld 
have to be overturned by the Supreme Court, and I do not believe that 
· would happen. Therefore, while you have a right to appeal this decision, if 
you wish to do so, you will need to find another attorney. The reason that · 
r will not pursue an appear on your behalf is threefold: first, I do not 
believe that an appeal will be successful in this matter; second, I believe 
the Supreme Court would award the defendants' attorneys fees and costs 
. against you if unsuccessful in your appeal, a potentially expensive matter, 
and; third, I believe that filing an appeal in this matter would amount to a . 
violation of IAR 11.1, which requires legal foundation for appeal of filing an 
appeal, subjecting the attorney to personal sanctions. Again, you have a 
right to appeal this matter however I will not be filing an appeal on your 
behalf for the reasons stated above. ff you wish to fife an appeal, you will 
· need to obtain different counsel or pursue the appeal yourself. In the 
2230 3'd Avenue North• Lewiston, Idaha 83501 
Mail-Post Office Box 607 • Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telfflllume: 208. 743.5299 • Facsimile: 208. 743. 7432 
Offices in Lewiston and Coeur d'Alene . EXHJBJT_ 
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event that you do wish to file an appeal, please be advised that you have 
42 days from the date of the Order, or42 days from July 27, 2006, in 
which to file such an appeal. If you do not file an appeal within this time, 
any rights of appeal that you may have would be lost. Again, this office 
will not file an appeal in this matter. 
According to my initial calculations, I believe the award is worth about 
$16,335.00. I will have a more definite number in the future. In addition 
to attorney fees, we have advanced approximately $4,000.00 in costs in 
the pursuit of your case, most of which came for expert witnesses, 
including Dr. Dirks and Deb Uhlenkott. As you are currently incarcerated, 
I am enclosing for your review and signature a limited power of attorney, 
allowing me to sign the award check on your behalf. I will then make 
appropriate distributions to this firm for attorney fees, costs advanced and 
the temainder to you to be sent to a location of your choosing. I have 
included a self-addressed stamped envelope for the return of the limited 
power of attorney to my office. 
I enclose a copy of the decision and order for your review. After you have 
received it, you are welcome to call my office with any questions or 
concerns regarding the decision itself. 
Sincerely, 
WH TEHEAD, A BERSON & CALDWELL, P.LL.C., 
\ 
C i opher Caldwell 
Attorney at Law 
CEC/lrm 
Enclosures: SASE/decision/LPOA 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 74-
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COiVIMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK, 
Claimant, 
V. 



























SEP 2 6 2006 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
On August 15, 2006, Claimant filed a Motion to Reconsider the Commission 
decision dated July 27, 2006, together with a brief in support of the motion. Rule 3(f), 
JRP. Defendants responded on August 22, 2006. 
Claimant argues the Commission must "make a determination of Claimant's pre-
and post-injury earning capacity," and that the Commission failed to do so in this case. 
Claimant believes the Commission cannot determine disability or loss of earning capacity 
without the aforementioned finding, citing to Idaho Code§§ 72-102(11), -423 and--430. 
Claimant further debates the Commission's finding regarding Claimant expert Deb 
Uhlenkott and the separate finding regarding the Tribal Employment Rights Office 
(TERO). 
Defendants argue Claimant's inability to engage in gainful employment was due 
to his own perception that he is disabled, instead of true permanent impairment.· 
Defendants continue by arguing the Commission must only consider pre- and post-injury 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF EFE~ 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) l!"! c/ 




wages as a small factor among many other factors, and not as the paramount factor 
Claimant paints it to be. 
While Claimant's argument regarding pre- and post-injury earning capacity is 
lucid, it is not the law. The Supreme Court has directed the Commission to make 
disability determinations on the basis of "ability to engage in gainful activity." Baldner 
v. Bennett's, 103 Idaho 458, 462, 649 P.2d 1214, r218 (1982). The Supreme Court has 
not directed the Commission to use every factor outlined in Idaho Code § 72-430 when 
determining disability. Furthermore, neither of Idaho Code §§ 72-423 or -430 actually 
refer to, or require a determination of a claimant's pre-: or post-injury earning capacity. 
The Commission is to determine disability based on medical impairment and the 
nonmedical factors of §72-430. As shown by Idaho Code§§ 72-102(11), -423, -430 and 
Baldner, the factors outlined in the statute are not exclusive, nor are they all required to 
be used. A full analysis of a claimant's "ability to engage in gainful activity" is the 
requisite key to a disability analysis. 
In the case at hand, the Commission noted the requirements of Idaho Code § § 72-
423, -424, -425 and 430(1). Furthermore, before assessing Claimant's disability the 
Commission considered Claimant's impairment rating, opinions of vocational 
professionals, Claimant's access to TERO as a job resource, Claimant's medical 
restrictions, age, education, his local labor market as well as other medical and 
nonmedical factors. The Commission engaged in a full legal and factual analysis before 
making a finding regarding disability in this case. 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 7/ 
ORDER DENYING RECONSIDERATION - 2 tc' 
Claimant's issues concerning Uhlenkott and TERO are mere disagreements with 
the Commission decision of July 27, 2006. Claimant provides no factual or legal basis to 
warrant a contrary analysis of the findings regarding Uhlenkott and TERO. 
For the above reasons, Claimant's Motion to Reconsider is hereby DENIED. 
, P-> l 
DATED this ,Pb day of September 2006. 
INDUSTRIAL COMJvHSSION 
........... ,, ,,. . ,,, 
,.,fj ¥.\AL Co,r,, ,,,, 
.$°.,s'\ •••••••. ,,L ,, 
~ :.'-.> ••• •• ·7/ '-·· 
,: ~ •• • •• t.P: ~-·. 
:,~. -~-=· ': ~ o! : : : z~: 
: . -• • = - .: *' · ss~ · ~etary..•·~ / 
'-
/1;J01 ~ 
R. D. Maynard:iommissioner 
,,, fl] otio I'-~ .. ,,, .... .. , ~-
····~lr1IFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this ;;u.,~day of~_t.......> 2006, a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER DENYJ:NllECONSIDERATION was 
served by regular United States Mail upon each of the following: 
CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL 
P.O. BOX607 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
GLENNAM. CHRISTENSEN 
P.O.BOX829 
BOISE, ID 83701 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL TI'J SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 
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ALL VALLEY CO~CRETE, 
Employer, 
and 

























DEC -1 2006 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
On October 2, 2006, Claimant's attorney (Attorney) filed a motion seeking approval of 
his charging lien for services to his client. Attorney requests fees in the amount of $4,900.50, 
which is 30% of the benefits awarded to Claimant as a result of the contested proceedings. 
Additionally, Attorney requests $3,924.95 in costs advanced to Claimant in prosecuting his 
claims. Attorney maintains that Claimant has refused to execute a power of attorney to enable 
Attorney to distribute the benefit proceeds in accordance with their fee agreement. Also, 
Claimant is not available to personally endorse the settlement checks with dual payees. 
Attorney prosecuted Claimant's case through an adversarial hearing, including legal 
briefing, and was able to obtain an award of benefits for Claimant. Now that Claimant has 
recovered an award, he disputes the disbursement of attorney fees and costs. 
There is no question that Attorney is entitled to 30% pf the award for reasonable attorney 
fees, which is the sum of $4,900.50 (30% x $16,335.00). IDAPA 17.02.08.033.01.e.ii. 
ORB:ffl~ii~N'.H~f~~ljLL IN SU 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 
RT ~f'i9MENDA TS' 
)(6)5 
Attorney also seeks costs of $3,924.95. A detailed, itemized list of expenses and costs is 
attached as an affidavit in support of the motion. The expenses begin on August 20, 2001, the 
day the fee agreement was signed by Claimant and Attorney. These expenses run consistently 
thereafter for the next five years until September 29, 2006. There is no information from 
Attorney that Claimant was informed of this amount as these charges accumulated over this time 
period. Comparing these expenses to the overall benefits recovered, it would appear that these 
expenses are 24% of the benefits awarded. Understandably, Claimant was probably shocked 
when the total bill was presented to him. Had Claimant known of the extent of these charges as 
they were accumulating, he and Attorney could have discussed them during the time of 
representation. The fee agreement contemplates a regular billing of these expenses, with interest 
accruing on the unpaid balances. The itemized charges do not contain an "interest" account on 
the ledger. 
This is a perplexing problem. Attorney has completed a long and difficult case, while 
providing over five years of legal service to his client. Now that the results are in, the client does 
not want to pay the bill. This is not an unusual situation. 
fu balancing the equities, the Commission finds good cause to adjust the expenses 
because of Claimant's lack of involvement in their accumulation over the past five years. As a 
result, the Commission will reduce the amount of expenses by $1,000.00 to the sum of $2,924.95 
in this matter. 
For the above reasons, the Motion for a Charging Lien on the benefits awarded to 
Claimant is hereby GRANTED, as modified in the following particular amounts. Attorney shall 
be entitled to the sum of $4,900.50 for reasonable attorney fees in representing Claimant during 
the above-referenced proceedings. Further, Attorney shall be entitled to receive the amount of 
o~EW¾~+.bR~r~~iQ~R,,C\IyQlV~~L IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
~6M ~~t)'D J~g-ptrltstf"KN7.Lfttrn:CP RULE l 2(b )( 6) 
7~ 
. $2,924.95 for reasonable expenses associated with representing Claimant in the above-referenced 
proceedings. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 




LEWISTON ID 83501-0607 
ROBERT McCORMACK 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
Thomas E. Limbaugh, Chairman 
·ssioner 
//}07~ 
R. D. Maynard, Commissioner 
GLENNA M CHRISTENSEN 
PO BOX 829 
BOISE ID 83701-0829 
C/O SOUTH IDAHO CORRECTION INSTITUTE 
PO BOX 8509 
BOISE ID 83707-8509 
cjh ~-4+4 Q :z.u--
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MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 30 
, _ DEG-07-2006 THU 09: 25 AM FAX NO. 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION O:F THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) fC 01~011245 
v. ) 
) 
ALT, VALLEY CONCRETE, _) ORDER ALLOWING 
) WITHl>RA WAL OF 
Employer, ) ATTORNRY OF RECORD 
antl ) 
) 
EVEREST NATIONAL ) 
INSURANCE COMPANY, ) FILED 
) 
Surety, ) DEC - 7 2006 
Defendants. ) 
!NDUSTP.!AL CO~J~'.!BS!O! J 
Christopher Caldwell, attorney of record for Claimant in the above-enthlcd matter, 
filed a Motion to Withdraw as Attorney of Record with supporting Affidavit on September 29, 
2006, seeking from the Commission an Order allowing withdrawal as counsel. Good cause 
appearing therefor, 
IT TS HEREBY ORDERED that Christopher Caldwell be permitted to withdraw as 
attor:ncy of record for Claimant, Robert McCormack, and 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Christopher Caldwell shall notify Claimant by 
immediate mailing by certified mail a copy of this Order to the Claimant at his last known 
address and file an affidavit with the Commission ve1ifying that such mailing has been done, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Christopher Caldwell shall continue to represent 
Claimant ut,til the affidavit has been filed with the Industrial Commission. 
Once Christopher Caldwell files his affidavit, Clahnant may either hire another attorney 
ORT>ERALLOWING WITHDRAWAL OF ATTORNEYOFRECORD-1 
P. 01/02 5' 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CAL WELC~~iPoR F DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT T jRCP ~E 12(b)( ~ ] 
DEC-07~2006 THU 09: AM FAX NO. 
or may appear as representing himself by sending a written Jetter to the Industrial Commission 
st~Hing representation, Claimant must infom1 the. Commission of representation and comply wilh 
lhis Order within twenty-one (21) days of the date this Order was served on Claim.ant. If 
Claimant fails to appear in writing within this time period, either on own behalf or with ru1 
attorney, Claimant's Complaint may be dismissed without further notice, at the discretion of 
the Commissioners. 
IT TS SO ORDERED, 
~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on ~he 77.f day o~ Dcc~mber, 2006, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing ORDER ALLOWlNG \VITllDRA WAL OF ATTORNEY OF RECO.~ was 
Sent by FacsimileMa~hbte Pro_cess ONLY to ea.ch of the following: 
Christopher Caldwell Fax#: 208~743-7432 Glenna M. Christensen Fax#: 385~5384 
db 
onDERALLOWING WIT HD RA WAL OF ATTOR.i.~EY OF RECORD - 2 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(6)(6) 
CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL 
WillIBHEAD, AMBERSON 
& CALDWELL, P.L.L.C. 
Attorneys at Law 
Post Office Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
ISB No. 5134 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
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Employer, 
and 
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YOUR AFFIANT, being first duly sworn, does hereby state and affirm as follows: 
1) That your Affiant is over the age of eighteen, of sound mind, and has 
personal knowledge of the following; 
2) That your Affiant, on December 8, 2006, did cause a copy of the Order 
Allowing Withdrawal of Attorney of Record to be placed into the U.S. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 1 
,fi;~A\>f~JF ~IER CALD\VELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
rvIOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE l 2(b)(6) ~ 3 
Mail, postage pre-paid, via certified mailing, addressed as follows: 
Robert McCormack 
c/o South Idaho Correction Institute 
P.O. Box 8509 
Boise, ID 83707 
3) 
Further your affunt sayethi!Ja_ \ LI 
cJ/stopheic.J.dwe~ 
Affiant 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO BEFORE ME this 8th day of December, 2006. 
Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the J"' day of December, 2006, a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing was sent via U.S. Mail, postage prepaid to: 
Glenna M. Christensen 
MOFFATT, THOMAS, BARRETT, ROCK & FIBLDS, CHTD. 
P.O.Box829 
Boise, ID 83 70 I 
And by Certified Mail to the following: 
Robert McCormack 
c/o South Idaho Correction Institute 
P.O. Box 8509 
Boise, ID 83707 
AFFIDAVIT OF 2 
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BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
ROBERT McCORMACK, ) 
) 
Claimant, ) IC 01-011245 
v. ) 
) 





EVEREST NATIONAL INSURANCE ) Ff LED 
CO:MPANY, ) 
) FEB - 5 2007 
Surety, ) 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION ) 
Defendants. ) 
A brief procedural history is set forth below as background to the variety of motions 
addressed in this order. 
On July 27, 2006, the Commission issued a Decision and Order concluding that Claimant 
was entitled to 6% whole person PPI and a permanent disability rating of 15%, inclusive of PPI. 
Claimant filed a Motion to Reconsider on August 17, 2006. The Commission denied the motion on 
September 26, 2006. 
Then on October 2, 2006, Claimant's attorney, Christopher Caldwell, filed a Motion for 
Leave to Withdraw as Counsel. By order filed December 7, 2006, and Affidavit of Christopher 
Caldwell filed December 11, 2006, Mr. Caldwell was permitted to withdraw as counsel ofrecord. 
ORDER ON PENDING MOTIONS - 1 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWEL 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP 
EXHIBIT 
SUP RT OF D ENDANTS' 
LE 1 )(6) 
s 
On December 20, 2006, Claimant filed a letter stating that he would be representing himself. 
. On October 2, 2006, Christopher Caldwell also filed a Motion for Approval of Attorney Fees 
- Charging Lien. On December 1, 2006, the Commission issued an Order Approving Attorney Lien, 
which granted Mr. Caldwell attorney fees equal to 30% of Claimant's award but reducing the 
requested costs by $1,000.00. 
Currently pending before the Commission are Claimant's Motion to Reconsider the award of 
attorney fees, Christopher Caldwell's Motion to Reconsider the reduction of costs awarded, 
Defendants' Motion for Clarification and Direction, and a letter from Claimant requesting appeal 
forms. 
Claimant's Motion to Reconsider 
On December 6, 2007, Claimant filed a letter the Commission will construe as a Motion for 
Reconsideration. Claimant argues that the attorney fee agreement he signed in 2001 gave 
Christopher Caldwell 25% of Claimant's award, not 30%. A review of the agreement shows that 
Claimant agreed to pay attorney fees to Christopher Caldwell in the amount of 30% of Claimant's 
award after commencement of hearing by the Industrial Commission. Exhibit B to the Affidavit in 
Support of Motion for Approval of Attorney Fees-Charging Lien filed October 2, 2006. Claimant's 
case did go to hearing, was fully briefed, and a decision ai~d order were issued by the Com ... 'Ilission. 
Attorney, Christopher Caldwell is entitled to reasonable fees, which are defined as 30% of . 
available funds in a case in which a hearing has been held and briefs submitted. IDAP A 
17.02.08.033.01.e.ii. The Commission finds no reason to disturb its previous ruling awarding 
Christopher Caldwell attorney fees in the amount of 30% of Claimant's award. Therefore, 
Claimant's Motion to Reconsider is DENIED. 
ORDER ON PENDING MOTIONS - 2 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) g ~ 
Christopher Caldwell's Motion to Reconsider 
On December 18, 2006, Christopher Caldwell filed Attorney's Motion to Reconsider. In his 
motion, Mr. Caldwell argues he is entitled to the full amount of costs incurred without a $1,000.00 
reduction in costs because of Claimant's alleged lack of involvement over the course of the case. 
Mr. Caldwell avers that Claimant was specifically advised of the expenses associated with all three 
experts called in pursuing his claim and that Claimant was well aware of the expenses and the odds 
of recovery of the various benefits sought at hearing. 
The Commission has reviewed the file and agrees with Mr. Caldwell that there is no evidence 
to show Claimant lacked involvement in the incurring of expenses. The costs are large when 
compared to Claimant's total award but that is the risk inherent in pursuing a case through the 
hearing process. The Commission does not find the total amount of costs to be unreasonable but 
instead finds that they were incurred to zealously litigate Claimant's case at hearing. 
Upon reconsideration, the Commission awards Mr. Caldwell the actual costs incurred of 
$3,924.95. Attorney's (Christopher Caldwell's) Motion to Reconsider is GRANTED. 
Defendants' Motion for Clarification and Direction 
AN otice of Lodging of Asserted Assignment was filed with the Commission on December 5, 
2006 by attorney Christopher Caldwell. The notice included a copy of an assign,_uent submitted by 
attorney Todd Richardson of the Law Office of James W. Grow in the amount of$2,500.00. The 
assignment states that "Robert J. McCormack hereby assigns to Todd S. Richardson $2500.00 of any 
settlement amount and hereby directs his attorney, Christopher Caldwell ofWhitehead, Amberson & 
Caldwell, PLLC, to hold and pay directly to the Law Office of James W. Grow an amount totaling 
$2500.00 out of any amount received through settlement,judgment, or partial payment." Exhibit A 
ORDER ON PENDING MOTIONS - 3 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) i7 
to the Notice of Lodging of Asserted Assignment filed December 5, 2006. Subsequently, Defendants 
filed a Motion for Clarification and Direction on December 8, 2006, requesting guidance in the 
distribution of Claimant's award in light of the filing of the Notice of Lodging of Asserted 
Assignment. 
Idaho Code § 72-802 states that no claims for compensation under this law shall be 
assignable, and all compensation and claims therefore shall be exempt from all claims of creditor, 
except the enforcement of an order of any court for support of any person. Accordingly, Claimant's 
claim for compensation is not assignable to Mr. Richardson and Defendants are to deliver the 
amount due to Claimant directly to Claimant without regard to the assignment discussed above. 
Claimant's letter requesting appeal forms 
Additionally, on December 26, 2006, Claimant filed a letterrequesting information on filing 
an appeal_ and inquiring if an appeal form is needed. The Commission does not produce or supply 
appeal forms. Parties may make an appeal to the Supreme Court from decisions and orders of the 
Commission and within the times and in the manner prescribed by Rule of the Supreme Court. 
Idaho Code§ 72-724 and Idaho Appellate Rule 14(b). 
Based upon the foregoing reasons, Attorney's (Christopher Caldwell's) Motion to Reconsider 
is GRANTED and Claimant's Motion to Reconsider is DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED thi~y of~, , 2007, 
· INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
ORDER ON PENDING MOTIONS - 4 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on0~y ~¢~!'::::::!:::.~':::;/--• 2007, a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ORDER ON PENDING MOTIONS was serv by regular United States Mail upon each 
of the following: 
ROBERT McCORMACK 
IDOC/ISCI 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
GLENNA M CHRISTENSEN 
PO Box 829 
Boise, ID 83701-0829 
CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL 
PO Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
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AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALTIWELL IN StJPPORTOF'DEFENDANTS'· · · · 
MOTION TO DISWSS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 




ALL VALLEY CONCRETE, 
Employer, 
and 






















I hereby certify tha; on the bay of ~ . 2006 a true and correct copy of 
Claimant's letter construed as a motion for reconsideration on the attorney lien, filed 
December 6, 2006 was served by regular United States Mail upon: 
CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL /' 
POBOX607 
LEWISTON ID 83501-0607 
GLENNA M CHRJSTENSEN 
POBOX829 
BOISE ID 83701-0829 
cjh 
cc: Robert McCormack 
Idaho Department of Correction Institute 
PO Box 14 
Boise, ID 83707 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 
\ 
PagB: 1 Document 
09/25/02 
SSN: 

















BENEFIT PAY ME KT HISTORY (07) 
LO: LEWISTON 


































































CHECK OVRPAY PG PAY 
NO AMT CD V TYPE 
2414552 . 00 21 0 1 T# 
2401747 .DO 21 0 1 T# 
2387777 . 00 21 0 1 T# 
2373140 .00 21 0 1 T# 
2358425- . 00 21 0 1 T# 
2344007 . 00 21 0 1 T# 
2329967 .00 21 0 1 T# 
2315832 .00 21 0 1 T# 
2307066 .00 21 0 51· T# 
2283640. . 00 01 0 1 T# 
2267665 . 00 01 0 1 T# 
2258054 . 00 01 0 1 T# 
2235340 -. 00 01 0 1 T# 
TRANSACTION OPTION: 
Job Service 
i 158 Idaho Street 
P.O. Box 1147 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Phone # 799-5000 
Fax # 799-5007 
EXHIBIT 
Date: 
9 mmJll:l~P4~¥1~~ r~ TO IRCP R t~;g~ OF DEF~~~s· ____ _ 
00046 q,_3 
-
Pagz: 1 Document Name: untitled 
09/25/02 
SSN: 

















BENEFIT PAYMENT HISTORY (07) 
LO: LEWISTON 


































.00 LAST EWE AVAILABLE ON VRU: 09/07/02 
AMT DATE DATE CHECK OVRPAY PG PAY 
PAID PAID PROC NO AMT CD V TYPE 
315.00 06/04/02 0603 2218129 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 05/29/02 0528 2201014 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 05/21/02 0520 2182666 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 05/ /02 0513 .2164418 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 05/07/02 0506 2145030 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 04/30/02 0429 2124703 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 04/23/02 0422 2103438 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 04/16/02· 0415 2080907 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 04/09/02 0408 2058490 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 04/02/02 0401 2034382 .00 .01 0 1 T# 
315.00 03/26/02 0325 2009501 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 03/19/02 0318 1983333 .00 01 0 1 T# 
315.00 03/ /02 0311 1968166 .00 01 0 51 T# 
DEPRESS PF2 TRANSACTION OPTION: 




Pag~: 1 Document Name: untitled 
09/25/02 
SSN: 





BENEFIT PAYMENT HISTORY (07) 
LO: LEWISTON 
0 NAME: ROBERT J MCCOR.MACK BYE: 02/15/03 









AMT DATE DATE CHECK 
PAID PAID PROC NO 
315.00 03/05/02 0304 1935060 
.00 0225 0000000 
OVRPAY PG PAY 
AMT CD V TYPE 
.00 010 1 T# 
.00 01 0 4 T 
FOR MORE THAN 13 PAYMENTS DEPRESS PF2 TRANSACTION OPTION: 
AFFIDAVIT OF CIIRISTOPIIER CALD\VELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
Date: 9 M~ncer~:1q,ru/~/yfI~~ fYMll,t\-~ TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) q5 
00048 
Robert McCormack#- 35 
. CCA/ ICC A-Pod 
P.O.Box 70010 
Boise,ID.83707 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE cl.. JUDICIAL DISTRICT ~~--






STATE OF IDAHO ) 
,t,ss 
County of Nez Perce ) 
Case No. 
AFFIDAVIT OF 
Robert McCormack in support 
of Motion for Malpractice 
I Robert McCormack, after first being duly sworn upon his 
oath, deposes and says as follows: That 
1. I am the named affiant in the above entitled affidavit; 
2. I am under the care, custody and control of Phillip Valdez 
acting Warden of the Idaho Correctional Center; 
3. That I never refused any offers from anybody pertaining 
to this case.; 
4. The only time I discuss any figure of money is when Attorney 
Christopher Caldwel, stated that the Insurance Company offered 
60,000 dallors, and in this conversion I asked Mr.Caldwel to 
ask the Insurance Company if they would also pay the medical 
costs of the (surgery); 
5. Orthopoedist-Regan Hansen M.D. did a Lumbar (M.R.I) on July 
2 2 ' iiilnA ~8¥ d-f c&W~t5P'.Fnff E~1L1:n~1:tt'1N1~6i'~e,k~~~IMnf\Nirss; 
fi a M0aUON ffEO Ii>IS:WS $:i!?~ijI s1:P ~C~£P½_~ t tCbJG?) L 3 -4 ; 
(Affidavit of Robert McCormack (1) 
t. 
6. Dr. William Bozarth M.D. did (EMG/NCV) on claimant Robert 
McCormack Neurologist1 William Hill M.D. on September 8,2005 
and Orthopaedist Gregory Dietrich,M.D. Concurred that 
consideration for "Surgery 11 ; 
7. Vocational expert Ms.Uhlenkott, was not given adequate time 
to perform a credible analysis; 
8. Attorney Christopher Caldwel 11 provides no factual or legal 
basis to warrant a contrary tsis; 
9. Attorney Christopher Caldwell never kept me updated on any 
of the litigation of my case; 
1 0. Mr. dwe~ told me I could not Appel the decision of 




only thing that I signed was the agreement of the 
he want when settlement was final; 
above statements are true and correct to the best 
my knowledge and belief. 
i:t..;:.:: ,., ,., 
,' 
Further your affiant sayeth naught. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN To 
JAMES G, QUINN 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff 
me this 1 day of feh,qQ('tf 2 0 08. 
._j 
Jj(R~ 
otary Public for Idaho 
Jilli 1a id.in g ::rt : 
Commission expires: ~-10~13 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
( A f ~JQ~ J;Q ftl-§M}~~ IWc}~~\J~rdk ,~o (~f p RULE 12(b )(6) q7 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the_Lday of F £6 ~ 
mailed a true and correct copy of the AFFIDAVIT of 
Robert McCormack via the U.S. mail system to: 
Plaintiff 
2008. I 
AFFIDAVIT OF CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 
(Affidavit of Robert McCormack) (3) 
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB #2851 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, P.L.L.C. 
2230 3rd. Ave. N. 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JAMES MCCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 
\VHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & 
CALDWELL, PLLC, 
Defendant 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
)ss. 














CASE NO. CV2009- l 2 l 8 
AFFIDA VIT OF RONDA K. 
NICHOLS IS SUPPORT OF 
DEFENDANTS' MOTi ON 
TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO 
IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) 
YOUR AFFIANT, having first been duly sworn, states as follows: 
1. That I am over the age of eighteen, of sound mind and have personal knowledge 
of the following: 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) - 1 
ORIGINAL qq 
2. That during the period of May 1999 through February 2003, I was 
employed as a paralegal for Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, PLLC, and worked in the 
Lewiston offices of Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, PLLC. I assisted Mr. Caldwell in 
preparation of Plaintiffs workers compensation case arising from his industrial accident 
of April 9, 2001. 
3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'A' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #85322142 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on September 7, 2001. 
I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the check on 
September 7, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original of this 
check to Plaintiff on September 7, 2001, by placing said check into his hand. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'B' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #85329693 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on September 20, 
2001. I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the 
check on September 20, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original 
of this check to Plaintiff on September 20, 2001, by placing said check into his hand. 
5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'C' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #85621662 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $8~LQ_Q. __ A:UheJJJJttom_of.thec_u~y:j~------
my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on October 5, 2001. I 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) -
2 
1 ao 
placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the check on 
October 5, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original of this check 
to Plaintiff on October 5, 2001, by placing said check into his hand. 
6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'D' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #85633767 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $1,036.50. At the bottom of the copy 
is my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on October 23, 
2001. I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the 
check on October 23, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original of 
this check to Plaintiff on Octa ber 23, 2001, by placing said check into his hand. 
7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'E' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #85845915 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on November 8, 2001. 
I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the check on 
November 8, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original of this 
check to Plaintiff on November 8, 2001, by placing said check into his hand. 
8. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'F' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #85857768 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I mailed this check via US Mail to Plaintiff on November 21, 
2001. I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the 
check on November 21, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I placed the original of 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6)-
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Exhibit 'F' into the US Mail, postage pre-paid to the PO Box in Lapwai, ID provided to 
our office by Plaintiff on November 21, 2001. 
9. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'G' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #86141421 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on December 7, 2001. 
I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the check on 
December 7, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original of this 
check to Plaintiff on December 7, 2001, by placing said check into his hand. 
10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'H' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #86149197 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I mailed this check via US Mail to Plaintiff on December 19, 
2001. I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the 
check on December 19, 2001. As reflected in my notation, I placed the original of 
Exhibit 'H' into the US Mail, postage pre-paid to the PO Box in Lapwai, ID provided to 
our office by Plaintiff on December 19, 2001. 
11. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'I' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #86157027 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I mailed this check to Plaintiff and a notation that I hand-
~~~~~---"'delivered this check to Plaintiff on January 3, 2002. I placed the received stamp on the 
check, indicating that our office received the check on January 3, 2002. As reflected in 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6)-
4 
my notation, I originally had placed the original of the check into the outgoing mail at the 
office when Plaintiff came by requesting the check. Therefore, I pulled the check from 
the internal outgoing mail and hand-delivered the original of this check to Plaintiff on 
January 3, 2002. 
12. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'J' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #86167962 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $891.00. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on January 22, 2002. I 
placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the check on 
January 2002. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original of this check 
to Plaintiff on January 22, 2002, by placing said check into his hand. 
1 Attached hereto as Exhibit 'K' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #86406939 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $1,010.57. At the bottom of the copy 
is my notation indicating that I "mailed/hand-delivered" this check to Plaintiff on 
February 4, 2002. I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office 
received the check on February 4, 2002. As reflected in my notation, I originally had 
placed the original of the check into the outgoing mail at the office when Plaintiff came 
by requesting the check. Therefore, I pulled the check from the internal outgoing mail 
and hand-delivered the original of this check to Plaintiff on February 4, 2002. At that 
time, I also caused to be hand-delivered to Plaintiff a copy of a letter from the surety in 
temporary disability checks would be terminated ifhe continued in his non-compliance 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) -
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with physical therapy. A true and correct copy of said letter is attached hereto as Exhibit 
'L,' and made a part of this Affidavit by reference. 
14. Attached hereto as Exhibit 'M' and made a part of this Affidavit by 
reference is a copy of check #86418945 made payable to Robert J McCormick (sic) from 
payee Crawford and Co. payable in the amount of $946.80. At the bottom of the copy is 
my notation indicating that I hand-delivered this check to Plaintiff on February 19, 2002. 
I placed the received stamp on the check, indicating that our office received the check on 
February 19, 2002. As reflected in my notation, I hand-delivered the original of this 
check to Plaintiff on February 19, 2002, by placing said check into his hand. 
15. Atno time were any of the checks reflected in Exhibits A through Kand 
Exhibit L ever deposited into the trust account of Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, 
PLLC, or any other account of Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell. 
16. At no time were any of the checks reflected in Exhibits A through Kand 
Exhibit L ever deposited into my personal bank accounts or by me at any account at 
Moneytree. 
17. Each of the checks reflected in Exhibit A through Kand Exhibit L were 
received by the offices of Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, PLLC, in the regular course 
of business. The copies of said checks reflected in Exhibit A through Kand Exhibit Lare 
true and correct copies of the checks received by Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, 
PLLC, and the copies themselves were made and kept in the regular course and scope of 
business, having been made by your Affiant. 
----------18-. ~W~en-each-Of-the-ehecksxeflec:tecLinExhibit A through K and Exhibit I, 
were received by the offices of Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, PLLC, it was rny 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
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practice and habit as a paralegal to, upon receipt of said check, deliver said checks to 
Plaintiff pursuant to his instruction. It was my practice and habit to stamp each check 
received upon receipt and indicate the date such was received in the line where indicated. 
It was also my practice and habit to hand-write the method of delivery to Plaintiff of said 
check upon the copy of said check that was maintained in our office. 
19. I followed the procedure and protocol of Whitehead, Amberson & 
Caldwell, PLLC, in the delivery of the aforementioned checks to Plaintiff. 
20. Copies of each of the checks reflected in Exhibit A through Kand Exhibit 
L were kept as part of the client file in order to ensure that the client received appropriate 
benefits due him under Title 72 of the Idaho Code. 
21. I was the only employee of Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, PLLC, to 
handle the originals of the checks reflected in Exhibit A through K and Exhibit L. I 
caused each of those original checks to be delivered to Plaintiff pursuant to his 
instructions. At no time did I endorse Plaintiffs name on the check, nor did any one else 
at Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, PLLC, endorse Plaintiffs name on the check. 
21. Ouring the course of Defendants' representation of Plaintiff, I had 
opportunity to notarize Plaintiff's signature pursuant to law. As such, I became familiar 
with Plaintiffs signature. The signatures of Robert McCormack on Exhibits D2, D3, D4, 
D5, D6, D7, D8, D9, DlO, DI 1, Dl2 and Fl and F2 attached to Plaintiff's Civil 
Complaint appear to be the signature of Plaintiff. 
22. Generally when Plaintiff picked up the checks reflected in Exhibit A 
___ ____,throughK-ancLExhibit.l,-he-would.,come to the.office.olndously intoxicated and sme..,,,]=lin'-"/g::C,------
of alcohol. 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
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Subscribed and sworn to before me this --1:r_ day of August, 2009. 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF !v1OTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) -
8 
( 0~ 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the fore going was mailed, postage 
pre-paid, by the undersigned this 'LO~ day of August, 2009, to: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
And 
De Wayne Shedd 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 















January 31, 2002 
Whitehead, Amberson, & Caldwell 
Mr. Christopher Caldwell, Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box607 





Dear Ms. Nichols: 










This letter is in follow up to our numerous telephone conversations Ronda Nichols, Workers' 
Compensation Paralegal, regarding your client, Mr. Robert McCormick. 
We have agreed to let Mr. McCormick continue with his treatments with Dr. Hill. Dr. Hill has 
referred the claimant to physical therapy, which was to begin on 01/25/02, but the claimant did 
not show for this appointment due to transportation problems. As you are aware, we will 
reimburse for mileage, and if necessary, pay for a taxicab (on occasion). 
As we discussed on the telephone, if Mr. McConnick is non-compliant with his physical therapy 
treatment, we will suspend his temporary total disability benefits until such time as he becomes 
compliant. As of the date of this letter, if Mr. McCormick fails to attend one more physical therapy 
appointment, we will suspend his benefits. 
We also discussed the medical treatments that Mr. McConnick is receiving from the Nimiipuu 
Clinic and advised you that we will no longer pay for any medical treatments to this clinic under 
this workers' compensation claim as the treating physician is Dr. Hill. 




: .... •. ~. ' .. ' ...... : . : . ' :~.-·::.~·. : 
146 S. Cole Rd. • Boise, Idaho 83709 ii (208) 375-5021 • Fax (208) 375-4514 • www.crawfordandcompany. 
} 1q 
AFFIDAVIT OF RONDA K.NICHOLS IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DIS ISS EXHIBIT 
PURSUANT TO IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) _________ j 
j l-
~ FORM Allgnmonl I CRAWFORD & COMPANY - ATLAN~A, GEORGIA CHECK NO. 
ON BEHALF OF: 
EVEREST NATIONAL 
DATE ISSUED ORJGJNATJNG OFFICE 
BRANCH FILE CLMT 




CLIENT /INSURED NAME 
ALL VALLEY BOBCATS 
MEDICAL 
ACCT CODE 
9119 9119 86418945 
REFERRAL OFFICE CLAIM NO, 
BRANCH ALE CLMT 
0171 064501 001 30102198 
CLAIMANT NAME 
MC CORMICK,ROBERT J 
EXPENSE DISABILITY PERIOD - THIS CHECK 
FROM THRU 
$****"'**946.80 $ **********.00 $ *"********.00 
PAY CODE 
17 o 1 / 3 1 /o 2 o 2 / 1 3 







TTD BENEFITS 2 WEEKS TDISO 








ROBERT J MCCORMICK 




LEWISTON ID 83501 BY: _ _,___,_._.,.._ ____ ._...,,_,,,,_,_~~...,..,.__ POBOX607 ~~ 
CLIENT r-UNDING AUTHORIZATION :0. ~= I== 
_______ ............ -............................ , ............................. _ ............................. -----------···-··-·"'""""""' _____________________ _ 
,f 
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB #2851 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWE 
2230 3rd. Ave. N. 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83 50 I 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRJCT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRJCT OF THE 
ST ATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JAMES MCCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 

















CASE NO. CV2009-1218 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO IRCP 
RULE 12(6 )( 6) 
Plaintiff filed this lawsuit on June 8, 2009, alleging attorney negligence by 
Defendants in the representation of Plaintiff with regard to an industrial accident suffered 
by Plaintiff on April 9, 2001. Plaintiffs lawsuit is not timely and is barred by the 
applicable Statute of Limitations. The following is a synopsis of Plaintiffs claims as set 
forth in his Civil Complaint, and relevant undisputed facts. 
l. Plaintiff alleges in his Complaint negligence of Defendants arising from 
the performance of Attorney at Law services performed by Defendants on behalf 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO 
IRCP RULE 12(6)(6) - /;M,4 
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of Plaintiff. See Plaintiff's Civil Complaint, filed June 8, 2009. 
2. Plaintiff alleges in his Complaint that he retained Defendants to represent 
him with regard to an industrial accident which occurred on or about April 9, 
2001. Plaintiff further alleges that Defendants negligently performed those 
services as Plaintiffs attorney. In particular, Plaintiff alleges that Defendants 
were negligent in pursuing his workers compensation claim arising from the April 
9, 2001, industrial accident. See Plaintiff's Civil Complaint, filed June 8, 2009. 
3. Plaintiff also alleges that Defendants failed to properly forward to Plaintiff 
certain benefit checks related to the April 9, 2001 workers compensation claim. 
Plaintiff alleges that this failure amounted to negligence and amounted to a breach 
of fiduciary duty owed to him by Defendants. Plaintiff alleges that the checks 
which he claims were not delivered to him were issued between September 5, 
2001, and February 14, 2002. Plaintiff alleges that he suffered damage from these 
alleged failures beginning on September 19, 2001, with such damage continuing 
through February 13, 2002. Plaintiff alleges that he had a "discovery" of his 
damages on March 14, 2008, apparently based upon the issuance of an award 
check to his mother. See Plaintiff's Civil Complaint, filed June 8, 2009. 
4. Plaintiff began receiving unemployment compensation benefits beginning 
March 2, 2002, through August 31, 2002. These unemployment benefits began 
just two weeks after February 14, 2002, the last date of his Total Temporary 
Disability Benefit. See Exhibit 8 to Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
5. Defendants did, in fact, represent Plaintiff with regard to his workers 
compensation claim arising from an industrial accident of April 9, 2001. During 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO 
IRCP RULE 12(b)(6) -
2 
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the course of Defendants representation of Plaintiff, Defendants pursued the 
matter through litigation, hired and consulted with expert witnesses and presented 
testimony on Plaintiffs behalf at a workers compensation hearing, including 
Vocational Counselor Deb Uhlencott, Robert Colburn, MD, and Brett Dirks, MD. 
In addition, Defendants filed on behalf of Plaintiff various legal briefing, all in 
conjunction with and in compliance with the Judicial Rules of Practice and 
Procedure, as adopted by the Idaho Industrial Commission. All benefits which 
were due Plaintiff were forwarded or caused to be delivered to Plaintiff by 
Defendants. See Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
6. On July 27, 2006, the Idaho Industrial Commission rendered a decision on 
Plaintiffs workers compensation case arising from his industrial injury of April 9, 
2001. Said decision awarded to Plaintiff certain benefits due under Title 72 of the 
Idaho Code. See Exhibit 2 to Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
7. On August 17, 2006, Defendants, on behalf of Plaintiff, filed a Motion to 
Reconsider with the Idaho Industrial Commission. On September 26, 2006, the 
Idaho Industrial Commission denied the Motion to Reconsider and affirmed its 
earlier findings. See Exhibit 3 to Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
8. On October 2, 2006, Defendants moved to withdraw as Plaintiffs 
attorneys. See Exhibit 5 to Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
9. On October 2, 2006, Defendants filed a Motion for Approval of Attorney 
Fees Charging Lien. See Exhibit 4 of Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
10. On December l, 2006, the Idaho Industrial Commission issued an Order 
Approving Attorney Lien to Defendants, granting attorney fees of 30% of the 
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total award to Defendants but reducing reimbursement of litigation costs to 
Defendants by $1,000.00. See Exhibit 4 of Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
11. On December 5, 2006, Plaintiff mailed to the Idaho Industrial Commission 
a letter, which was filed with the Idaho Industrial Commission on December 6, 
2006, wherein he advised that "with regard to his ex-attorney Chris Caldwell" he 
did not that he owed 30% of benefits awarded as an attorney fees but rather 
25%, in spite of the fact that Plaintiff agreed by Vvritten contract to pay 30% if the 
matter proceeded to hearing. Plaintiff further advised that that "whatever is owed 
to Mr. Caldwell will be dealt appropriately." See Exhibit 7 of Affidavit of 
Christopher Caldwell. 
12. On December 11, 2006, Defendants were permitted to withdraw, and did 
in fact withdraw, as Plaintiff's attorneys by Order of the Idaho Industrial 
Commission. See Exhibit 6 of Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
13. On December 18, 2006, Defendants filed a Motion to Reconsider with 
regard to the reimbursement of its litigation costs which had been advanced by 
Defendants in pursuit of Plaintiffs industrial claims. See Exhibit 6 of Affidavit of 
Christopher Caldwell. 
14. On December 20, 2006, Plaintiff wrote a letter to the Idaho Industrial 
Commission advising that he would represent himself in the matter before the 
Idaho Industrial Commission arising from his industrial accident of April 9, 2001. 
See Exhibit 6 of Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
15. On February 5, 2007, the Idaho Industrial Commission awarded to 
Defendants an additional $1,000.00 in litigation cost reimbursement, thus 
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awarding to Defendants the full amount of litigation costs asserted. See Exhibit 6 
of Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell. 
16. On June 8, 2009, Plaintiff initiated the above-entitled action. See 
Plaintiff's Civil Complaint, filed June 8, 2009. 
ARGUMENT 
The Statute of Limitations with regard to allegations of professional malpractice, 
or negligence, are controlled by LC. Sec. 5-219(4). "'An action to recover damages for 
"professional malpractice"' must be commenced within two years after the cause of 
action has accrued. IC Sec. 5-201 and IC Sec. 5-209. Except for actions based upon 
leaving a foreign object in a person's body or where the fact of damage has, for the 
purpose of escaping responsibility therefor, been fraudulently and knowingly concealed 
from the injured party, the cause of action for professional malpractice accrues "as of the 
time of the occurrence, act or omission complained of." There must also be some damage 
for the cause of action to accrue. The limitation period is not extended by reason of any 
continuing consequences or damages resulting from the malpractice or any continuing 
professional or commercial relationship between the injured party, and the alleged 
wrongdoing. IC Sec. 5-219." Lapham v. Stewart, 137 Idaho 582,585, 586, 51 P.3d 396 
(2002). 
In the above-captioned matter, Defendants were allowed to and did withdraw as 
Plaintiffs attorneys on December 11, 2006. Thereafter, on December 20, 2006, Plaintiff 
became counsel of record in front of the Idaho Industrial Commission. Acting pro se at 
that time, Plaintiff had available to him, directly from the Idaho Industrial Commission, 
all of the filings in the possession of the Idaho Industrial Commission, which include 
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payout ledgers from the insurance company, along with the decision rendered in his 
workers compensation claim detailing his entitlement to benefits through May, 2002, 
along with additional disability. 
Any damage that Plaintiff has alleged occurred did so by the date that the 
Industrial Commission rendered its decision (July 27, 2006). Even assuming arguendo, 
that Plaintiff suffered "some damage" after July 27, 2006, the very latest that the 
applicable statute of limitations could have begun to run on any action by Plaintiff against 
Defendants was December 11, 2006, the date the Defendants withdrew as counsel for 
Plaintiff. Thus, Plaintiff was required to file the above-captioned action, at the very 
latest, under any interpretation of the facts, by December 2008, which he did not do. The 
above-entitled action was filed on June 8, 2009, at least six months after the Statute of 
Limitations had run. 
In order to benefit from any tolling of the Statute of Limitations, Plaintiff bears 
the burden of alleging and proving facts supporting fraudulent and knowing concealment 
of issues of damage. See Lapham at 400, FN3. Plaintiff has not pled fraudulent and 
knowing concealment "for the purpose of escaping responsibility therefore" of any issues 
of damage in this matter, as it is undisputed that no such fraudulent and knowing 
concealment occurred. In fact, on August 2, 2006, Defendants served by US Mail upon 
Plaintiff a letter detailing the award of the Idaho Industrial Commission, along with a 
copy of the decision of the Idaho Industrial Commission. In that letter, Defendants 
clearly detail the benefits which were awarded to Plaintiff, including entitlement to Total 
Temporary Disability ("TTD") benefits through May 30, 2002. A review of the decision 
of the Idaho Industrial Commission further details Plaintiffs entitlement to TTD benefits 
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through May 30, 2002. While it is clear that Plaintiff endorsed and received the 
complained of checks, even if someone had forged Plaintiff's endorsement on the checks 
in issue, Plaintiff became aware, at the very latest, shortly after August 2, 2006, that he 
was entitled to such benefits through May 30, 2002. Even if Plaintiff denies this fact, he 
should have become aware of any such failure to deliver such checks no later than the 
time that he appeared pro se in the workers compensation matter on December 20, 2006. 
Under that analysis, the Statute of Limitations likely ran in August, 2008, but, under any 
interpretation of the alleged facts, ran no later than December, 2008. 
Plaintiff has sought to supply the Court with the returned checks, clearly endorsed 
by Plaintiff and cashed at the Money Tree, over seven years prior to the date of the 
Complaint filed in the above-entitled action. And, by virtue of his own allegation as set 
forth in his Complaint, Plaintiff alleges that he became aware of his injury on March 14, 
2008. Assuming arguendo that Plaintiff can provide some material facts to prove that 
late date is, in fact, the first time Plaintiff became aware of such injury and he could 
prove "fraudulent and knowing concealment for the purpose of escaping responsibility 
therefore," which he has not plead nor is there any offer of proof of, Plaintiff was 
obligated to file the above-entitled action by March 14, 2009, which he did not do. See 
Ogle v. De Sano, 107 Idaho 872, 693 P.2d 1074 (1984). 
The Court must dismiss Plaintiff's Complaint with prejudice as Plaintiff failed to 
comply with the applicable Statute of Limitations. Under any interpretation of the facts 
of this case, the plaintiff failed to file his Complaint in a timely fashion. As such, 
Plaintiff's complaint fails to state a claim and is subject to dismissal pursuant to IRCP 
Rule 12(b)(6). 
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DATED THIS ,L6 day of August, 2009. 
~c;::ZL- ~ 
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB 2851 
Attorney for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was mailed, postage 
pre-paid, by the undersigned this _2f5'\!,-. day of August, 2009, to: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
And 
De Wayne Shedd 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
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RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB #2851 
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2230 3rd Avenue North 
Post Office Box 607 
rWicr~~ 
DEPUTY Lewiston, ID 83501 -------·· - - --·----~--
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
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CASE NO. CV2009-1218 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
TO: Plaintiff Robert James McCormack; 
AND TO: Clerk of the Court: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Defendants will bring on for hearing the 
following motion: 
TYPE OF MOTION: 
DATE AND TIME: 
NOTICE OF HEARING -
Defendants' 12(b)(6) Motion 
October 6, 2009 at 9:00 a.m. 
ez Perce County Olstrtcf-Court 




DATED this-5 day of September, 2009. 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, P.L.L.C. 
Attorney 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that on this 3 rd day of .,_St\)\-Lm\M , 2009, I caused 
to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing via U.S. Mail, postage pre-
paid, to the following: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
And 
DeWayne Shedd 
South Idaho Cprrectional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
NOTICE OF HEARING - 2 
FllED 
ta» tlJU 6 Pl'I 2 19 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEJ2OND .TUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
CHRJSTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 















CASE NO. CV 08-01218 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND 
ORDER ON DEFENDANTS' 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
This matter came before the Court on the Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Pursuant to IRCP 12(b )( 6). The Plaintiff proceeded pro se in the matter. The Defendant 
was represented by Richard Whitehead, of the furn Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell. 
The Court heard oral argument on this matter on October 6, 2009. The Court, having 
heard the argument of couns_el and being_fully advised in the matter, hereby renders its 
-----.uce.cision.~-------------------------------
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BACKGROUND 
In April, 2001, the Plaintiff was injured while at work. The Plaintiff was 
unsatisfied with his worker's compensation coverage for his medical bills, so he hired 
attorney Christopher Caldwell, of the finn Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, to pursue a 
legal action regarding the worker's compensation claim. Attorney Caldwell and the 
Plaintiff entered into an Attorney/Client Contract for Workers Compensation on August 
20, 2001. Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Pursuant to IRCP Rule 12(b)(6), Exhibit 1 (hereinafter "Affidavit of Christopher 
Caldwell"). From September, 2001 through February, 2002, Crawford & Company of 
Atlanta, Georgia issued checks to Robert J. McCormack, in care of Whitehead, 
Amberson & Caldwell, for temporary disability benefits (also referred to as "TTD 
Benefits"). Affidavit of Ronda K Nichols in Support of Defendants' Motion to Dismiss 
Pursuant to IRCP Rule 12(b)(6), Exhibits A-K (hereinafter "Affidavit of Ronda K 
Nichols"). On July 27, 2006, the Industrial Colllll1ission of the State ofidaho issued a 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation which was not favorable to 
the Plaintiff. Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell, Exhibit 2. On December 7, 2006, 
Attorney Caldwell was permitted to withdraw as attorney of record in the matter before 
the Idaho Industrial Commission. Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell, Exhibit 6. 
On June 8, 2009, the Plaintiff filed a civil complaint1 against both the law firm 
Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell and Caldwell personally. The Plaintiff alleges three 
cau,ses of action for p:r()fessional negligence resultii:ig from Mr. Caldw.ell's representation 
____ __cufJhe.ElaintifffurJhe.Elaintiff's work~.mp.ens_at1_·o_n~c-la=i=m-. ______________ _ 
1 This matter was originally filed on January 28, 2008. See Nez Perce County Case No. CV-2008-00736. 
The case was dismissed without prejudice on April 13, 2009, as a result of the Summons not being properly 
served on the Defendant. 
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The Defendants filed a motion to dismiss the claim pursuant to LR.C.P. 12(b)(6). 
The Defendants provided supporting documentation in the form of affidavits from Ronda 
K. Nichols and Christopher Caldwell. In response, the Plaintiff filed an affidavit setting 
forth the personal knowledge of Robert McCormack. 
If a court considers matters outside the pleadings on a motion pursuant to I.R.C.P. 
12(b )(6), the court errs if it fails to covert the motion to one for summary judgment. 
Hellickson v. Jenkins, 118 Idaho 273, 796 P.2d 150 (Ct. App. 1990). Both parties in the 
case at hand have submitted information beyond the pleadings, in the form of affidavits, 
for the Court's consideration on this matter. Consequently, this Court must treat the 
motion as a motion for summary judgment.2 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT STANDARD 
Summary judgment should be granted where there is no genuine issue as to any 
material fact, and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter oflaw. LR.C.P. 
56(c). In determining whether summary judgment is appropriate, the court must construe 
the pleadings, depositions, admissions, and affidavits in a light most favorable to the 
nonmoving party. Conway v. Sonntag, 141 Idaho 144, 146, 106 P.3d 470,472 (2005), 
citing lnfanger v. City of Salmon, 137 Idaho 45, 44 P.3d 1100 (2002). 
When a motion for summary judgment is "supported by a particularized affidavit, 
the opposing party may not rest upon bare allegations or denials in his pleadings," but 
must set forth "specific facts" showing a genuine issue. I.R.C.P. 56(e); Verbillis v. 
Depe17d_able Appliance Co.i 107 Idaho 335, 337, 689P2d 227,229 (Ct. App. 1984). A 
2 Both parties submitted affidavits in support of their argument, which have been reviewed by the Court. 
Thus, the motion has converted to a motion for summary judgment. The Court considers the matter fully 
submitted, however, this Court notes it did not advise the parties it was treating the matter as a motion for 
summary judgment. Consequently, should either party find it necessary to submit additional evidence on 
the matter, this evidence will be properly considered in a motion for reconsideration. 
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"mere scintilla" of evidence or only a "slight doubt" as to the facts is insufficient to 
withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v. Clark Equipment Co., 112 Idaho 85, 87, 730 
P.2d 1005, 1007 (1986), citing Snake River Equip. Co. v. Christensen, 107 Idaho 541, 
691 P.2d 787 (Ct. App. 1984); see also Jenkins v. Boise Cascade Corp., 141 Idaho 233, 
238, 108 P.3d 380, 385 (2005). 
Finally, the initial burden of establishing the absence of a genuine issue of 
material fact is on the moving party, and once this burden is met, it is incumbent upon the 
non-moving party to establish an issue of fact regarding that element. Yoakum v. 
Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 171,923 P.2d 416 (1996). 
ANALYSIS 
The Plaintiff has filed an action against the Defendants to recover damages for 
claims of professional malpractice. The time limit for filing such an action was discussed 
in City of McCall v. Buxton, 146 Idaho 656,201 P.3d 629 (2009). 
"An action to recover damages for 'professional malpractice' must be 
commenced within two years after the cause of action has accrued." 
Lapham v. Stewart, 137 Idaho 582, 585, 51 P.3d 396, 399 (2002); LC. §§ 
5-201 & 5-219(4). The cause of action for professional malpractice 
accrues "as of the time of the occurrence, act or omission complained of, 
and the limitation period shall not be extended by reason of any continuing 
consequences or damages resulting therefrom or any continuing 
professional or commercial relationship between the injured party and the 
alleged wrongdoer." LC.§ 5-219(4). 
Id. at 659, 201 P.3d at 632. In addition, the two year time limitation does not start to run 
until there is evidence of some damage to the plaintiff. 
The statute of limitations for professional malpractice does not begin to 
run until the plaintiff would have a cause of action against the 
professional. Stephens v. Stearns, 106 Idaho 249, 254~6_7_8_P_._2_d_4_1~4_6 _______ ~. 
(1984). Because some damage is required to have a cause of action for 
negligence, the cause of action cannot accrue until there is some damage. 
Id. "[S]ome damage is required because it would be nonsensical to hold 
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that a cause of action is barred by the statute of limitations before that 
cause of action even accrues." Lapham v. Stewart, 137 Idaho 582, 586, 51 
P.3d 396, 400 (2002). Negligence that increases the risk that a client will 
be harmed does not trigger the running of the statute of limitations until 
harm actually occurs. Parsons Packing, Inc. v. Masingill, 140 Idaho 480, 
95 P.3d 631 (2004). 
Id at 661, 201 P.3d at 634. However, the limitation period is not extended by reason of 
any continuing consequences or damages resulting from the malpractice. 
Except for actions based upon leaving a foreign object in a person's body 
or where the fact of damage has been fraudulently and knowingly 
concealed, the cause of action for professional malpractice accrues "as of 
the time of the occurrence, act or omission complained of," IDAHO 
CODE§ 5-219 (1998), although there must also be some damage for the 
cause of action to accrue. Griggsv. Nash 116 Idaho 228,775 P.2d 120 
(1989). The limitation period is not extended by reason of any continuing 
consequences or damages resulting from the malpractice or any continuing 
professional or commercial relationship between the injured party and the 
alleged wrongdoer. IDAHO CODE§ 5-219 (1998). 
Lapham v. Stewart, 137 Idaho 582, 585-586, 51 P.3d 396,400 (2002). 
In order to determine whether the statute of limitations bars the lawsuit before this 
Court, each cause of action must be considered individually. 
A. First Cause of Action 
The Plaintiff alleges in the first cause of action that the Defendants failed to 
provide him with checks dated from September 2001 through February, 2002 for 
temporary disability benefits. Civil Complaint, at 2-3. The Defendants have submitted 
the Affidavit of Ronda K. Nichols, wherein Ms. Nichols attests that she either hand 
delivered or mailed to the Plaintiff eleven checks for temporary disability benefits. Ms. 
Nichols a\l_ers that she "caused ea~h_o{tho_se original clie~l<,s to be delivered to_ i:>_laintiff 
________ ursuantiQIDs_ins1ru_c_tions.____Af_ no_time_did__Lendo.rse__Elaintif:Es_name_onJhe_che_ck,_ru~-------
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did any one else at Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell, PLLC, endorse Plaintiff's name 
on the check." Affidavit of Ronda K. Nichols, at 7. 
In response, the Plaintiff argues he did not receive the checks, and had no 
knowledge of the checks until he received bank records from an individual at the 
Department of Insurance in December, 2008. Affidavit of Robert J McCormack in 
Support of Opposition to Defendants' Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCP 12(b)(6), at 3 
(hereinafter ''Affidavit of Robert J McCormack"). The Plaintiff also provides the Court 
with copies of checks from May, 2001 through August, 2001, which were cashed at Bank 
of America. Affidavit of Robert J McCormack, Exhibit C-H 
The record indicates that the Industrial Commission referred to the Plaintiff's 
recovery of temporary disability benefits (TTD benefits) within the Commission's 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation filed July 27, 2006. The 
Commission's findings state that "Claimant is entitled to TTD benefits through May 30, 
2002." Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation, at 8. Therefore, 
construing the facts in favor of the Plaintiff, the Plaintiff should have been aware by July 
27, 2006 that he was entitled to temporary disability benefits during the time frame he 
claims the Defendants failed to provide him with the checks. 
In addition, the Defendant also informed the Plaintiff that he was only awarded 
temporary disability benefits through May 30, 2002 in a letter to the Plaintiff dated 
August 2, 2006. Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell, Exhibit 3. This letter confirmed the 
---·· _·-·-----·finding§ of the Industrial Commission and further_ informed the_ Plaintiff of the timefr_am_e __ 
he received temporary disability benefits. 
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The Plaintiff does not refute the statements within the letter, nor does the 
Plaintiff assert that he was not aware that he received temporary disability benefits 
through May, 2002. At summary judgment, the Court must construe the pleadings, 
depositions, admissions, and affidavits in a light most favorable to the nonmoving party. 
However, the opposing party may not rest upon bare allegations or denials in his 
pleadings," but must set forth "specific facts" showing a genuine issue. I.R.C.P. 56(e); 
Verbit/is v. Dependable Appliance Co., 107 Idaho 335,337,689 P.2d 227,229 (Ct. App. 
1984). A "mere scintilla" of evidence or only a "slight doubt" as to the facts is 
insufficient to withstand summary judgment. Corbridge v. Clark Equipment Co., 112 
Idaho 85, 87, 730 P.2d 1005, 1007 (1986). 
The record before this Court indicates that the Plaintiff acknowledges the receipt 
of eight checks for temporary disability payments from May, 2001 through August, 2001. 
The Plaintiff claims he did not receive checks from September, 2001 through February, 
2002. It is not likely that the Plaintiff would not have been aware that he continued to be 
paid temporary disability benefits during this time frame. However, construing the facts 
in a light most favorable to the Plaintiff, it is certain the Plaintiff was informed that he 
was eligible for temporary disability benefits through May, 2002 within the Industrial 
Commission's Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation dated July 
27, 2006;. The information within this document effectively put the Plaintiff on notice 
about the claimed missed payments. Further, the Plaintiff was informed regarding his 
____ t_em~p_orary_disability benefits in a letter from_counsel_dated_August 2, 2006. 
. -----···-- .... -- ·----... ----··--·· ···--·---· 
---------'-Wh-'--""-'e=n=-c-=o=n=s=id=e=rm=· """g_ the fayJ.spresented to the Court in a lightr.:nost favorable to the ______ _ 
Plaintiff, it is undisputed that the Plaintiff was informed about his temporary disability 
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benefits by July 27, 2006. The lawsuit in question was filed on June 8, 2009, well 
beyond the two year statute of limitations for a cause of action for professional 
malpractice.3 Therefore, the first count of the complaint is dismissed for failure to 
comply with the statute of limitations. 
B. Second cause of action 
The second cause of action in the case at hand is identical to the first cause of 
action. The Plaintiff claims damages as a result of the failure to receive temporary 
disability checks. The second cause of action lists claims for damages as a result of the 
missing money. These claims are dated from October, 2001 through February, 2002. 
Based upon the claims of the Plaintiff, the damage in question occurred by 
February, 2002. 
Because some damage is required to have a cause of action for negligence, 
the cause of action cannot accrue until there is some damage. Id. "[S]ome 
damage is required because it would be nonsensical to hold that a cause of 
action is barred by the statute of limitations before that cause of action 
even accrues." Lapham v. Stewart, 137 Idaho 582, 586, 51 P.3d 396,400 
(2002). Negligence that increases the risk that a client will be harmed does 
not trigger the rum1ing of the statute of limitations until harm actually 
occurs. Parsons Packing, Inc. v. Masingill, 140 Idaho 480, 95 P.3d 631 
(2004). 
City of McCall v. Buxton, 146 Idaho at 661,201 P.3d at 634. Based upon the claims set 
forth by the Plaintiff, the last date of claimed damages occurred in February, 2002. This 
date is well beyond the two year statute oflimitations as set forth in LC.§ 5-219(4). 
3 The Plaintiff incorrectly asserts that the Complaint dated June 8, 2009 is simply an Amended Complaint. 
.. ··-· ____ _Il:J~J>@intif[~~~rts t~_\:efiSe wasJjJ~ci on Ja,.11_µa:ry28, 700.S, Y{)licµ would have been withiri the time frame 
for the statute oflimitations in this case. The Court notes that the first complaint filed by the Plaintiff was 
dismissed without prejudice due to the Plaintifrs failure to affect service upon the Defendant. "This Court 
adheres to the rule that persons actmg pro se are held to the same standards and rules as those represented 
by attorneys." Watkins v. Peacock, 145 Idaho 704, 707, 184 P.3d 210,213 (2008). Thus, it is necessary to 
clarify that the new complaint filed on June 8, 2009 is not simply an amended complaint. The two year 
time frame is established by the June 8, 2009 date of filing. 
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In addition, the analysis of the first cause of action is also applicable to the second 
cause of action. Both claims are as a result of Plaintiffs contention he did not receive 
disability checks. Consequently, the second cause of action must be dismissed because it 
is time barred by the two year statute oflimitations. 
C. Third cause of action 
The third cause of action claims damages as a result of the Defendant's 
mishandling of the Plaintiffs vocational rehabilitation counselor for purposes of the 
hearing before the Industrial Commission. As stated above, the Industrial Commission 
released its Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation filed July 27, 
2006. Within the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation the 
Industrial Commission hearing officer makes the determination which initiated Plaintiffs 
claim: "Here, Claimant retained a vocational expert at the 11th hour to generate a 
disability analysis." Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell, Exhibit 2. 
The Plaintiff failed to file suit within two years from the date that he became 
aware of this cause of action, July 27, 2006. Therefore, the Plaintiffs third cause of 
action is dismissed for failure to comply with the statute oflimitations. 
CONCLUSION 
The Defendants argue this matter should be dismissed because the Plaintiff failed 
to comply with the applicable statute of limitations. The applicable statute of limitations 
requires a party to file suit within two years after the cause of action has accrued. The 
Plaintiff failed to file suit within the two year time frame, th11s the Defendants' motion to 
-----~d~is~nn~·~s~s~th_e matter with prejudice is grante-d-·-----------------------
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f 3 I 
ORDER 
The Defendants' motion to dismiss the pending lawsuit for failure to file the 
matter within the time frame allotted by the statute of limitations is hereby GRA.i'-JTED. 
The lawsuit is dismissed WITH PREJUDICE. 
IT rs so ORDERED. 
Dated this fa.ay ofNovember 2009. 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM OPINION AND 
ORDER ~N DEFEND~NTS' MOTI?~,JQDISMISS was mailed, postage prepaid, by 
the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this~ day of November, 2009, on: 
Robert Jaines McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P O Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise ID 83 707 
DeWayne Shedd 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise ID 83707 
Richard Whitehead 
WHITEHEAD AMBERSON & CALDWELL 
PoBox607 
Lewiston ID 83501 
PATTY 0. WEEKS, CLERK 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
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CASE NO. CV 09-01218 
ORDER DENYING MOTION 
FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
COUNSEL 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Plaintiffs Motion for Appointment of 
Counsel is denied. 
Dated this~ of November 2009. 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
~iiiwcK- Distri:;: 
1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL was: 
faxed this day of November, 2009, or 
__ hand delivered via court basket this-~ day of November, 2009, or 
\\-/' mailed, postage prepaid, by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this/:? 
N~vember, 2009, to: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
Carolyn Puckett 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
Richard \vbitehead 
Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell 
P.O. Box607 
Le"'iston, ID 83501 
ORDER DENYING MOTION FOR 
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WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, P.L.Lumr Jf~l~yM!M 
2230 3rd. Ave. N. y ~V ff I ., i 
P.O. Box 607 DEPUTY 
Lewiston, ID 83501. 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICP,L DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNT): OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JAMES MCCORMACK, 
















!vfEMOR \NDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAT--ITIFF'S MOTTON 
VS. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & 
CALDWELL, PLLC, 
Defendant 
TO REC( tNSIDER 
Plaintiff has filed a Motion to Reconsider asking this C Ju.rt to reconsider its 
Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendants' Motion to D smiss. In his Motion to 
Reconsider, Plain.tiff attaches Exhibits .A-1, A-2, A-3, and. A-4. While Defendants object 
to the inclusion of Exhibits A-1 in the Courts deliberation of th~ matter having not been 
attested to i.n any way, Defendants note that A~l is a letter wbe: ·ein Plaintiff requested a 
copy of his fil.e from Defendants' office, A-2 was previously a-:·:ach.ed to Affidavit of 
Robert J. McCormack in Support of Opposition to Defendant:{ motion to Dismiss 
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Pursuant to IRCP Rule 12(b)(6) previously filed in this cause. A-3 is the first page of a 
lawsuit previously filed but later dismissed by the Court, and A-4 is a case determining 
applicable statute of limitations with regard to negligence of .i ttomeys pursuant to the 
laws of the Cornm.onwcalth of the Northern. Mariana Islands. 
Plafoti:ffhas presented no new substantive evidence to the Court. Plaintiffs 
previously presented argument concerning Exhjbit A-2, and br reference, A-1 in bfa 
Affidavit of Robert J. McCormack in Support of Opposition ti I Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss. Exhibit A-3 is a prior lawsuit which was dismissed !;Ud has no relevance to the 
above-captioned cause, and again was the subject of argument pre"iously by Plaintiff. 
Exhibit A-4 is an appellate decision interpreting the laws of tb ~ Commonwealth of the 
Northern Mariana Islands, not Idaho. 
With regard to the First and Second Causes of Action i: f Plaintiffs claims, the 
Court found that Plamtiff should have been aware of his entitL rnent to TTD benefits by 
July 27, 2006. In fact, Plaintiff has now admitted that he recei red and was, in fact, aware 
of the Industrial Commissions decision dated July 27, 2006, m1 d that he received the 
correspondence of counsel (Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell, iixhibit 3) shortly after 
August 2, 2006, detailing his cntitlern.ent to various workers ccn1pensation benefits. (See 
Motion for Reconsideration, p. 3). 
Plaintiff also argues that he had "no way of discovering damages before March 
14, 2008, date oflast check mailed to plaintiff's Mother, Marcfine Meza." See Motion 
for Reconsideration P- 4. In addition to having been aware of J· is entitlement to TTD 
benefits by July 27, 2006, it is uncontested that Plaintiff on De,: ember 20, 2006, wrote a 
letter to the Idaho Industrial Commission advising that he wouid represent himself in the 
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matter before the Idaho Industrial Commission arising.from his industrial accident of 
April 9, ?00J. _SeeExhibiC6' of Affidavit of Christopher Ca/ iweff----:_~-:-~~~--
Defendants would further note that Plaintiff previous]:, asserted that he had no 
knowledge of his allegedly "missing" TTD checks until Dece nber, 2008. See 
Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendant's Motion to ,(>ismiss, p. 6. Plaintiff now 
asserts that he discovered the alleged "missing checks" on Oc ober 31, 2008, sotne two 
months prior to what was previously provided to the Court in. t sworn affidavit. 
Plaintiff filed thfa lawsuit on June 8, 2009, alleging attorney n1 :glige.nce by Defendants in 
the representation of Plaintiff; well after the two year Statute cf Limitations. Plaintiff's 
lawsuit is not timely and is barred by the applicable Statute of Limitations. Plaintiff's 
Motion for Reconsideration should be denied, and the Court previous ruling dismissing 
Plaintiff's lawsuit with prejudice affirmed. 
Defendants further request that Plaintiff's request for o: al argument on this 
Motion be denied pursuant to IRCP 7(b)(3)(D). 
DA.TED THIS -ZS:day of November, 2009. 
_Rl_C_H_AR_._D_Wf_I_IT_E_HE_AD _ IS_B_2_8_5_1 ___ :} 
Attorney for Defendants . -- -~-
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CERTIFICATE OF MAJLING 
I hereby certify that a 1:J;ue and .99rrect_ copy of the forr: going was mailed, postage 
pre-paid, by the undersigned. this 6?5 day of November, 2 )09, to: 
Robert James McConnack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.~29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
And 
De Wayne Shedd. 
South Idaho Correctional (nstitution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
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WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, P.L.L.C. 




Lewiston, ID 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
Facsimile; (208) 743-7432 
1N TIIE DISTRICT COURT OF SECOND JUDICLlL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNT\' OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT .TA.l\1ES MCCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 

















CASE N( >. CV2009- l 218 
MOTIO1'~ TO STRIKE 
SUPPLElifENTAL AFFIDAVIT OF 
MOTIO1'; TO RECONSIDER 
On or about November 16, 2009, Plaintiff filed a Motion for Reconsideration 
wherein he re-submitted arguments and unsupported allegatio1 IS to the Court. In 
response, Defendants filed a Memorandum in Oppositio!) to P: aintiff's Motion to 
Reconsider. Now, Plaintiffhas filed a Supplemental Affidavit of Motion to Reconsider, 
an affidavit i.n. support of his Motion to Reconsider . 
. Plaintiff's Affidavit violates lRCP Rule 7(b)(3)(B). :rn CP Rule 7(b)(3)(B) states 
that "When a motion is supported by affidavit(s), the affidavit! s) shall be served with the 
MOTION TO STRIKE SUPPLEMENT AL AFFIDAVIT OF :~ 1OTION TO 1 
RECONSIDER 
12/El9/2009 11:35 12087555895 WHITEHEAD AMBERSON C 
motion." (Emphasis added). Plaintiff was required to file any such affidavit with his 
Motion to Reconsider, which he did not do. As Plaintiffnotd in his Motion for 
Reconsideration, "Plaintiff acting pro-se understands the ruleii '~ Plaintiff's 
Supplemental Affidavit of Motjon to Reconsider must be stric: cen. 
Defendant<:;' request that PlaintifP s Supplemental Af:fid 1vit of Motion to 
Reconsider be strjcken and the Court's previous Memorandur.: Opinion and Order 
dismissing Plaintiff's lawsuit with p~judice be affirmed. 
DATED THIS~ day of December, 2009. 
~A - J . ~~'-
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB 2851 ··------.......:.... 
Attorney for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foren oing was mailed, postage 
pre-paid, by the undersigned this 9 ~ day of December, 20,)9, to; 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Instituti.on 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
And 
De Wayne Shedd 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box: 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIB 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JAMES MCCOR.c\1ACK, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL and 















CASE NO. CV-09-01218 
ORDER SETTING HEARING 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled case be set !or a hearing on Plaintiffs 
Motion to Reconsider on Tuesday the 19th day of January, 2010, at the hour of9:00 a.m. at the Nez 
Perce County Courthouse, Lewiston, Idaho. 
DATED this (f"-dayofDecember, 2009. 
r1 ':?< · 
. ~~--- . <S:) 
-----------------~CARL.B.JIBRRJCK:Dis.trictJud.-E,>-<----------
ORDER SETTING HEARING 1 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the 
foregoing ORDER SETTING 
HEARING was mailed, postage 
prepaid, by the unCT¥'t_gned at 
Lewiston, Idaho, this - .. day of 
December, 2009, on: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
Carolyn Puckett 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
Richard Whitehead 
Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
ORDER SETTING HEARING 2 
FILED 
Dl Jt\t{ 16 R'l ~ C6 
IN DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JAMES MCCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL and 















CASE NO. CV-09-01218 
AMENDED 
ORDER SETTING HEARING 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-entitled case be set for a telephonic hearing on 
Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider on Tuesday, the 2nd day of February, 2010, at the hour of 9:00 a.m. 
at the Nez Perce County Courthouse, Lewiston, Idaho. 
Court will initiate the call to the plaintiff at (208)336-1260 ext. 5202 and to Mr. Whitehead at 
(208)765-5291. 
. r;-r-
DATED this_/-_ day of January, 2010. 
------------!~ • 
CARL B. KERRICK-District Judge 
AMENDED ORDER SETTING HEARING 1 
Jt-/-0 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the 
foregoing AMENDED ORDER 
SETTING HEARING was mailed, 
postage prepaid, by the r r~gned at 
Lewiston, Idaho, this '.::) ( _ day of 
January,2010,on: ' 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
Carolyn Puckett 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P.O. Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
Richard Whitehead 
Whitehead Amberson & Caldwell 
P.O.Box607 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
PATTY 0. WEEKS, CLERK 
AMENDED ORDER SETTING HEARING 2 
t tJ-l 
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FILED 
20» AB 9 Pl'I 3 YJ 
PATTY O WEEKS 
RICH~ WHITEHEAD !SB #2851 r;rr,n 00iiJfi1i41 1/J A 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & CALDWELL, p J..,.L.cU v, ,, v ~ 
2230 3rd. Ave. N. DEPUTY 
P.O. Box 607 
Lewiston, JD 83501 
Telephone: (208) 743-5299 
.Facsimile: (208) 743-7432 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAi, DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDA.HO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY ( 1f NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT JA11ES l\1 CCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 



















CASE NO CV2009-1218 
MOTION ·: 'O STRIKE 
PLAINTIF•'S MOTION TO 
RECONSII JER, 
FURTHER INFORMATION, 
REQUEST FOR ORAL 
ARGUlvffil ~T 
Ou or about February 3, 2010, Plaintiff filed a Motion fi ,r Reconsideration, 
Further Information, Request for Oral Argument wherein he re,: _uests 1hat the Court "look 
further into his :i:ecornmendatio:os ofreconsideration," 8:PPatent1 y .referring to Plaintiff's 
Motion to Reconsider filed on November 16, 2009. S~d Mo1:on for Reconsideratio11 is 
not timely, fa redundant and immaterial. Plaintiff was required to file such a lv.Iotion .for 
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECON:: IDER FURTHER 1 
INFORlvIATION, REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
02-/,09/2010 15: 22 12087656895 li.lHITEHEAD AMBERSON C 
Reconsideration within 14 days of November 6, 2009, the date t'.tis Court di.smissed 
Plaintiff's complaint. (IRCP Rule 1 l(a)(2)(B)) Plaintiff has fai ed to meet such a 
deadline. Further, IRCP Rule 11 (a)(2)(B) d.oes not allow or coll template th.e 6.lin.g of 
inultiple Motions to Reconsider on a particular issue. 
DATED TiilS _/j2_ day of February, 2010. . 
RICHARD WHITEHEAD ISB 2851 
Attorn.ey for Defendants 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregc: ing was mailed, postage 
pre-paid., by the undersigned this • 2 day of February, 2010 to: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
And 
De Wayne Shedd 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83 707 
MOTION TO STRIKE PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECON~; fDER FURTHER 2 
INFORMATION, REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
PAGE 03/03 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 















CASE NO. CV 09-01218 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND 
ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
This matter came before the Court on the Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider the 
Memorandum Decision and Order on Defendants' Motion to Dismiss dated November 6, 
2009. The Plaintiff proceeded pro se in the matter. The Defendant was represented by 
Richard Whitehead, of the firm Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell. The matter was set 
for oral argument on February 2, 2010; however, the Plaintiff was unavailable1 for the 
·The1'Tamtifl 1s currently mcarcerated, thus, teleplioruc hearmgs must be scheduled through the Idaho 
DepartI+tent of Corrections. Arrangements were made through the Department for purposes of holding a 
hearing on this matter. The Court attempted to make contact with the Plaintiff by the number provided by 
the Department; however, Court was unable to reach the Plaintiff via the phone number supplied. The 
Court notes that the Plaintiff was unavailable for the hearing through no fault of his own. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 1 
ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
hearing. The Court, having considered the filings by the parties and being fully advised 
in the matter, hereby renders its decision. 
BACKGROUND 
Comprehensive background details of the lawsuit are available in the Court's 
Memorandum Opinion and Order on Defendants' Motion to Dismiss, dated November 6, 
2009. This Court concluded that the Plaintiff failed to comply with the applicable statute 
of limitations and the lawsuit was dismissed with prejudice. 
The Plaintiff filed a motion for reconsideration on November 19, 2009. The 
Defendants filed a memorandum in opposition on November 25, 2009. On December 4, 
2009, the Plaintiff filed a Supplemental Affidavit of Motion to Reconsider, to which the 
Defendants responded with a motion to strike. 
The matter was set for argument on February 2, 2010. Counsel for Defendants 
was present telephonically, however, the Plaintiff was absent from the hearing following 
numerous attempts by the Court to contact the Plaintiff telephonically. As a result, the 
Court reviewed the documents submitted and found that the matter was properly 
submitted on the briefing and supporting documents filed, thus making it unnecessary to 
schedule another hearing on the matter. The Plaintiff was informed of this decision and 
elected to file further information in support of the motion to reconsider. 
On February 3, 2010, the Plaintiff filed a Motion to Reconsider, Further 
Information, Request for Oral Argument. The Defendants responded with a motion to 
strike the Plaintiff's motion, arguing the motion was not timely, redundant, and 
immaterial. 
l\1EMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 2 
ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 111-s 
ANALYSIS 
This matter was set for argument on February 2, 2010. The Plaintiff, through no 
fault of his own, was unable to be present at that time, thus, oral argument was not had on 
the matter. I.R.C.P. 7(b)(3)(D) permits the Court to "deny oral argument by counsel by 
written or oral notice to all counsel before the day of the hearing, and the court may limit 
oral argument at any time." The Court attempted to contact the Plaintiff at the scheduled 
hearing time; however, the Court was unable to reach the Plaintiff at the number 
provided. Having failed to contact the Plaintiff, notice was given to the Plaintiff that the 
Court would consider the matter submitted on the record before it. The Plaintiff 
submitted additional material, thus the matter is fully submitted upon the briefs and 
supporting documents filed by the parties. 
On November 6, 2009, the Defendant's motion to dismiss this lawsuit was 
granted, based upon this Court's determination that the lawsuit was not filed within the 
two year statute of limitations, as set forth in LC.§§ 5-201 and 5-219(4). See also City of 
McCall v. Buxton, 146 Idaho 656,201 P.3d 629 (2009). The Court reviewed every claim 
set forth by the Plaintiff within the Court's Memorandum Opinion and Order on 
Defendants' Motion to Dismiss and determined that the Plaintiff failed to comply with the 
applicable statute of limitations. 
After due consideration of all additional filings in this matter, this Court finds the 
Plaintiff has presented no new substantive evidence to the Court. The Plaintiff failed to 
file suit within the two year time frame required by the applicable statute of limitations. 
---~Accordingly, the Plaintiffs motion for rewnsideratio~is denieJ~----------------
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 3 
ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
ORDER 
The Plaintiffs Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's Memorandum Opinion 
and Order on Defendants' Motion to Dismiss filed on November 6, 2009, is hereby 
DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this J.::.f day of March 2010. 
Qn, __ 
CARL B. KERRICK District Judge 
MEMORANDUM 0PIN1ON AND ORDER 4 
ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER l 41 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I hereby certify that a true copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM OPINION AND 
ORDER ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO ,lll;_CONSIDER was mailed, postage prepaid, 
by the undersigned at Lewiston, Idaho, this~ day of March, 2010, on: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
P O Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise ID 83707 
Carolyn Puckett 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D. A-29 
Boise ID 83707 
Richard Whitehead 
WIIlTEHEAD AMBERSON & CALD\VELL 
Po Box 607 
Lewiston ID 83501 
PATTY 0. WEEKS, CLERK 
:MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 5 
ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER 
Inmate name ibt,.er--tP'J, Cormg.c,k 
IDOC No. 3,.;i 2 3 S::: 
AddressJ.tG t AfJJ~ll-Ylh>.(!,.<j ttd/ 
&is~ .t:-l'Wlh. <a'.32d::17 
Defendant! Appellant 
Fl6RR3\NAL 
1Dl0'1¥111· ff) lD 01 
Cii~~ 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE Sr:C C)N D JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN Al"\TD FOR THE COUNTY OF 1111.Z "19:£c>£ 
t(i!J/Ml{L l?.c t.. {;}l(n? 4 C k ···-···,, ) 
) Case No. C.Vt>"/-t:>J;,J..t~ 
Appellant, ) 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
vs. ) 
) 
cllR4sT0()H£,Z C,A:L/)WE LL ()ftl' ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
w!ltft //t:i!b1 Ar>/Jh?:5dtif CAt Dwn ~ PLL c) 
TO: THE ABOVE RESPONDENTS, c:1/t,s~L 6/QcJZ II 
AND THE PARTY'S ATTORl""IBYS, 'R,ctl~eb Wll-/ft-UtdlJ 
AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED -----------
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT 
1. The above namedAppellant(s) KotsE/2! /7e,eel2 PJ.l>CK-
appeal( s) against the above named respondent( s) to the Idaho Supreme Court from ( the final 
judgment or order, (describe it) __________________ _ 
entered in the above-entitled action (proceeding) on the day of _________ . 
20 __, Honorable Judge ________ presiding. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Revised: 10/14/05 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment or 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends to 
assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant 
from asserting other issues on appeal. 
\ ~ D\c.1 t~. Cnv,t (,{(U( t,'\ J~14t<,.S1rv.c1 C1>--k kJ w-~ f~rv~~s 
J 
t.M('3/ s--1,Jvk c...Jt~ . ~ , 
'l-, Q"j ik ~ fb /){(eJv \ DM \ tN1 ±,\. \r c»V\> Lek½ , t(_r2-. Li P G,c;-~~ 
"'2..,' \\ 2,-\,}.f Cm ,-1- l(( or V\ k,i,J ;ci f ;_,(.[Jcit lU-- ~u ck 
4.(a) Is a reporter's transcript requested? lf t 5;. ---+v_..~---
(b) The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the 
reporter's transcript·, 
~ entire reporter's standard transcript as defined in Rule 25( a), I.A.R 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
Revised 10/14/05 
}50 
D The entire reporter's transcript supplemented by the following: 
0 Voir Dire examination of jury 
D Closing arguments of counsel 
D The following reporter's partial transcript: _________ _ 
D The testimony of witness(es) ---------------
0 Conferences on requested instructions 
D Instructions verbally given by court 
5. The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's record in 
addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, I.A.R. 
D All requested and given jury instructions 
D The deposition of: _____________________ _ 
D Plaintiff's motion for continuance of trial 
6. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on the reporter. 
(b )( 1) D That the clerk of the district court or administrative agency has been paid the 
estimated fee for preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(2) ~t the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated transcript fee because 
---ci,., ~nw., ~ Wt; kJ ;'V:l 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
Revised 10/14/05 
Is I 
(c)(l) D That the estimated fee for preparation of the clerk or agency's record has been 
paid. 
(2) ~hat the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the preparation 
of the record because :ts \.,V\ re\ ¼'.1,lf\..,- \Al~ Jt~,~ 
(d)(l) D That the appellate filing fee has been paid. 
(2) VThat appellate is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee because _b_pnC.a,-n .-kr~ 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to 
Rule 20, and the attorney general ofldaho pursuant to Section 67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
DATED THIS _$__ day of 





+fl==---->Ji...,t .... t'..,..0--<-~--'--'...,,d':""""/'-''11?.~d'.===----'' being sworn, deposes and says: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
Revised 10/14/05 
That the party is the appellant :in the above-entitled appeal and that all statements :in this 
belief. 
20\0. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this _:t'day of 
,,,,t II II II I 111111 
,,~ ~ "{N Pl.J,,, ;,, .. .. o,v ._·1;... , .. 
.... <'L ••••••••• "l .A ,,, -  ,- .o •. v·"l-
,: ~ •• •• -("'1 ~ 
: 0 ." _, 0 TA I? t~ • • .>, ~ 
- • \~ < • -- . . - ·-"-
: : Clllo.GDI> : : 
: • G • -
(SEAL) -:. °-. I> U B t.. \ _: E , ,if>. • • .., 
'.i:. .?> ••• ···.'\..o .. ~ 
Notary Public for I a.ho 
Commission expires: J.c, D ~  
,, .:'f ·••••••G ""-"'\.-r .. . ,,, r~ OF \'O '? .... . ,,, C ,, 
11110 111°•'''' CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY That on the 4( day of 
mailed a true and correct copy of the NOTICE OF APPEAL via prison mail system for 
processing to the U.S. mail system to: 
OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION, APPELLATE UNIT 
PO Box 87320 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
-6'-ci1-¥~-~)_t,1,~,$,=1£~/)~*'~'d~LJ _____ County Prosecuting Attorney 





= IDOC TRUST = = -- OFFENDER BANK BALANCES======== 03/08/2010 = 
Doc No: 32935 Name: MCCORMACK, ROBERT J 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 
Transaction Dates: 03/08/2009-03/08/2010 
Beginning Total Total 
Charges Payments 
81.18 3004.18 3027.02 





------------ TRANSACTIONS------------- ----------:::::=::::: 
Date Batch Description 
03/01/2010 SI0490924 010 070-PHOTO COPY 
03/03/2010 II0491215-007 072-METER MAIL 
03/04/2010 SI0491295-071 099-COMM SPL 
03/04/2010 SI0491295-072 099-COMM SPL 





I hereby certify !hat these rt00rds are true and correct copies of official 
re.:ords or reports or entries therein ol lhe Idaho Department of Conectlon 













= IDOC TRUST ======= OFFENDER BANK BALANCES====== 
Doc No: 32935 Name: MCCORMACK, ROBERT J 
Account: CHK Status: ACTIVE 








Date Batch Description 
12/17/2009 SI0482818 074 099 COMM SPL 
12/18/2009 SI0483033 006 070-PHOTO COPY 
12/22/2009 SI0483377 063 099-COMM SPL 
12/30/2009 SI0484225 068 099-COMM SPL 
01/05/2010 II0484658 058 072-METER MAIL 
0l/ll/2010 SI0485550 003 070-PHOTO COPY 
01/12/2010 HQ0485646 007 011 RCPT MO/CC 
01/13/2010 II0485889 015 072-METER MAIL 
01/14/2010 II0485981-028 072-METER MAIL 
01/14/2010 SI0485993-078 099-COMM SPL 
01/14/2010 SI0485993-079 099-COMM SPL 
01/21/2010 SI0486591-072 099-COMM SPL 
01/21/2010 SI0486591-073 099-COMM SPL 
01/25/2010 SI0486948-005 070-PHOTO COPY 
01/25/2010 SI0486948 012 070-PHOTO COPY 
01/25/2010 SI0486948-019 070-PHOTO COPY 
01/25/2010 HQ0486960-012 061 CK INMATE 
01/28/2010 SI0487399-059 099-COMM SPL 
01/28/2010 SI0487399-060 099-COMM SPL 
02/0l/2010 SI0487824-011 070-PHOTO COPY 
02/02/2010 HQ0487861-001 011-RCPT MO/CC 
02/03/2010 II0488069-059 072-METER MAIL 
02/04/2010 SI0488224-070 099-COMM SPL 
02/05/2010 II0488434-046 072-METER MAIL 
02/09/2010 SI0488819 003 070-PHOTO COPY 
02/09/2010 SI0488819 011 070-PHOTO COPY 
02/ll/2010 SI0489200 082 099-COMM SPL 
02/11/2010 SI0489200 083 099-COMM SPL 
02/16/2010 SI0489570 006 070-PHOTO COPY 
02/17/2010 II0489654-040 072-METER MAIL 
02/18/2010 SI0489827 069 099-COMM SPL 
02/18/2010 SI0489827-070 099-COMM SPL 
02/22/2010 SI0490138 001 070-PHOTO COPY 
02/22/2010 SI0490138 007 070-PHOTO COPY 
02/22/2010 SI0490206 004 100-CR- INM CMM 
02/23/2010 SI0490336 014 071-MED CO-PAY 
02/25/2010 SI0490576-081 099-COMM SPL 
02/25/2010 SI0490576-082 099-COMM SPL 
02/26/2010 II0490736-025 072-METER MAIL 
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03/11/2009 II0451627 008 072-METER MAIL 55530 l.l7DB 80.01 
03/12/2009 SI0451808-097 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 69.81 
03/12/2009 SI0451808 098 099-COMM SPL ll.02DB 58.79 
03/19/2009 HQ0452330 005 011-RCPT MO/CC MAIL 100.00 158.79 
03/26/2009 SI0453132 076 099-COMM SPL 34.47DB 124.32 
03/26/2009 SI0453132-077 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 114.12 
03/31/2009 II0453594 010 072-METER MAIL 78640 4.19DB 109.93 
04/09/2009 SI0454796 106 099-COMM SPL 13.60DB 96.33 
04/09/2009 SI0454796 107 099-COMM SPL 27.67DB 68.66 
04/15/2009 II0455435-029 072-METER MAIL 78669 l.18DB 67.48 
04/16/2009 SI0455594 093 099-COMM SPL 17.00DB 50.48 
04/16/2009 SI0455594 094 099-COMM SPL 29.18DB 21.30 
04/20/2009 HQ0455788 006 011-RCPT MO/CC MAIL 1939.00 1960.30 
04/20/2009 SI0455816 003 070-PHOTO COPY 78668 1.80DB 1958.50 
04/20/2009 SI0455816 007 070-PHOTO COPY 78639 6.15DB 1952.35 
04/23/2009 SI0456320 092 099-COMM SPL 43.04DB 1909.31 
04/23/2009 SI0456320 093 099 COMM SPL 17.62DB 1891.69 
04/27/2009 HQ0456508 011 061-CK INMATE 74226 500.00DB 1391.69 
04/27/2009 HQ0456508-012 061-CK INMATE 55528 500.00DB 891.69 
04/30/2009 SI0456951 093 099-COMM SPL 27.91DB 863.78 
04/30/2009 SI0456951 094 099-COMM SPL 28.68DB 835.10 
05/07/2009 SI0457935-104 099-COMM SPL 26.32DB 808.78 
05/07/2009 SI0457935 105 099-COMM SPL 15.22DB 793.56 
05/11/2009 SI0458258 003 100 CR INM CMM 10.60 804.16 
05/13/2009 II0458522 022 072-METER MAIL 78699 2.07DB 802.09 
05/14/2009 SI0458603-104 099 COMM SPL 133.60DB 668.49 
05/14/2009 SI0458603 105 099 COMM SPL 19.66DB 648.83 
05/15/2009 II0458796 001 072-METER MAIL 16659 0.02DB 648.81 
05/18/2009 II0458916 004 072-METER MAIL 74602 l.22DB 647.59 
05/21/2009 SI0459333 099 099 COMM SPL 13.60DB 633.99 
05/22/2009 SI0459538-001 070 PHOTO COPY 16658 0.30DB 633.69 
05/22/2009 SI0459538 004 070 PHOTO COPY 16672 9.90DB 623.79 
05/22/2009 II0459542 017 072-METER MAIL 16674 5.02DB 618.77 
05/26/2009 II045964l 001 072-METER MAIL 74008 2.58DB 616.19 
05/27/2009 SI0 45 9-721::.=·0O4:::::.:icffO-:eR=r--NM=eMM ========-=··· 1·16: 6D· ---~-73 2: 7 9 
05/28/2009 SI0459865 076 099 COMM SPL 25.29DB 707.50 
05/28/2009 SI0459865 077 099 COMM SPL 13.60DB 693.90 
06/03/2009 II04606l3 009 072-METER MAIL 52849 6.38DB 687.52 
06/03/2009 HQ0460670 003 061-CK INMATE 52856 88.00DB 599.52 
NOTICE OF APPEAL /Sb 
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Date Batch Ref Doc Amount Balance 
06/04/2009 SI0460769-076 099-COMM SPL 20.25DB 579.27 
06/04/2009 SI0460769-077 099 COMM SPL 22.92DB 556.35 
06/04/2009 II0460773-030 072-METER MAIL 74009 0.54DB 555.81 
06/11/2009 SI0461675-099 099 COMM SPL 22.39DB 533.42 
06/11/2009 SI0461675-100 099 COMM SPL 13.60DB 519.82 
06/17/2009 II0462177-012 072-METER MAIL 18386 2.07DB 517.75 
06/18/2009 SI0462297-092 099-COMM SPL 27.82DB 489.93 
06/18/2009 SI0462297-093 099 COMM SPL 3.40DB 486.53 
06/19/2009 SI0462489-004 070-PHOTO COPY 16654 9.60DB 476.93 
06/19/2009 SI0462489-009 070 PHOTO COPY 18385 5.lODB 471.83 
06/25/2009 SI0463056-084 099 COMM SPL 39.78DB 432.05 
06/25/2009 SI0463056-085 099 COMM SPL 13.60DB 418.45 
06/29/2009 II0463299-060 072-METER MAIL 81124 l.05DB 417.40 
07/02/2009 SI0463744-070 099 COMM SPL 13.26DB 404.14 
07/02/2009 SI0463744-071 099 COMM SPL 13.60DB 390.54 
07/07/2009 SI0464393-007 070 PHOTO COPY 81147 0.20DB 390.34 
07/07/2009 SI0464393-028 070 PHOTO COPY 81123 O.lODB 390.24 
07/09/2009 SI0464651-089 099 COMM SPL 36.84DB 353.40 
07/16/2009 SI0465453-004 070 PHOTO COPY 81199 0.30DB 353.10 
07/16/2009 SI0465467-097 099 COMM SPL 26.93DB 326.17 
07/16/2009 SI0465467-098 099 COMM SPL 17.00DB 309.17 
07/22/2009 HQ0465994-014 061 CK INMATE 77494 24.00DB 285.17 
07/23/2009 SI0466075-080 099 COMM SPL 13.60DB 271.57 
07/23/2009 SI0466075-081 099 COMM SPL 29.04DB 242.53 
07/24/2009 II0466260-014 072-METER MAIL 81222 3.12DB 239.41 
07/28/2009 II0466637-034 072-METER MAIL 81247 2.58DB 236.83 
07/30/2009 SI0466820-062 099 COMM SPL 35.29DB 201.54 
08/06/2009 SI0467784-090 099-COMM SPL 19.82DB 181.72 
08/06/2009 SI0467784-091 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 171.52 
08/07/2009 II0468086-043 072-METER MAIL 81285 l.56DB 169.96 
08/10/2009 HQ0468139-006 011-RCPT MO/CC MAIL 200.00 369.96 
08/12/2009 SI0468472 003 070-PHOTO COPY 81281 2.50DB 367.46 
08/12/2009 SI0468472-029 070-PHOTO COPY 81244 1.20DB 366.26 
08/12/2009 SI0468472 033 070 PHOTO COPY 81249 7.05DB 359.21 
081=±~=/-~BB-9-SI-0-4-6-84---9--2--036-&'t-O-PHe-TO copy-- 81~:.c;5===-===~-e+-+DB---........ 3H-.5 ..... 9 . s---1==------~~-
08/12/2009 SI0468472 043 070-PHOTO COPY 81224 4.80DB 354.01 
08/13/2009 SI0468627 089 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 343.81 
08/13/2009 SI0468627 090 099 COMM SPL 28.09DB 315.72 
08/19/2009 II0469128 037 072-METER MAIL 81361 1.39DB 314.33 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
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Date Batch Description 
08/20/2009 SI0469202 065 099-COMM SPL 
08/20/2009 SI0469202 066 099-COMM SPL 
08/27/2009 SI0469845 064 099-COMM SPL 
08/27/2009 SI0469845 065 099-COMM SPL 
08/28/2009 HQ0469982 003 070-PHOTO COPY 
08/28/2009 HQ0469982 005 070-PHOTO COPY 
08/28/2009 HQ0469982 018 070-PHOTO COPY 
08/28/2009 SI0470036-056 071 MED CO-PAY 
08/3l/2009 SI0470140 007 071-MED CO-PAY 
08/3l/2009 SI0470140 076 071-MED CO-PAY 
09/02/2009 II0470457 024 072-METER MAIL 
09/02/2009 II0470457-025 072-METER MAIL 
09/03/2009 SI0470657 080 099-COMM SPL 
09/03/2009 SI0470657 081 099-COMM SPL 
09/10/2009 SI0471607 095 099-COMM SPL 
09/10/2009 SI0471607 096 099-COMM SPL 
09/ll/2009 II0471773 019 072-METER MAIL 
09/17/2009 SI0472364-081 099-COMM SPL 
09/22/2009 II0472847 034 072-METER MAIL 
09/24/2009 SI0473062 073 099-COMM SPL 
09/24/2009 SI0473062 074 099-COMM SPL 
09/30/2009 II0473668 045 072-METER MAIL 
09/30/2009 II0473699 003 072-METER MAIL 
10/0l/2009 II0473737 007 072-METER MAIL 
10/01/2009 SI0473747 072 099-COMM SPL 
10/01/2009 SI0473747 073 099-COMM SPL 
10/0l/2009 SI0473923 005 100-CR INM CMM 
10/02/2009 HQ0473943 004 011-RCPT MO/CC 
10/02/2009 SI0474045 008 070-PHOTO COPY 
10/02/2009 SI0474045 010 070-PHOTO COPY 
10/02/2009 SI0474045 012 070-PHOTO COPY 
10/02/2009 SI0474045 018 070-PHOTO COPY 
10/02/2009 SI0474045 027 070-PHOTO COPY 
10/05/2009 SI0474174 009 070-PHOTO COPY 
-3:B-f&S-/2-0-09--B:Hr½7417 4 0-3:B-0 7 0 PHOTO CO PY 
10/05/2009 SI0474174 024 070-PHOTO COPY 
10/05/2009 SI0474183 046 071-MED CO-PAY 
10/08/2009 SI0474874 084 099-COMM SPL 
10/08/2009 SI0474874-085 099 COMM SPL 










































0. 06 91. 05 
MAIL 100.00 191.05 
18240 1.l0DB 189.95 
81486 0.50DB 189.45 
81460 1.60DB 187.85 
81476 l.60DB 186.25 
18204 1.70DB 184.55 
81825 6.40DB 178.15 
81:tr.2 Q>--------6-;-'lfJDcUc-B------11----'-'7 ~5 · -- -~ 
18258 6.30DB 165.15 
304561 5.00DB 160.15 
23.54DB 136.61 
16.35DB 120.26 
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Date Batch Description Ref Doc Amount Balance 
10/15/2009 SI0475499-077 099-COMM SPL 15.52DB 104.74 
10/15/2009 SI0475499-078 099-COMM SPL 3.40DB 101.34 
10/2l/2009 110476142-003 072-METER MAIL 78427 9.90DB 91.44 
10/26/2009 HQ0476596-015 061-CK INMATE 78429 83.93DB 7.51 
10/27/2009 HQ0476722-020 011-RCPT MO/CC RCPT MO 100.00 107.51 
11/02/2009 SI0477384-057 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 97.31 
11/02/2009 SI0477384-058 099-COMM SPL 32.40DB 64.91 
11/05/2009 SI0477894-064 099-COMM SPL 37.41DB 27.50 
11/05/2009 SI0477894-065 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 17.30 
11/05/2009 SI0477952-012 070-PHOTO COPY 78428 6.55DB 10.75 
11/05/2009 SI0477952-024 070-PHOTO COPY 78486 0.50DB 10.25 
11/05/2009 SI0477952-027 070-PHOTO COPY 78458 0.40DB 9.85 
11/05/2009 SI0477952-031 070-PHOTO COPY 78440 0.20DB 9.65 
11/05/2009 SI0478104-141 071-MED CO-PAY 326142 5.00DB 4.65 
11/12/2009 SI0478807-082 099-COMM SPL 4.54DB 0.11 
11/13/2009 II0479000-030 072-METER MAIL 81934 5.19DB 5.08DB 
11/16/2009 110479153-050 072-METER MAIL 81956 l.77DB 6.85DB 
11/17/2009 110479278-046 072-METER MAIL 81935 2.95DB 9.80DB 
11/27/2009 110480238-034 072-METER MAIL 82901 0.88DB 10.68DB 
11/27/2009 110480258-002 072-METER MAIL 82779 2.03DB 12.71DB 
12/02/2009 110480716-039 072-METER MAIL 82830 2.24DB 14.95DB 
12/02/2009 110480716-050 072-METER MAIL 82800 l.05DB 16.00DB 
12/04/2009 HQ0481020-005 011-RCPT MO/CC MAIL 150.00 134.00 
12/10/2009 SI0482044-081 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 123.80 
12/10/2009 SI0482044-082 099-COMM SPL 42.98DB 80.82 
12/14/2009 110482374-129 072-METER MAIL 82864 l.83DB 78.99 
12/15/2009 SI0482518-001 070-PHOTO COPY 82829 0.25DB 78.74 
12/15/2009 SI0482518-004 070-PHOTO COPY 82844 0.90DB 77.84 
12/15/2009 SI0482518-017 070-PHOTO COPY 82801 l.20DB 76.64 
12/15/2009 SI0482525-006 070-PHOTO COPY 82900 l.l0DB 75.54 
12/15/2009 SI0482525-010 070-PHOTO COPY 82780 l.80DB 73.74 
12/15/2009 SI0482525-026 070-PHOTO COPY 81970 4.55DB 69.19 
12/15/2009 SI0482547-008 070-PHOTO COPY 81957 0.l0DB 69.09 
12/15/2009 SI0482547-009 070-PHOTO COPY 81938 10.90DB 58.19 
r27'~ / 2 0 0 9-S IO 4 8 2 5-4,-'r=i)-2-]:-D-TO-=-PH6'Pcr-e-op-'v--{ ---'-'81-9-'-'2-+-l-----~o-:-3-(:)j)B ~-------<5--'r;--8 9- --
12/l5/2009 S10482547-025 070-PHOTO COPY 81910 0.60DB 57.29 
12/16/2009 S10482771-003 071-MED CO-PAY 338995 3.00DB 54.29 
12/17/2009 S10482812-013 071-MED CO-PAY 338951 5.00DB 49.29 
12/17/2009 S10482818-073 099-COMM SPL 10.20DB 39.09 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDIC AL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNn' OF NEZ PERCE 







CHRISTOPHER CALDWELL and ) 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON & ) 
CALDWELL, PLLC, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
) _________ ) 
CASE NO. CV2009-1218 
REQUE!:IT FOR ADDITIONAL 
RECOR[I 
TO: ROBERT JAMES McCORMACK AND THE: CLERK 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the Responden: in the above entitled 
proceeding hereby requests pursuant to Rule 19, LA R., 1 he inclusion of the 
following material in the clerk's record in addition to that r :Jquired to be included 
by the I.AR. and the notice of appeal: 
1. Clerks Record; 
a. Motion to Dismiss Pursuantto IRCP ~ule 12(b)(6). 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD 1 
03/ 23/201El 12: 39 1213875558'35 WHITEHEAD AMBERSON C 
PAGE 1:B/10 
b. Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to 
IRCP Rule 12(b)(6). 
c. Affidavit of Christopher Caldwell in :)upport of Defendants' 
Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCI: Rule 12(b)(6). 
d. Affidavit of Ronda K. Nichols in Sup :mrt of Defendants' 
Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to IRCF Rule 12(b )(6). 
e. Notice of Hearing. 
f. Motion to Strike Supplemental AffidF1vit of Motion to 
Reconsider; 
g. Memorandum in Opposition to Plairi :iff s Motion to 
Reconsider; 
h. Motion to Strike Plaintiffs Motion to ·'.{econsider, Further 
Information, Request for Oral.Argurn ent. 
3. I certify that a copy of this request was served upon the clerk of the 
district court or administrative agency and upon all partie:i required to be served 
pursuant to Rule 20. 
DATED this 21 day o-f March, 2010. 
WHITEHEAD, AMBERSON 8: CALDWELL, P.L.L.C. 
~-~==---\---
RICHARD WHITEHEAD 
Attorney for Respondent 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL RECORD 2 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAIUNG 
l hereby certify that on this g3 day of-:22~ad,,c..LJ , 2010, I caused 
to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing vicl U.S. Mail, postage pre-
paid, to the following: 
Robert James McCormack 
South Idaho Correctional Institution 
PO Box 8509 N.D.A.-29 
Boise, ID 83707 
Patty Weeks 
Clerk of the District Court, Nez Perce County 
PO Box896 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF NEZ PERCE 
ROBERT J. McCORMACK, 
Plaintiff, 
V. 
CHRISTOPHER E. CALDWELL and 















CASE NO. CV 09-001218 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND 
ORDER DENYING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL 
PAYMENT OF COURT FEES 
AND MOTION FOR 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
This matter came before the Court on the Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Payment 
of Court Fees. The Plaintiff proceeded pro se in the matter. The Defendant was 
represented by Thomas Amberson, of the firm Whitehead, Amberson & Caldwell. The 
Court heard oral argument telephonically on this matter on April 13, 2010. The Court, 
having heard the argument of counsel and being fully advised in the matter, hereby 
renders its decision. 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 1 
DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIALPAYMENTOFCOURTFEESAND 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
BACKGROUND 
Currently pending in the action before this Court are the Plaintiffs Motion for 
Partial Payment of Court Fees and Motion for Appointment of Counsel. Plaintiff 
initiated this civil action while incarcerated in prison. Most recently, the Plaintiff has 
filed a Notice of Appeal, filed with the Court on March 11, 2010. Due to his current 
incarceration, the Plaintiff argues he cannot afford the payment of court fees for purposes 
of pursuing his appeal of this Court's previous ruling which granted the Defendants' 
motion to dismiss the case. Further, the Plaintiff is seeking the appointment of counsel 
on the basis that the issues to be presented on appeal may become too complex for the 
Plaintiff to properly pursue, coupled with the argument that the Plaintiff lacks the 
knowledge and skills needed to represent himself. 
The Defendant has objected to the Plaintiff's motion seeking partial payment of 
court fees. The Defendant argues the Plaintiff has received funds while incarcerated of 
an amount sufficient to pay any court fees necessary in the case at hand. The Defendant 
makes no argument regarding the Plaintiff's request for appointment of counsel. This 
issue will be addressed, however, for purposes of expediting the appeal in this matter. 
ANALYSIS 
1. Partial payment of court fees 
Plaintiff McCormack asks this Court to grant his motion allowing him to partially 
pay court fees in order to proceed with his appeal of this Court's previous order granting 
the Defendant's motion to dismiss. The motion is made pursuant to LC.§ 3 l-3220A, 
which allows for partial payment of court fees in civil actions, where a party to the action 
is a prisoner. The intent of the Idaho Legislature in enacting this statute is to create a 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 2 
DENYING PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
PARTIAL PAY1-v1ENT OF COURT FEES AND 
APPOINTMENT OF COUNSEL 
disincentive for the filing of frivolous claims by inmates and to assure the financial 
accountability of prisoners. See ~Madison v. Craven, 141 Idaho 45, 105 P.3d 705 (Ct. 
App. 2005). 
Idaho Code Section 31-3220A describes the procedures to be followed 
when prisoners seek to file certain types of civil actions with partial 
payment of court fees. Under this statute, an action includes any civil suit 
or proceeding including appeals from those suits and habeas corpus 
petitions. A prisoner who seeks to file an action with partial payment of 
court fees must file a motion to proceed on partial payment and an 
affidavit containing information demonstrating the prisoner's inability to 
pay all court fees at the time of filing the action. LC. § 31-3220A(2)(a) 
and (b ). In addition to the motion and affidavit, the prisoner must also 
submit a certified copy of his or her inmate account that reflects the 
activity of the account over the period of incarceration or for twelve 
months, whichever is less. I.C. § 3 l-3220A(2)( c ). After reviewing the 
information provided and considering the prisoner's ability to pay all court 
fees at the time of filing the action, the district court must order the 
prisoner to pay all or part of the court fees. LC. § 3 l-3220A(3). The statute 
includes a safety-valve provision, which provides that in no event shall a 
prisoner be prohibited from bringing an action for the reason that the 
prisoner has no assets and no means by which to pay the initial partial 
filing fee. LC.§ 31-3220A(7). 
Id. at 47, 105 P.3d at 707.1 
This Court is required to consider the prisoner's ability to pay all court fees at the 
1 LC. § 3 l-3220A states in relevant part: 
(3) Upon review of the information provided and considering the prisoner's ability to pay 
all court fees at the time of filing the action, the court shall order the prisoner to pay all or 
part of the court fees as set forth in sections 31-3201 and 31-3201A, Idaho Code. 
( 4) If the court permits the prisoner's action to proceed on partial payment of court fees, 
the court shall assess and, when funds exist, collect a partial payment of any court fees as 
set forth in sections 31-3201 and 31-3201.A\ Idaho Code, an initial partial filing fee of 
twenty percent (20%) of the greater of: 
(a) The average monthly deposits to the prisoner's inmate account; or 
(b) The average monthly balance for the six (6) month period 
immediately preceding the filing of the action. 
(5) After payment of the initial partial filing fee, the prisoner shall be required to make 
monthly payments of twenty percent (20%) of the preceding month's income credited to 
the prisoner's inmate account until the full amount of all applicable court fees set forth in 
sections 31-3201 and 31-3201A, Idaho Code, are paid. The agency or entity having 
custody of the prisoner shall forward payments from the prisoner's inmate account to the 
clerk of the court each time the amount in the prisoner's inmate account exceeds ten 
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER 3 
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time of the filing of the action. At the time the Plaintiff filed the Notice of Appeal in this 
case on March 11, 2010, the balance of his inmate account was $104.02; an amount 
sufficient to pay for the filing fees of the Notice of Appeal.2 The Court notes that another 
affidavit containing the Plaintiffs inmate account records was filed on March 25, 2010, 
and at that time the balance of the Plaintiffs account was $53.07. While the Plaintiff 
claims to have insufficient funds for purposes of filing an appeal, it is evident from a 
review of Plaintiffs inmate account that he receives funds regularly via mail that are 
deposited into his inmate account. 3 
The Defendant has objected to the Plaintiffs motion on the basis that the Plaintiff 
had received $7, 509.55 on March 14, 2008. See Defendants' Objection to Plaintiff's 
Motion and Affidavit for Permission to Proceed on Partial Payment of Court Fees 
(Prisoner), at 2. This deposit to the Plaintiffs inmate account occurred outside the one 
year time frame contemplated by LC.§ 31-3220A(2)(c). Further, it is unnecessary for 
this Court to consider amounts that Plaintiff has deposited in the past, when the balance 
dollars($ 10.00) until the full amount of all applicable court fees set forth in sections 31-
3201 and 3 l-3201A, Idaho Code, are paid. 
2 Appendix A, of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure sets forth the total cost for filing fees for a Civil 
Appeal to the Supreme Court as $101.00 ($86.00 for the Supreme Court fee, $9.00 for the County District 
Court Fund, and $6.00 for the Senior Magistrate Judges Fund). 
3 Cash deposits were made to the Plaintiffs inmate accounts as follows: 
• 4/20/2009 1939.00 
• 5/11/2009 10.60 
• 5/26/2009 116.60 
• 8/10/2009 200.00 
• 10/02/2009 100.00 
• 10/27/2009 100.00 
• 12/04/2009 150.00 
• 1/12/2010 100.00 
• 2/01/2010 100.00 
• 2/22/2010 10.76 
• 3/08/2010 100.00 
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of the Plaintiffs account was sufficient for purposes of filing fees at the time the Notice 
of Appeal was filed. 
An inmate's constitutional right of access to the courts is not an absolute or 
unconditional right in the civil context. 
Inmates have a constitutional right of access to the courts. See 
Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817, 821, 97 S.Ct. 1491, 52 L.Ed.2d 72 (1977); 
Drennon v. Hales, 138 Idaho 850, 853, 70 P.3d 688,691 (Ct.App.2003). 
That access must be adequate, effective, and meaningful. Bounds, 430 
U.S. at 822, 97 S.Ct. at 1495, 52 L.Ed.2d at 79. This right, however, is not 
absolute or unconditional in the civil context, except in a very narrow 
group of cases where the inmate has a fundamental interest at stake. 
Taylor, 281 F.3d at 848. The United States Supreme Court has recognized 
only two such fundamental interests that require state courts to completely 
waive filing fees for indigent persons-those challenging termination of 
their parental rights or those seeking a divorce. See ML.B. v. S.L.J, 519 
U.S. 102, 117 S.Ct. 555, 136 L.Ed.2d 473 (1996); Boddie v. Connecticut, 
401 U.S. 371, 91 S.Ct. 780, 28 L.Ed.2d 113 (1971). 
Madison, 141 Idaho at 48, 105 P.3d at 708. In addition to the determination that the 
Plaintiff had sufficient funds in his inmate account to pay for the filing fees when the 
Notice of Appeal was filed, it is also important to note the case at hand is not within the 
narrow group of cases where an inmate has a fundamental interest at stake, as discussed 
in Madison. Based upon a review of the Plaintiffs inmate account, as required by LC. § 
3 l-3220A, the Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Payment of Court Fees is denied. 
2. Appointment of counsel 
The Plaintiff is also seeking appointment of counsel to represent him for purposes 
of appeal. The Plaintiff filed a Motion and Affidavit in Support for Appointment of 
Counsel similar to those filed for appointment of counsel in criminal cases. A 
comparable motion was made previously in this case, at which time the Court denied the 
Plaintiffs motion. See Order Denying Motion for Appointment of Counsel, filed 
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November 23, 2009. The Plaintiffs motion for appointment of counsel was not argued 
before the Court at the hearing on this matter; however, it will be addressed at this time 
for purposes of moving forward with the Plaintiffs appeal in this case. 
The Plaintiff is not entitled to the appointment of counsel for purposes of pursuing 
a civil action against his former counsel. There is a rebuttable presumption that a 
claimant in a civil action is not entitled to appointed counsel. 
[T]here is no general rule that due process requires the appointment of 
counsel in civil cases where the personal liberty of an individual is not at 
stake. Lassiter v. Department of Social Services, 452 U.S. 18, 26-27, 101 
S.Ct. 2153, 2159-60, 68 L.Ed.2d 640,649 (1981). Rather, in cases where 
personal liberty is not threatened, there exists a rebuttable presumption 
that the claimant is not entitled to appointed counsel. Id This presumption 
may be overcome by application of the balancing test enunciated by the 
United States Supreme Court in Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 96 
S.Ct. 893, 47 L.Ed.2d 18 (1976), which requires consideration of (a) the 
private interests at stake, (b) the government's interest, and ( c) the risk that 
the procedures used, with the claimant having no counsel, will lead to an 
erroneous decision. Id; Lassiter, 452 U.S. at 27, 101 S.Ct. at 2159. 
State, Dept. of Law Enforcement By and Through Cade v. One 1990 Geo Metro, VIN 
2CJMR2464L6012694, 126 Idaho 675, 683, 889 P.2d 109, 117 (Ct. App. 1995); see also 
Murray v. Spalding, 141 Idaho 99, 106 P.3d 425 (2005)(inmate had no constitutional or 
statutory right to appointed counsel in his civil rights action against prison officials). The 
case at hand is not one where the Plaintiffs personal liberty is threatened, nor does the 
court record support a determination that Plaintiff is entitled to counsel. Therefore, the 
Plaintiffs motion for appointment of counsel is denied. 
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ORDER 
The Plaintiff's Motion for Partial Payment of Court Fees is hereby DENIED. 
Further, it is ordered that the Plaintiff's Motion for Appointment of Counsel is hereby 
DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this ) C,fuiy of May 2010. 
~0~1E~G~I =========0 
CARL B. KERRICK - District Judge 
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